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ABSTRACT

This thesis will be concerned with the antenna systems used for

high power radio transmitters operating at Very Low Frequencies (10-30

kHz). General problems involved in antenna systems, from the viewpoint

of their equivalent electrical circuits, will be discussed. The re-

quired matching networks will be covered and their relative performances

indicated. A brief survey of signalling methods commonly used at VLF

is included, and the relation between these methods and the aerial

systems is discussed.

A computer program (VLFANT) will be developed for a typical

VLF aerial installation which may be used in the selection of component

values for optimum operation. Written in FORTRAN IV, it is for use on

a high-speed digital computer. Circuit parameter values may be changed

at will, and the system response using different network arrangements

easily determined. With this program as a design tool proposed systems

may be completely evaluated and the proposed changes to operational

systems easily studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis will be concerned with the design of antenna systems

used for radio communications at Very Low Frequencies (10-30 kHz). Prin-

ciples of design and operation of the systems, from the viewpoint of

their equivalent electrical circuits, will be discussed. The design

and use of matching systems will be covered, and a brief analysis of

information transmission methods used at VLF will be included.

Selection of the proper complete antenna system is difficult,

and under field conditions the best designed system may not function

efficiently. In order to choose component values for optimum opera-

tion, a computer program (VLFANT) will be developed. Parameter values

may be varied at will and their effect on overall operation quickly

determined.

The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV language for use

on a high-speed digital computer such as the IBM System/360. The

U. S. Navy VLF installation at Northwest Cape, Australia has been

selected as a model and its performance will be discussed. Modifica-

tion for other installations may be easily accomplished.

Historically, the Very Low Frequency spectrum was used as the

primary long range communication medium, with a number of stations being

1*
built in the period from 1910 to 1912 for world-wide service. Begin-

ning in the 1920' s, however, with the discovery and subsequent high

usage of the "shortwave" frequencies, the utilization of the 10-30 kHz

range for long distance communications rapidly declined. But within the

last decade VLF has again come into wide use by both the civilian and

* Numbers in superscript refer to references, listed at the end of this

thesis.
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military communities for accurate time and frequency standards, naviga-

tion and specialized communications. This renewed interest is due to

the predictable propagation characteristics of these very low frequen-

cies, the long ranges attainable, and the ability to penetrate the

ocean depths, a requirement raised by man's new interest in the under-

2
sea world. As of July, 1963 over 90 VLF transmitters were known to be

operating below 30 kHz and in the past few years others have been

added. The lowest operating frequency regularly in use is 10.2 kHz,

which is part of the U. S. Navy Omega navigation system, while the

lowest frequency used for communications is 15.5 kHz at the U. S. Navy

3
VLF station at Northwest Cape, Australia.

The earth and lower edge of the ionosphere tend to act as

concentric shells which guide VLF radio waves. There is little pene-

tration into the ionosphere by the skywave portion of the signals and

very small attenuation of the groundwave. Thus signals of notable

strength may be produced at distances of up to 1,000 km. Absorption

and attenuation tend to decrease in winter, at night, and with decrease

in frequency. The major loss in signal strength is a function of

4
distance from the transmitter; fading is never observed. Solar acti-

vity can cause a change in VLF propagation, but the lower the frequency

the less the effect. For the same reason VLF is relatively immune to

nuclear blackout.

Despite these advantages VLF is not completely utilized because

the aerial systems are large and inefficient, with much of the generated

radio frequency power going into ground and copper losses. Additionally,

the total number of stations which can operate is limited and each sta-

tion is therefore restricted to a narrow modulation band.
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A typical modern VLF communications transmitting installation

uses very high power, often in the hundreds of kilowatts. The antenna

is very large physically, and the associated components must have good

mechanical strength and be able to withstand high voltage and current

gradients. In fact, the rf feed-through bushings for Northwest Cape

are about 16 feet tall and weigh almost 3.5 tons apiece.

With such an investment in materials, cut and try methods of

design cannot be used. A proposed system must be painstakingly de-

tailed, and such variables as stray capacitance included in the

theoretical analysis. In the past, prior experience with operating

installations has been combined with modelling studies in an attempt

to get the best design. Exact mathematical descriptions of operations

may have been available, but the evaluation of the expressions could

take months to complete, and with a slight change in a single parameter

could have been rendered useless. Also the form of a system might not

fit the nice geometric configurations of a model, calling for approxima-

tion techniques whose accuracy would be "ball park" at best.

Today this hurdle is being overcome with the use of high-speed

digital computers. Commercial antenna manufacturers are designing

their systems with the aid of computer programs, still retaining models,

however, as a check on the theoretical results. As one antenna engineer

has said:

It is significant that the properties of an antenna
configuration, for example, can be evaluated more econom-
ically by computer techniques than by experimental methods

;

however, it is perhaps even more important that the computer

can also be programmed to change the antenna configuration
in a systematic way to find a structure that is optimum in

certain respects. It is not at all unrealistic to expect
that an optimization that might take several weeks if done

?
experimentally can be done within ten minutes by computer.
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This thesis, then, will be concerned with one part of a VLF

transmitting facility: the interconnection of a previously designed

VLF antenna with the transmitter. A review of basic principles of such

a connection will be presented first, and then a computer program

developed to aid in the optimum selection of the coupling network.
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II. BASIC PRINCIPLES

This section will discuss some of the basic principles appli-

cable not only to the design of the VLF aerial itself but to the

matching networks and signalling methods which must be considered in

the design of the overall antenna system.

A. Aerials

It has been stated many times that the most important part of

a transmitter installation is the antenna system, since the best trans-

mitter is practically worthless if its energy cannot be properly

matched to the atmosphere and radiated into space. This is especially

true in the Very Low Frequency range.

Wavelengths range from 10 km (16 statute miles) at 30 kHz to

30 km (48 statute miles) at 10 kHz. The simple half-wave dipole which

is so popular in the High Frequency bands might be possible here if the

required real estate was available. But for long range propagation of

VLF signals, vertical polarization is necessary, and the quarter-wave

vertical antenna would have to be 7.5 km (12 statute miles) high.

Consideration of supports and protection against the elements clearly

makes such an installation impossible.

Since VLF signals are generally "broadcast" in an omnidirec-

tional pattern, some form of single vertical radiator seems the most

appropriate aerial to use. Towers are generally limited to about

1,000 feet (305 meters) , although there are cases where geographical

g
features may be utilized to increase the height. With a limit to the

physical height of the aerial, it is proper to consider possible

increases to the electrical height.
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Consider a transmission line which is one-quarter wavelength

long electrically, fed with a sinusoidual input, and terminated in a

resistive load much greater than its characteristic impedance. The

current through the load will be very small, the voltage across the

load high. As we move from the load towards the generator the current

will increase while the voltage will decrease, and a phase difference

will develop between the two. At the generator end of the line the

voltage and current will be in phase again. If the impedance at any

point along the line is defined to be the quotient of the voltage

divided by the current, then we see that due to the difference in phase,

the impedance will have a magnitude and a phase. With current leading

the voltage the impedance phase will be negative, the same condition

as exists for a simple circuit composed of a resistor and capacitor.

The yertical aerial may be compared to a transmission line, and

since it Is less than a quarter wavelength long, It, too, will exhibit

a capacitive reactance at the "generator" terminals. If some additional

capacitance was added at the top of the aerial it would appear electri-

cally to be just more "transmission line" and thus appear longer elec-

trically. The 1,000 foot tower is so very much shorter than a quarter

wavelength that in general the more capacitance we can add the longer

the aerial will appear. This addition of capacitance is known as

"top loading" and the capacitor itself is known as the "top hat" due

to its physical arrangement.

Actual construction often consists of a number of horizontal

wires run radially from the central tower to outlying towers, for

distances up to 8,000 feet, forming a circular electrical "plate,"

covering up to two square miles. The other "plate" for the capacitor

16



is the ground, which must be more than just the earth. The basic

operation of a quarter-wave vertical aerial depends on an "image"

aerial of equal length to be formed in the "ground," so the earth

ground system must form a "ground plane."

As might be assumed from the discussion above, the proper

design of a VLF aerial system is relatively complex. Although the use

of modern analysis has been suggested, it has been the practice up to

this time to apply basic and empirical formulae and then make a model

**, a 7,9,10
of the proposed system.

An example of such an approach is the design of the aerial for

the U. S. Navy station at Cutler, Maine. First, a number of designs

were studied in theory and many rejected; the most promosing were then

modeled using a scale of 2500:1. The best of these models were then

12
selected and new models were made with a scale of 100:1. A final

report was then issued with a recommended antenna, including extensive

cost data, preliminary sketches, computational results, modelling

results, and predicted performance against the elements, including high

13
winds and ice loading.

Two important parameters for the resulting aerial system are

the radiation resistance and the effective height, which is "the

height of the antenna center of radiation above the effective ground

9
level." The latter is usually determined from modelling measurements.

The radiation resistance is the true "load" of the aerial and power

dissipated in this "load" is actually radiated into space. These two

parameters are proportionally related through a simple expression. The

radiation resistance normally has a magnitude on the order of one ohm.

17



Figure 1 shows a sketch of the aerial system in use at the VLF station

at Northwest Cape, Australia.

Once the final aerial system design has been made, it is pos-

sible to consider the system as a series electrical circuit, such as

shown in Figure 2. The radiation resistance is the "load," ohmic

resistances of the tower and cables are lumped into the loss resistance

term, the capacitance is primarily that of the top-hat, and the down-

leads to the transmitter form the inductance.

A more thorough analysis would show other reactive elements

such as stray capacitance, but they have been combined where possible

and ignored when practical. It is also possible to use more than one

5
downlead but that will not be considered here.

In standard network analysis the reactances would be combined

and the sum considered as a single parameter. This will be done later

when it comes to impedance matching, but for the aerial itself the

reactances must be considered separately. For a typical VLF aerial

the capacltlve reactance can be assumed to be about four times greater

In magnitude than the downlead reactance.

The static capacitance (neglecting the downlead inductance)

determines the major limits for a VLF aerial. The "Q" or quality

factor is defined to be the ratio between the stored and dissipated

energy, or the capacltlve reactance divided by the radiation resistance.

The Q also determines the aerial circuit bandwidth. For VLF aerials

the Q has a value of several hundred, and the bandwidth is measured in

ten's of Hertz.
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Q

jxJ c

ant R ,. ..
radiation

...d)

f

Bandwidth = -r-5- ...(2)
^ant

Where X = capacitive reactance at the

operating frequency

f = operating frequency

There is a second set of values for the aerial Q and bandwidth

often encountered which involves the loss resistance. At the input

terminals of the circuit in Figure 2 the loss and radiation resistances

are seen as a single resistance sum. From the network analysis view-

point, Equation (1) must be modified as follows:

Q

jxJ c

ant R , . . . + R.,
radiation loss

...d.a)

If an aerial system with the loss and radiation resistances

equal is considered, the Q as seen from the input terminals is only

one half that of the aerial itself and the bandwidth is doubled. Since

the losses depend upon the actual aerial installation and the associated

coils, leads, ground, etc., the Q in Equation (1) is the one of most

concern in the initial aerial design. From the operational viewpoint,

however, the Q determined from Equation (La) and the corresponding

bandwidth are the parameters of most concern.

One of the two major VLF system limitations appears here. This

is the breakdown voltage rating of the various components in the aerial.

(The second is a limitation on the power the transmitter can produce.)

With the low radiation resistance, high power necessitates high current

which in turn produces high voltage across the reactances . The voltages

20
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across the capacitive reactance (Figure 3) and the total aerial react-

ance are the "top-hat" and "base" voltages respectively „ Note that the

voltages may be expressed directly in terms of the quality factor for

the respective reactances, when the aerial is tuned to resonance.

V
fc

. - Q . V. ...(3)
top-hat xant in

Vu - Q. - - V, ...(4)
base ^downlead in

where V. = voltage applied to the

series circuit

Q = Q of the downlead or total reactance,
defined similarly to Equation (1)

Another problem is corona which takes place just before break-

down occurs. Corona develops at high voltage points which are physi-

cally near points at ground potential, and it may occur at the endpoints

of the top-hat, the base of the downlead, cable connections, sharp bends,

and at points where the wires may be frayed or nicked. High rf noise is

generated and the aerial circuit is detuned. Corona rings and the caging

14
or bundling of cables may be used for protection.

The aerial self-resonant frequency is the series resonant con-

dition when the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal and is

usually outside the VLF band. The top-hat provides the major part of

the aerial capacitance, without it the self-resonant frequency would be

even higher.

f
self-resonant 2tt \fh C

•••(5)

As the aerial capacitance is increased the Q will decrease and

the bandwidth increase. The effective height will also increase and

9
with it the radiation resistance. The top-hat voltage (a function of

22



radiation resistance and capacitive reactance) will tend to decrease.

Thus the greater the top-hat capacitance the better the aerial will

perform.

The aerial efficiency is the ratio of the radiation resistance

to the sum of all resistances in the circuit. Since the radiation

resistance is of the order of one ohm, all loss resistances must be

equal to or less than this to obtain an efficiency of 50% or greater.

In practice this can be done by using large diameter cables to reduce

losses.

„j.-. . radiation ,.. xEfficiency = —.- ...(6)
radiation loss

Equation (6) is good only at a specific frequency since the radiation

resistance will normally increase with frequency. The lower the oper-

ating frequency, the more carefully all losses must be considered.

In summary, the normal VLF aerial is much shorter than an

electrical quarter wavelength and is electrically lengthened through

the use of top-loading capacitance. It is physically large (mainly

due to the top-hat), has a high Q and narrow bandwidth. The achieved

efficiency will in practice be close to 50%, and limitations on power

handling ability is usually caused by breakdown voltages across the

reactive elements.
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B. Impedance Matching Networks

Maximum power transfer between a generator and its load occurs

when the load resistance is equal to the generator resistance. If the

generator impedance has a reactive component then the load should have

a reactance of equal value but opposite sign. The generator and load

impedances are then "conjugates."

In radio frequency applications the generator can usually be

made purely resistive, and thus the load should be a pure resistance.

But even with a pure resistance load maximum power transfer may not

occur. For example, if a vertical quarter wavelength radiator, half-

wave dipole or folded half-wave dipole are each resonant at the same

frequency their input impedances are purely resistive. But their

magnitudes are 36, 72, and 300 ohms respectively „ If the generator

has a resistance of 50 ohms, maximum power transfer cannot be directly

accomplished with any of these systems.

A network may be added between the generator and antenna which

will allow maximum power transfer. The generator sees the network and

antenna combination as a 50 ohm resistive load, and the antenna looking

into the network-generator combination sees a pure resistance source

of the proper magnitude. The network which meets these requirements

is known as an impedance matching network.

It is desirable to introduce as little insertion loss as pos-

sible, so the network should be "lossless." If resistors are used in

the network such a requirement cannot be met, but by using high quality

reactive components the lossless case can be closely approximated. No

component is ideal, but the ohmic resistance can be made very small, and

in any case, much, much less than the alternating current reactance.

24



VLF aerials have been shown to have a resistive component in

their input impedance, and since inductive and capacitive parameters

are present, also a reactance term; except at the precise resonant

frequency. When operation at other than resonance is desired the

reactance term will appear and increase in magnitude the further

operation is attempted from resonance. Below resonance the reactance

will be capacitive; above resonance inductive. In the following discus-

sion it will therefore be assumed that the aerial is a complex

impedance load.

Impedance matching networks are built using the basic prop-

erties of series and parallel circuits. In Figure 4 two circuits

with identical behavior at the same frequency are shown, the second

being the parallel form of the first. The parameters are defined as

follows

:

Z = R + jX ...(7)
s s

J s

Z = R + jX ...(8)
P P P

where

Z = impedance of series circuit

Z = impedance of parallel circuit

R = series resistance term
s

iX = series reactance termJ
s

R = parallel resistance term
P

jX = parallel reactance term

The impedance of the two circuits is the same at the same fre-

quency. The quality factor of "Q" defined in Equation (l.a) for the

aerial may now be generalized to apply to both the series and parallel

circuits. At the operating frequency, both circuits have identical

"Q's."
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JX

R
for the series circuit ...(9)

JX
for the parallel circuit ...(10)

Equations for converting between series and parallel circuits

are given below:

Parameter

JX

R

'Q" Equations

R.«. + «

R

cq; + i)

Reactance Equations

or R
s

X

[i + (~n
s

or jX
,

R
9

[1 + (/) ]

s

R
P

or

[1

R

(11)

(12)

...(13)

Jx .

JX

^ +1

^
]

or

JX.

R ,

[1 +(/)
2

]

P

...(14)

Either the "Q" equations or the reactance equations may be used

in transforming from one circuit to another, When the reactance of a

series circuit is greater than the resistance by a factor of 10 or more

(or less by a factor of 10 for the parallel circuit) then the equations

above may be simplified.

R
P

JXr

s s

JX,

or

or

x o

V*r>
2

s

J*

...(15)

...(16)

JX,

(V
JX.

or

or

P

3*

...(17)

...(18)
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Examination of equations (15) through (18) shows that an error

of 1% occurs when Q is 10; the error decreases as Q increases.

If the circuits in Figure 4 are to be modified to be purely

resistive an additional reactance is needed. Thus if a reactance of

the same magnitude as X but of opposite sign is added to the series

circuit, the reactance will sum to zero and a pure resistance results.

By the same token, adding a reactance which is the conjugate of X to

the parallel circuit will give a resultant impedance equal to R .

The above operations may be combined to produce different

results. If a reactance of magnitude X but of opposite sign than X

is added in series to the parallel circuit, then the total impedance

becomes R . This may be seen by first transforming the parallel cir-
s

cuit to its series equivalent and then adding the new reactance.

Alternately, if a reactance of magnitude X with sign opposite X is

added in parallel to the series circuit, R is the resultant impedance.

These results are shown in Figure 5 and summarized below:

Circuit

Series

Series

Parallel

Parallel

Added Reactance

Jx.

J*

jx

Connect In

series

parallel

series

parallel

Resultant R

R

R

The procedures above are the basis for a common type of imped-

ance matching networks. Methods for connecting a reactance to a cir-

cuit and obtaining either the series or parallel value of the resistance

have been shown. But suppose a resistance value other than R or R is
s p

desired, but still without any reactive terms present. This can be

done but may require a second reactance to be used.
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Following the work of Fowler and Kemp, the circuit shown in

Figure 6 is used. With the circuit broken at A looking to the right,

a resistance R is seen. Similarly, if the circuit is broken at C,

looking to the left R is seen. Thus resistances R and R are matched
s s p

to each other. However, at cut B the circuit to the right is R - jX ;

to the left is R in parallel with jX . If the series circuit to the
P P

right is transformed to its parallel equivalent, R is in parallel with

-jX . The left and right hand circuits are seen to have equal resistive

components (R ) but conjugate reactances (equal magnitude but opposite

signs) . The parallel circuit could have been transformed to a series

circuit and given a resistance of R at cut B. No matter what form is
s

used, the impedances at B are seen to be conjugates.

From Equation (11) R is seen to be always, greater than R .

Then to match two resistances the higher resistance may be connected

across the shunt arm of the network to the right of cut A. The two

reactances are adjusted to give conjugate impedances at cut B. If the

two loads to be matched have reactive as well as resistive terms, then

the reactances in Figure 6 are first adjusted to make the loads purely

resistive and then modified to meet the matching requirements. Due to

its physical shape, the network between cuts A and C in Figure 6 is

known as an "L" network.

Figure 7 shows two other forms of matching networks, the Tee

and the Pi. These networks are seen to be the combination of two L

sections combined in different ways. They may in fact be designed as

two L sections and then combined.

When pure resistances are matched the two reactances in the L

network must have opposite signs, in the Tee and Pi this is extended

29
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to having one element different from the other two. These restric-

tions do not apply if the loads have reactive components.

If the Tee and Pi networks are constructed as shown in Figure 7

then they are called symmetrical.' The inductors and capacitors may be

interchanged in either network without destroying the symmetry. It

should also be clear from Figure 7 that the Tee and Pi networks shown

are duals, and at a given frequency one may be directly substituted

for the other.

Tables I, II, and III give the equations needed for designing

impedance matching networks of the L, Tee, and Pi forms respectively.

In all cases the two impedances to be matched are assumed to be purely

resistive. If they are not, the networks should be designed on the

assumption that they are, and then the network legs may be modified

as required.

An alternate method of computing values for the Tee and Pi

networks is to consider each as a lumped parameter equivalent of a

quarter-wave transmission line. Such a line is often used for imped-

ance matching, and has the additional property of inverting the load

as seen at the input network terminals. That is, if a load which has

infinite impedance (open circuit) is connected to the Tee, reactances

X and X,-X are seen to be a series resonant circuit, which has zero
a d e

impedance. Conversely, a zero impedance load (short circuit) causes

X, and X.-X to be a parallel-resonant circuit which has an infinite

impedance. The Pi network may be similarly described.
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Diagram

TABLE I

L SECTION DESIGN EQUATIONS

-o—

t

h

X

-O-- "T -

—

o

1
R

Assumptions h > R

Both R and R are purely resistive,

Given R
a • «b

Equations aV R

°r *»'*. 8b " R
a

\
h '= +

or +

?-'

\h
X

Note: X and X^ are taken with

opposite signs

.

miwrufi i miiimimimmmtmmmmm

(19)

(20)
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TABLE II

TEE NETWORK DESIGN EQUATIONS

Diagram

X

R

i
B[ X

O-
XI , R
c c

Assumptions V>E
«

Both R and R^ are purely resistive,

R > both R and %

Given R
a ' "b '

R
<

Equations

X = ± R

'\K
- 1

! R

*b

X

X, = +

Mt 1

X X
d e

X„ + X
d e

'J
- 1

X = +

Note: X

h

- 1

and X have opposite signs

and X have opposite signs

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
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Given R
a • *b '

X
a

R
c

X
= R [1 + (=V]

a k
a

...(26)

x
d

R „

= X [1 + GrV]
a a

a

...(27)

Equations

*b
Use equation (22)

X
c

Use equation (23)

X
e

Use equation (25)

Given R
a ' \ ' \

R
c

\ 9

...(28)

X
a

Use equation (21)

Equations
X
c

Use equation (23)

x
d

Use equation (24)

X
e

Use equation (25)

Given R
a *b > X

c

,

K R „

X
a

= -X
c

1 ± i_£ _
(
_£)^ ...(29)

Equations
h = -X

c
1 ±

R VX '

a c

...(30)

X
d

Use equation (24)

X
e

Use equation (25)

X
c

Use equation (26) or (28)

TABLE II (continued)
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TABLE III

PI NETWORK DESIGN EQUATIONS

Diagram

1

o~ . I5T—I ! fiTT . o
l_ci _ J 1 l-e

.

< X
a

x
t J. 1

S Rs a b >

! .> n .1
*-> * - 1

1 X ,' R
c c

!

«b
>R

.

Assumptions Both R and R are purely resistive.

R < both R and R,
c a b

Given
a b c

x = + (va IB

R
a

...(31)

*- 1

c

S.

Equations
s "*^ ...(32)

X X
c

X J = ± R
d c

X = ± R
e c

j + x
d e

...(33)

...(34)

...(35)

A-
A-

Note: X and X, have opposite signs,

X, and X have opposite signs.
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Given R
a • "b ' X

a

x
d

X
a

2
...(36)X

i + (/>
a

Equations
R
c

R
a

2
...(37)R

1 + (^)
a

h Use equation (32)

X
c

Use equation (33)

X
e

Use equation (35)

Given R
a » *b » h

h
X
e

b

...(38)

Equations
R
c

b
2

...(39)i + (~)

X
a

Use equation (31)

X
c

Use equation (33)

X
d

Use equation (34)

Given R
' *b * \

Equations

X
a

h
x
d

,..(40)

...(41)

* -R.X
C

/

- -Vc
/

Use equa

R ± k R. -
a J a d

x
5

C

f

3 ^."b
-

tion (34)

X
5

C

X
e

Use equation (35) •

R
c

Use equation (37) or (39)

TABLE III (continued)
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The networks described, although designed for impedance

matching, will also act as filters. In work at radio frequencies one

is usually interested in surpressing higher frequency harmonics, and

thus a low pass filter response is desired. Or there may be undesirable

sidebands produced by modulation of the basic carrier system, and then

a bandpass filter which would discriminate against unwanted frequencies

would be called for.

The choice of which impedance matching network to use is based

on a number of factors. What is the ratio of the two resistances to

be matched? What type of reactance do the loads have, is it large or

small, and how may it best be cancelled out? Will one of the loads

vary significantly with frequency or will the resistance remain fairly

constant and only the reactance vary? How many components are avail-

able for the network? What power and breakdown voltage ratings must

be met? What magnitude of stray capacitance will be encountered?

(The Pi network with capacitors for the legs would be useful here.)

What about ease of operation; can tuning be quickly- and accurately

accomplished by the personnel involved?

Additionally, what power will be dissipated by the network?

The proper choice of network may mean a substantial improvement in

efficiency. Terman points out that "for a given [impedance] transforma-

tion ratio, the "L" section has a lower loss than either the Tee or

Pi."
4

Example :

As a particular example of impedance matching, the aerial

circuit shown in Figure 2 and redrawn in Figure 8(A) will be used. The

impedance values shown are typical of a VLF aerial, and are chosen to
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show the range of magnitudes encountered. It is desirable to use a

matching network to obtain a purely resistive output of 12.5 ohms at

the operating frequency.

A number of variations of this circuit are possible. In

Figure 8(B) the reactances have been combined, since this is what a

radio frequency bridge connected to the input terminals would see.

It is also possible to take the capacitor and resistor as a sub-network

and convert them to their parallel equivalent circuit, as shown in part

C. Since the Q of this circuit Is greater than 10 by Equation (9), the

transformation may be made using Equations (11) and (12). A similar

procedure yields the circuit shown in part D. The parallel circuit of

part E is determined from the circuit of part B.

Since the desired resistance at resonance is 12.5 ohms, and such

a value does not appear from any. of the manipulations in Figure 8, the

most direct approach to the desired result would be to use the circuit

in part B and add a matching network. Figure 9(A) shows such an approach,

First a reactance of equal magnitude but opposite sign is added in series

to produce a pure resistance. Then a simple L network is designed to

convert the 0.308 ohm load to the desired 12.5 ohms. When constructed,

the series inductance would be included in X so that the completed

network would be to the left of -the dashed line. Values for the L

network are found from Equations (19) and (20).

A second approach would be to use the parallel form of the

aerial circuit. Here the new inductive reactance is connected In

parallel and the L networks used to convert 7,550 ohms down to 12.5

ohms. Again the completed L network would be the circuit to the left

of the dashed line.
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nftrn a
J14.8 162.8 ib

0.308 0.308'

O o-

o- rennro.

a

J14.8

-J62.8I 12,320

o

-J62.8

O

jlA.8 715

O

-j48

>
7,550

Figure 8. Variations of Basic Aerial Circuit
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The networks in Figure 8, parts C and D may also be used. If

it is desired to have a pure resistance at resonance the total series

reactance must have the same magnitude but opposite sign of the parallel

reactance. In both of these cases it is seen that an additional induc-

tive reactance of j48 ohms Is required and the total network resistance

will be the same as the series resistance, 0„3Q8 ohms.

There is also the possibility of using some form of transformer

arrangement to achieve the desired 12,5 ohms. In fact a single induc-

tor could be used as an autotransformer If the taps were properly

chosen. If the circuit in Figure 8(E) has an Inductive reactance of

j48 ohms connected In parallel across it the result will be a parallel

resonant tank circuit with a resistance of 7,550 ohms. If the inductor

is tapped as shown in Figure 9(C) then 12.5 ohms will be measured

between the tap and ground.

The relation between turns and impedance for an autotransformer

is given by:

2
Z
l

IT - — ...(42)
Z
2

where Z.. • primary impedance

Z_ secondary Impedance

N *» turns ratio

With Z- and Z equal to 12.5 and 7,550 ohms respectively, N is

found to be 1/24. A total inductive reactance of j48 ohms is needed,

and since inductance varies directly with the number of turns, a selec-

tion of the tap such as that shown In Figure 10 can be made. Here it

should be noted that the same results may be obtained by considering

the circuit shown In Figure 8(B) to be made into a series resonant

circuit.
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o-

Z, = 12
in

JX

^fr-J

mrm
j48 -j4«

0.308

jX =4 [1.935]
jx£ = ;[1.99 ]

O "3*
a r

Z. = 12.5
in

O

£
:|vn J48

7,550

B jX = t [30.65]
jk£ = ;[3080 ]

Z. =12.5
in

u-

"1

j48 -j« 7,55

Figure 9. Various Matching Arrangements
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j46

O

Z. = 12.5 + j2 j2
in j j

-j48

i

7,550

48

j46

O"
L,

0.308

<

Z. - 12.5 + 12 12
in j j

Figure 10. Autotransformer Matching

r>

-J 2

Z
in

= 12 ' 5 + j2 J 2 0.308<

O-

Figure 11. Simplified Circuit
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Figure 11 shows the resultant circuit. It is more convenient

to consider the series form of the aerial circuit, which has an input

impedance defined as:

R(X
L )

2
+ j[X

L
R
2 -£ <X

L
- X

c
)]

Z
in R

2 + (X - X
c

)

2 ...(A3)

At resonance the reactance terms will partially cancel, and

the simplified form below results:

2
(X )

Thus by tapping the coil to lower the input resistance a

reactance term has been added. (It should be noted that the proper

tap on the coil is most easily found by Equation (44) , since the

resistive part of Z. and the value of R are shown. X T may be

computed, and the total coil is merely equal in magnitude to the

capacitive reactance.)

Since the reactance is small it seems apparent that at some

frequency other than resonance it will become zero. Figure 12 shows

the general circuit, where the series capacitive reactance is assumed

greater than the series inductive reactance at resonance. If the

series sum is denoted by -IX , the input admittance for the circuit3 J sum* *

X
i

i
2 + x

2
x

r

J •••<*»
sum L„

The real part of the admittance at resonance should be 1/12.5

mhos> so solving for X
sum

is given by:

-
R

in
2 2

R + X
sum

X =s/R (12,5 » R) ...(46)
3um
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48

"JX, "J x ,

I-
-jx

sum

Z. = 12.5
in

jl.99So JX,

R
. 308^

O

Figure 12. Zero Reactance Circuit

j46.07

Z 4 =12. 5 CT jl-99
in

J14.8 -J62.8

0.308

Figure 13. Final Circuit
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With an R of 0.308 ohms the positive root f I ie magnitude

of X will be used, which has a value of 1.93 ohms. It is now neces-
sum

sary that the reactive part of the admittance be zero so solving for

the parallel inductive reactance:

R
2
+ X

2

2 sum

This inductive reactance is found to be 1.99 ohms, and the

complete circuit may now be finished as shown in Figure 13. Comparing

Figure 13 with Figure 10(B) , the value of the inductance has been

increased very slightly, but the total input impedance of the circuit

at resonance is now purely resistive.

Examination of the circuit in Figure 13 shows the part to the

left of the dashed line to be a L network. When values for the L

network shown in Figure 9(A) are compared with those in the final cir-

cuit, they are seen to be the same. Thus after some involved mathema-

tics the same results as those obtained from the comparatively simple

Equations (19) and (20) are determined. Several Important conclusions

can be drawn from this, when designing a matching network.

First compare the magnitude of the desired resistance (12.5

ohms) with the values obtained from manipulating the aerial network.

As a series circuit the aerial had 0.308 ohms resistance, with the RC

parallel configuration the resistance was 12,320 ohms, with the RL

arrangement 715 ohms, and with the reactances summed and then formed

into a parallel circuit 7,550 ohms. Since the series value of 0.308

ohms is the closest to 12.5 ohms, use the series circuit.

Next compute the values for the L, Tee and Pi networks which

will make the desired transformation . At this time neglect the aerial
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reactance completely. The L network will probably be the easiest to

use although the wider tuning range available or size of components may

show one of the others to be preferable.

Finally include the aerial reactance (here -j48 ohms) in the

circuit and modify the impedance matching network values to achieve

the desired values. Choose variable tuning elements for the network

so that any variation in component values in the final circuit may be

compensated for.

One additional word about the circuit shown in Figure 13; it is

simple and requires only two components., the values are within easily

obtainable ranges, and the aerial Is provided with a direct current

path to ground which provides good protection against lightning and

other electrical discharge.
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C. Transformer Coupling

A coupling method not mentioned previously involves the use of

transformers. They may be constructed to meet many different impedance

ratios, but generally the magnitude of the loads must fall into a

relatively narrow range. For example, a transformer with an impedance

ratio of 10:1 and designed to match 500 to 50 ohms probably would not

work well if used to match 50,000 to 5,000 ohms even though the ratio

• -K 17
is the same.

Transformers utilize iron cores at low frequencies, but at radio

frequencies losses in the core become excessive and air cores are used.

Satisfactory operation is usually limited to fairly small deviations

from the center design frequency.

At radio frequencies transformers find use where a relatively

constant impedance ratio is involved, only small deviations in fre-

quency take place, and as little attenuation as possible is desired.

An additional advantage is that there is no direct electrical con-

nection between the primary and secondary circuits. Energy transfer

is made through magnetic coupling, a fact of some importance where

high direct current voltages such as those in power amplifiers are

present.

A transformer wound with low resistance wire may be considered

as a lossless two-port reciprocal network. If Z-
1

is defined to be the

input impedance, Z_
9

the output impedance looking back into the network,

and Z
9
equal to Z_. to be the transfer impedances, then the impedance

matrix for the transformer may be written:

Z
ll

Z
12

Z
21

Z
22
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Considering only the transformer in Figure 14:

E
i

= hih + hi h ••• (49)

E
2

= Z
21

X
l
+Z

22 h '•• (50)

If the transformer is lossless and terminated in an impedance Z. ,,

then:

E
2

' "^load ••• (51)

By manipulation of equations (49), (50), and (51), the input impedance

looking into the transformer will be:

in I
2

(z
12 )

2

Zin' Zll- Z
?9

+ Zl .

-«2>

22 load

For the lossless case, assuming no resistance in the input,

output, or transfer impedances (or else the reactance Is much greater

than the resistance), Z . may be written as:

2

Z 4
= JVL*. + t-t

(W
?» • • • (53)

in 1 jwL
2
+ Z

lQad

where L-. primary transformer inductance

L
?

secondary transformer inductance

M mutual inductance

w frequency in radians

A common application of transformer coupling is in the matching

of a vacuum tube to a load. The tube may be considered as a generator

in series with a high resistance, while the load is usually a much

lower impedance. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 15. Examination

of Equation (53) shows that the transformer-load combination may be

replaced by a complex impedance (Figure 16) . A capacitor Is often

added to the primary circuit to tune out the reactive part of the

new load, and the desired Impedance matching can be accomplished.
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Figure 14. Basic Air-Core Transformer
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Figure 15. Vacuum Tube Source

AAAA- -o AAAA
R

R

Generator

load

1*load

O

Figure 16. Equivalent Circuit For Transformer
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If the vacuum tubes are to be used as power amplifiers, the

power can be increased to the limits of the tube without problem,

providing the transformer windings will handle the high voltage and

current present. Such units can be built, although they become

physically large In order to keep the losses low and prevent any

voltage or current breakdowns.

When one amplifier has reached its power limit additional

units may be connected. Figure 17 shows two such units. With several

units on the line, the transformer secondaries and the load form a series

circuit and the same circulating current will flow through all the series

elements. Since all transformers are assumed identical, each will have

the same voltage rise, across the secondary terminals, the sum being

equal to the voltage drop across the load. Then with four units on

the line, Figure 18, each will supply one-fourth the voltage across

the load, and with the same current as the load, in effect see one-

fourth the impedance of the load, by Ohm's Law. If the transformer

secondary reactances are cancelled out at the operating frequency

by a series capacitance in the circuit, then in effect with multiple

units each will see a load resistance equal to the original load

divided by the number of units in use.

Modifying Equation (53)

:

in

T j -jwC + Zload ,__.
Load - —l ...(55)

J
2 n

n n

where C secondary series capacitance

where Load «* portion of original load now seen
by each transformer

n » number of units on the line
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With the secondary load of each transformer now a pure

resistance, the primary circuit may also be made purely resistive by

the tuning capacitor. When operation is at other than the normal

operating frequency the secondary load will become reactive, but so

will the primary circuit, and since all units are assumed identical

all will behave in the same manner.

Two problems now appear. First, and really most important,

the power amplifier tubes are operated Class C. This means that

they are on for less than 180 degrees in each cycle, and the plate

voltage is not a constant. This entire area of Class C operation is

a very important one which should be thoroughly investigated. Such

complications can be temporarily avoided here by taking the time-

average or dc value of the plate voltage and assuming it constant.

Secondly, there will be some interaction among the power ampli-

fier units, which are normally tuned up in sequence. As each additional

unit is brought on the line, tuning conditions for those already present

will change. Since the units have no magnetic coupling, and are fed

from the same signal source, the interaction should not be too great

in practice. However, the description above neglects such problems,

and it is an area which requires a more detailed analysis.

The approach above is easy to use: just divide the normal

load by the number of units on the line to find the load for any unit.

But the restriction that each unit be identical must be completely met.

The only true test is to actually compare the units which will be used

under the operating conditions, for after all, this is the information

which must be used in actual operation.

The effects of transformers in matching impedances has been

discussed above. The term "M," shown in Figure 14 and used in
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Equation (53) also has an important effect on the energy transferred

from the primary to the secondary. The emphasis in the following pages

will be on how this energy is transferred.

A transformer consisting of two windings may be used to couple

energy from one circuit to another, without any direct electrical

connection between the two. The coupling takes place when an elec-

tromagnetic flux is common to both, and a mutual inductance is created.

The flux, number of turns in the primary and secondary windings, and

primary and secondary current may be manipulated to determine the

mutual inductance in henrys.

A form which is usually of more convenience when working with

transformers already designed is given below.

M = k JL1
L
2

...(56)

where M = mutual inductance

L.. = primary inductance

L
9

= secondary inductance

k = coupling coefficient

The coupling coefficient is a function of the geometric

relation between the primary and secondary coils, theoretically equal

to zero when the coils are infinitely far apart and equal to one when

the coils are infinitely close together and the flux generated linking

both coils fully. The mutual inductance M may range from zero to a

maximum given by Equation (56) when k is one. In actual practice

k cannot equal one, but may be made very close to one. (The auto-

transformer discussed in the Impedance Matching section has a coupling

coefficient of one.)
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Transformers are frequency-dependent devices, and in most

applications both the primary and secondary are tuned to the same

frequency. Under these conditions the effect of coupling variation

may be seen directly as shown in Figure 19. Four cases are shown with

the variation of primary current and secondary voltage versus frequency

sketched for each case. It is also possible to show the relation be-

tween primary and secondary voltages or currents; the choice depends on

the particular interests of the designer.

"Under coup ling" is defined to occur when both the primary and

secondary sides of the transformer are tuned to the same frequency and

an increase in coupling will cause an increase in secondary voltage.

If the coupling has been chosen such that the maximum secondary

voltage is realized, then the circuits are said to be "critically

coupled."

As coupling is increased beyond that required for critical

coupling, the secondary response curve is seen to "widen," that is,

have a small variation in magnitude as the frequency is varied about

the center frequency. When the widest response is obtained without

any peaks on the curve, then the circuit is "transitionally" coupled.

Coupling may be increased still further and two peaks appear.

This condition is the "overcoupled" case.

Transformers operating at radio frequencies have low loss

windings such that the coils have an extremely high Q and any ef-

fective resistance in the circuit comes from external parameters.

Thus the system in Figure 20 will have R and R as the dominant

resistances. The capacitors C and C_ are used to tune out the

inductive reactance of the primary and secondary respectively.
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The Q of the primary circuit may be defined as:

JX, JXT

R, R,
(57)

and for the secondary circuit:

JX, jV
R.- R,

...(58)
2 2

where the reactances are measured at the resonant frequency. The

coupling coefficient for critical coupling may now be defined as:

1

7»TT
...(59)

By substituting the expressions for Q. and Q_ from Equations

(57) and (58), k may also be defined as:

'R
l

R
2

...(60)

1 2

It was shown earlier that the square of the mutual inductance

is a factor in reflecting impedance from one side of the transformers

2
to the other, so it is of interest to determine the value of (wM)

when there is critical coupling.. Thus in Equation (56) , using

critical coupling as defined in Equation (60)

:

M = ...(61)

Solving for the mutual inductance reactance squared:

(wM)
2

= R
1

R
2

(62)

Examination of Equation (62) indicates that for the undercoupled case:

(wM) < R R
2

while for the transitional and overcoupled cases:

(wM)
2

> R
x

R
2

...(63)

...(64)
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In radio-frequency circuits transformers are used for impedance

matching and ease in coupling power from the transmitter or other source

to a load. It is desirable to do this as efficiently as possible, so

there should be maximum secondary power.

Bandwidth considerations are also important, since sideband

intelligence should be passed while undesired harmonics are simultane-

ously attenuated. A compromise between power and bandwidth may be

required for best overall operation.

Critical coupling occurs when the secondary voltage or current

reaches its maximum possible value. At this point the primary response

has two peaks, the secondary still has one peak. If the Q's for the

primary and secondary are equal then further coupling will cause the

primary peaks to become more prominent and peaks will appear in the

secondary. The transformer is then overcoupled.

At high frequencies where modulation sidebands are only a small

percentage of the carrier frequency, the critically coupled case may

be optimum. At VLF, however, the aerial circuit is very narrow in

bandwidth and it is desirable to have other circuits with bandwidths

greater than that for the aerial. Thus it should be determined that

the transformer will not place any additional restrictions on the

system response.

If the primary and secondary Q's are made unequal, then an

additional coupling response is obtained between the critical and

overcoupled conditions. The primary response will show peaks as

critical coupling is reached and exceeded, but the secondary response

will widen somewhat before the single peak changes into double peaks.
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It is desirable to determine when the secondary response will

change from a single to double peaks. This can be shown to occur when:

2 2

2
R
l

+ R
2

(wMr =
2

...(65)

If the mutual inductance reactance squared is less than the term on the

right then there will be only a single peak (undercoupled condition) ; if

greater there will be two peaks (overcoupled case) . If R is equal to

R. , the peak or peaks will be equal to the maximum response at critical

coupling [Equations (62) and (65) are then identical]; when the two

resistances are not equal the peaks for overcoupling will be less than

for the critical case.

It is of interest to examine the magnitude for the various

coupling conditions above. Figure 21 shows a double peaked case, and

it will be assumed that R and R„ are not equal, and the primary and

secondary Q's are likewise not equal. Following the work of Henney,

the gain at the center frequency for any coupling coefficient whether

with single or double peaks may be written:

M wM
Gain = ^— = —z

-
. . . (66)

WC
X

C
2

[RlR2
+ (WM)

2
] Q^+k :

This magnitude is marked in Figure 21 by the dimension "c."

The maximum possible gain at the center frequency occurs with

critical coupling for either single or double peaked curves. It is

proportional to dimension "p" in Figure 21 and is given by:

X
L
1 "2

Gain = —

-

- = — ^-T—— ...(67)
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When the circuit is overcoupled the dimension "p" represents

gain at the peaks of the two-peaked curve and is given by:

2M
Gain = ...(68)

l^^ M)
2

(R
x
+ R

2
)

2
- (R

x

2
- R

2

2
)

The location for the peaks for the double-peaked circuit

may be located by using the following equation, where f is the

resonant frequency, and f the peak frequency.

f"
*

...(69)

II ± k
k
c

2
Q
l

Q
2

1 — (-= + — )

2k
2 \ «1

The dual signs in the denominator are for the upper and lower fre-

quencies f.. and f . The bandwidth between peaks (Ap) may be computed

from Equation (69), and the bandwidth between points where the gain

equals that at resonance is given by Ac:

Ac = sJT Ap ...(70)

If a transformer has already been constructed there is an

additional method of determining its coupling coefficient in the field,

The primary circuit is tuned to resonance at frequency f with the

secondary winding open. Then the secondary is shorted and the primary

re-resonated, this time to the higher frequency f . The coefficient

of coupling is then given by:

/
f 2

i-f) ...(71)
s

where f = primary resonant frequency, secondary open

f = primary resonant frequency, secondary shorted,
s
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In summary it may be stated that the peak gain of the secondary

2
response curve depends on the ratio of (wM) to the product of R.. R„

[Equations (62), (63), and (64)], while the shape of the response curve

2
depends on the ratio of (wM) to one-half the sum of the squared

resistances [Equation (65)].

Example

At this point it is of interest to look at some examples of

coupling for a radio-frequency transformer. A variable transformer

with a fixed primary circuit and adjustable secondary inductance and

coupling coefficient will be used. Operation will be at one fre-

quency, but the secondary load will be different for the various

cases. The basic circuit is shown in Figure 22. Parameters for the

transformer primary are given below:

L = 430 uhenry X = j41.9 ohms
1 L

±

R = 4.2 ohms Q = 10

C. = 0.25 yfarad f = 15.5 kHz
1 o

Table IV shows the transformer response for four distinct

cases. In Case One the secondary load resistance is 20 ohms, in

Case Two it is cut in half to 10 ohms. For Cases Three and Four the

secondary load has been reduced .to one-third and one-fourth of its

initial value respectively.

In all cases the secondary Q is very low, indicating a wide

bandwidth. Coupling coefficients are given as determined by Equations

(59), (60), and (71). The latter equation is considered the most

accurate, since it is based on measured rather than calculated values.

Capacitor C_ is used to tune the secondary alone to resonance at the

operating frequency.
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TABLE IV

TRANSFORMER COUPLING ARRANGEMENTS
—-

Case
l

1 2 3 4

Parameter

R
2

(ft) 20.0 10.0 6.7 5.0

L
2

(yh) 71.5 49.0 35.3 27.0

M (yh) 91.5 68.5 54.6 54.6

^2 0.348

|

0.238 0.172 0.131

jx^ (fi) 6.95 4.77 3.43 2.63
L
2

(wM) 79.5 44.9 28.4 28.4

c
9

(yfd)

R
l
R
2

1.48

80.4

2.16

42.0

3.00

26.6

3.91

21.0

2 2

208.8 58.8 28.9 21.3
2

k (Eqn. 59) 0.538 0.650 0.762 0.875

k (Eqn. 60)
c

0.534 0.468 0.430 0.436
4

k (Eqn. 71) 0.522 0.474 0.444 0.508

R
3

(fi)

-L.

3.90 4.49 4.26 5.68
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For Case One the coefficient of coupling is less than critical,

Equation (63) shows slight undercoupling and the shape of the secondary

response curve should be single-peaked according to Equation (65)

.

Case Two is overcoupled by Equation (64) and will have a double-peaked

curve from Equation (65) . By the same equations Case Three is over-

coupled but should have only one peak, a case of transitional coupling.

Case Four is also a transitional form of coupling which should yield

only one peak for the secondary curve.

Using Equation (53) the transformer in each of the above cases

may be replaced by a complex impedance . But since the secondary is

tuned to the operating frequency only a pure resistance will be seen.

The primary is also tuned, so the resultant load for the generator-

resistance source is solely the reflected resistance, marked as R_ in

the Table and in Figure 23. Only in Case One is the load less than

the primary resistance; in the other cases there is a definite over-

coupling effect. In summary, the only noticeable bandwidth limiting

will occur in Case One.
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D. Signal Transmission at VLF

As discussed above, VLF signals have predictable propagation

characteristics, with a dominant ground-wave transmission mode. They

may be received reliably at long distances by aircraft, surface sta-

tions, and submerged vehicles. For these reasons present day use has

been generally dominated by the military and scientific communities.

High radiated power is the basic requirement for successful operation.

The entire VLF band from 10 to 30 kHz is only 20,000 Hertz

wide. It is important to use this resource in the best manner pos-

sible, which means a tradeoff between the number of channels available

and the bandwidth of each channel. Since the amount of information

and the speed at which it is sent are determining factors in selecting

the required bandwidth, it is important to consider all the factors

involved.

In the discussion of VLF aerial systems it was pointed out

that the aerial itself is usually a compromise in terms of the physical

size which can be built. Due to top-loading and the small radiation

resistance normally encountered the bandwidth is often less than 100

Hertz. (For the aerial discussed in the Impedance Matching section,

the aerial bandwidth alone was about 38 Hz while the overall aerial

system bandwidth was 76 Hz.) Although the overall system bandwidth

may be increased (as discussed in the following section) there is

usually a high price tag attached.

Prior to the 1950 's most signalling at VLF was by CW (continuous

wave) emission, also known as radio telegraphy. Reception was accom-

plished by human operators who transcribed the CW signals into letters

and words . Because of this keying speeds were generally limited to the
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range of 15 to 20 words-per-minute, and the small bandwidths required

were well within the typical 100 Hz aerial system limitations. In

fact, much effort was expended in trying to reduce the loss resistance

in the system so that power could be more efficiently radiated. The

corresponding reduction in bandwidth [see Equations (l.a) and (2)]

would merely reduce the available system response down to that compatible

1
with the keying requirements.

It is important to examine the more common form of emission

used in radio communications, especially those which enjoy wide usage

in the High Frequency (HF) spectrum from 2 to 30 MHz, and determine

their applicability to VLF signal transmission.

The normal voice or audio channel is considered to have a

3,000 Hz bandwidth requirement. Standard double-sideband Amplitude

Modulation (AM) has two identical sidebands, so each station using AM

would require at least a 6,000 Hz channel. This mode of emission may

be eliminated from consideration since only three stations could

operate in the entire VLF band, and with the aerial system discussed

thus far the 100 Hertz bandwidth restriction would not permit

operation.

Single-sideband (SSB) with or without carrier,, can be considered

to have only a 3,000 Hz bandwidth requirement . Although the number of

operable channels could now be increased to six, the aerial bandwidth

restriction would still not allow proper operation.

Narrow Band Frequency Modulation (NBFM) systems are usually

considered to have roughly the same bandwidth as normal AM systems,

when carrying an audio signal, while Wide Band Frequency Modulation (FM)
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is by definition a system with a greater modulation index (and

consequently greater bandwidth) than NBFM. Both of these systems

may be eliminated from consideration.

The above systems (AM, SSB, NBFM, and FM) have been discussed

using an audio signal. In the HF bands, it is common practice to use

frequency multiplexing and place a number of Teletype channels in the

place of one audio channel. The data rate of such a system is much

greater than the original voice signal, and makes good use of a given

3,000 Hz bandwidth. It would be interesting to try this same approach

at VLF, but once again the determining factor is the bandwidth of the

aerial system.

Perhaps the most satisfying results may be obtained by starting

with the major limitation, the aerial bandwidth, and seeing what type

of system can best be used and still meet the restrictions. If 100 Hz

is taken as the bandwidth for each channel, as many as 200 channels

may be put in the VLF spectrum.

Since CW operation was the most common form of signalling prior

to the 1950's, it is important to look at its operating characteristics

in more detail. It is basically a form of Amplitude Modulation, where

the modulation is set at 100 per cent; that is, the carrier is either

full on or completely off. This is binary (two-state) keying in its

simplest form.

Each letter and number is made up of from one to five parts or

units. The basic unit is the "dot," a short duration "on" pulse. A

"dash" is a longer pulse, equal in time duration to three consecutive

dots. Spacing between dots and dashes is an "off" pulse (actually no

pulse at all) equal in length to a dot. An "off" pulse equal in
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length to a dash is used for spacing between letters. See Figure 24.

The basic word has six characters, five letters and a space, plus two

1 8
extra dots at the end of the word. The standard length word for

determining signalling rates in the military is CODEZ, which is the

equivalent of 60 dots long.

If a word consisting of five consecutive letter "e's" was to

be sent it would require five dots for the "e's" alone and four dashes

for the spaces between the letters, taking a total time equivalent to

17 dots. The numeral zero (0) is represented by five dashes, with a

space of a dot between each dash, for a total time of 19 dots. When

sending a word consisting of five zeros, a time corresponding to 107

dots would be required.

In using CW consisting of only letters and numerals (punctua-

tion marks are usually six units long) , a single word may range from

17 to 107 dots in length. The International Morse Code is arranged

such that the more commonly used English letters are shorter in time

than the less common letters, but even so, one word may be more than

six times longer than another.

The bandwidth requirements for CW using International Morse

18
Code can be expressed approximately as:

BW = h WPM ...(72)
cw

where BW = bandwidth in Hertz
cw

WPM = Morse Code words-per-minute

The standard word CODEZ has been used to determine Equation

(72), so the expression is applicable to both English words and random

"five letter code groups," since it represents an average word length

of 60 dots. However, the "five letter code groups" (often used as a
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basic form of intelligence coding) will be random in terms of the

letters used, and thus show more variation in length than a normal

English text. The resulting wide range in sending time causes a loss

of effectiveness in such a coding procedure.

In the last ten years machines have been developed which will

"copy" CW transmissions, replacing the normal human operator since they

are capable of accepting speeds which before only the most talented

operator could copy, and with far fewer errors. Digital logic circuits

are employed and once properly tuned the machine will produce an output

printed on a normal Teletype page printer inserting carriage return and

line-feed signals at the appropriate times. With a Boehme mechanical

CW keyer at the transmitter CW rates at up to 60 words-per-minute may

be used.

A signalling method in widespread use today is Teletype, where
'

i I

the common instruments employed are typewriter-like keyboards and

printers. In this system each letter, numeral arid punctuation mark are

of equal length, so that any combination of five letters, numerals or

punctuation marks will take exactly the same time to send. The basic
-i I

...
' ' '

i , [ il

system uses a seven unit character . The first is a "start" unit, the

next five depend on the element to be sent, and
L

the last is a "stop"'•.
unit,

Both Teletype and CW. Morse, code axe basically binary signalling

'
''

'
. ;

systems. In the first, however, each character always has seven basic

units, where in telegraphy it may vary from one to six. The' five

"information" units in Teletype must always be sent, but since they

are all of equal length, the arrangement of the five units does not

effect the time required to send them, as is the case in CW. The
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"dots" and "dashes" of telegraph sending are "on" aignala, With "off."

pulses used for separation. In Teletype the five information unite art

also distinguished by the difference of two states, but the states are

not strictly, limited to "on" and "off." The reference level may be

set at the bottom, as shown in Figure 25, giving on end off pulaea

(called "mark" and "space" respectively) , or it may be get to the

upper limit. Either of these systems, using positive or negative-

giving pulses, is known as "polar" keying, If the middle of the pulse

is chosen for reference then the keying ie called "bi~polar»"

With five "information" units, each of which may be in either

of two states, there are 2 or 32 possible combinations, The 26

letters of the English alphabet may be included, but there is not room.

for all of the numerals of the decimal system. To satisfy this require-

ment two additional characters are used: "Figures" and "hetfcera," the

first shifts the keyboard and printer to what en the normal typewriter

would be the upper case position* The characters used fur letters in

the lover case or "Letters" position may flow reprtserit numerals) ©uftefcua*

tlGti m&tk&t weather symbols, or special symbols sueh as a bell, if a

"letters" character is again transmitted a shift is made to lower ease

&B& alphabetic characters are oflee mote sent*

Thus vith eeyen-iinit Teletype coding up to h% different eharae=

tets, each requiting fcfae same time duration, friay be sent*

In my binary system1 It is important to be able to properly

te&s%nize wfef&U of the too states is being received. With CW opiraEiea

t£i& tve states usually ehosm are on md off.- §im§ reoipfelon £g moat

eftex done by $ fwassss operator, the iei&tlvti spacing between the lengths

cf cfcycas sad dl#sfc«S c&ti be varied #«ffe#ft£§ and p€fff€i copy gtiil figyltj
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Teletype operation, however, depends on the timing of the pulses, and

the allowable variation from the proper timing is much less. Addition-

ally, Teletype signals are decoded by machines, so the adaptability of

a human operator is not available

„

If the binary levels of zero and. one are chosen, it is a simple

matter to distinguish the two signals. When noise enters the system

the basic reference level, if initially chosen at zero, will become

instead the noise level. To counteract this a "threshold" may be

chosen, say at H unit, so that any pulse received which is greater in

magnitude that ^ will be considered as a signal of one unit; signals

less than % will be considered as zero level „ Noise spikes of magnitude

greater than H may cause an error,, but the average noise level will not.

The proper choice of threshold level is not as simple as presented here,

and quite a bit of work has been done on coding and levels, especially

19
at VLF.

Rather than a choice between two levels, improvement in the

decision process could be realized if there were more accessory require-

ments/ For example, a Teletype mark could be transmitted at one radio

frequency and the space at a second frequency „ Then a true mark would

require a signal to appear at the proper mark frequency and no signal

to appear at the space frequency. Detectors at the mark and space

frequencies would employ the threshold logic described above.

Table V shows the four possible mark-space combinations in a

noise-free environment . If the transmitter is properly operating

Cases One and Three would never be received. The threshold detectors

might produce such an output, but sophisticated circuitry would remove

them, or else properly indicate an error- Cases Two and Four would be

proper signals.
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TABLE V

MARK-SPACE TRUTH TABLE

Case Signal at Comments
Mark Space

1 Transmitter off, severe signal
fading. Logic circuit would
recognize as incorrect signal.

2 1 Space.

3 1 1 Incorrect signals, logic would
recognize and indicate as an error.

4 1 Mark.

Error correcting codes and similar plans to improve accuracy

have been proposed and are in use. But the problem at hand is to make

use of two separate signals for Teletype signalling at VLF.

(It is seen that CW could be used with this arrangement, sending

separate dots and dashes. But the very attributes of the Morse code,

i.e., variation in character length, are a detriment here, especially

in terms of selecting proper timing intervals.)

Two methods of generating separate mark and space signals for

radio communications are commonly used. The first is Frequency Shift

Keying (FSK) , where the transmitter carrier is shifted between two

discrete frequencies. Audio Frequency Shift Keying (AFSK) has the

carrier transmitted continuously with two signals present in an audio

sideband: one audio signal used for mark and the other for space. Where

more than one Teletype channel is to be sent the AFSK method is generally

employed, for here there may be -several pairs of mark and space signals,

all within a 3,000 Hz audio sideband. The carrier, in fact, need not be

sent at all if a single sideband unit is used, and for elaborate svstems
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it is possible to transmit up to four independent sidebands from the

same transmitter, each 3,000 Hertz wide, and each containing 16 or

more separate Teletype channels.

In the VLF spectrum phase-continuous shifting of the main

20
carrier is the most advantageous method of employing FSK.

Phase continuity is required to maintain a high level output

and avoid serious transients in the antenna system, and in effect

means that when shifting from one frequency to another both waveforms

must be the same, i.e., both maximum or both passing through zero in

the same direction. This may be achieved by using a single variable

oscillator, switched at the signalling rate, or by switching the output

between two separate oscillators . The difference between the mark and

space signals depends on the system employed; at HF frequencies it is

commonly 850 Hertz, A radio system meeting the phase-continuity

requirements is actually using a form of Frequency Modulation (FM)

.

In simple terms, an FM system, is initially at rest at some

assigned frequency (carrier or center frequency),. If a signal such

as a sine wave is to be transmitted, then the radiated frequency will

shift up from center frequency as the magnitude of the sine wave

increases from zero, reaching its maximum deviation from the assigned

carrier frequency when the sine wave is at its maximum value. As the

magnitude of the sine wave decreases the carrier will be lowered in

frequency until back at Its assigned frequency. At this point the input

sine wave will be at zero magnitude. The carrier will then be shifted

down in frequency as the sine wave goes negative, finally returning to

the center frequency at the end of one cycle. See Figure 26. The

maximum deviation of the carrier from the center frequency is a function
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of both the magnitude of the sine wave and the modulation index of

the FM system.

The "modulation index" is defined as:

m j- . . .(73)

s

where Af = deviation of upper (lower) frequencies
from the center frequency

.

f = signalling frequency.
s

The maximum deviation allowed by the transmitter is a specified

parameter, so the modulation index normally varies with the information

7T
signal. By definition Narrow Band FM has an index much less than -r

7T
while normal or wide band FM has an index equal to or greater than -=-.

For Teletype signals the carrier frequency is usually shifted

upward for a mark and downward for a space., in both cases using the

maximum allowed deviation. Since the shift is not instantaneous the

signalling waveform may be "shaped" to reduce keying transients.

In Teletype operations it is common to speak in terms of a

data rate in words-per-minute. For military usage, both 60 WPM and

100 WPM are common, with recent emphasis on the latter. The equations

below are based on the normal word consisting of six characters (of

seven elements each), five letters and a space. The elements per

second are of most interest, however, and for this the term "baud" is

used. A baud is the basic data or element rate, that is, elements per

21
second.

tjpm /^IjsmentSs , 1 character , , 1 word , 60 seconds ,

second 7 elements 6 characters minute

WPM = (1.43) x Baud ...(74)

Baud = (0.7 ) x WPM ...(75)
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From Equation (75) 60 WPM Teletype has a baud rate of 42, so

each identical pulse will have a time duration of 23.8 milliseconds,

where time is the reciprocal of frequency . This is shown in Figure

27(A).

In practice the pulses are not of equal time duration. The

stop pulse is made 1.42 times longer than the length of the start and

information pulses, so the standard character requires 7.42 units of

time. This means that each time unit must be approximately 22 milli-

seconds long and the stop pulse will be approximately 31 milliseconds

long. The average length is still 23.8 milliseconds, but the shortest

pulse present is of the most concern and sets the basic bandwidth

requirements

.

A signalling speed encountered where United States and allied

military communications are concerned utilizes a 20 millisecond 7.42

unit code. This corresponds to 50 baud operation, and by Equation (79)

17
has a data rate of approximately 67 WPM.

Fourier analysis shows that an ideal square wave consists of

an infinite number of sinusoids at various magnitudes . In the FM FSK

method of transmission the signalling frequency must be known to

properly determine the modulation Index and frequency deviation

[Equation (73)]. As a first approximation a sinusoid may be fitted to

the square wave which has the same magnitude, zero crossings, and

period. The resulting waveform then has a period of 40 milliseconds

or a frequency of 25 Hz, as shown in Figure 28=,

The signalling frequency of 25 Hz is a rough estimate at best,

22
but with it an idea of bandwidth requirements may be determined.
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BW - 2 (f , + f ) ...(76)
a m

where BW = total bandwidth required

f , = frequency deviation for mark or space

f signalling frequency
m

Proper solution of this equation requires knowledge of the allowed

deviation. Studies of frequency deviation have been made through a

study of the modulation index. Indices of one-half and one have been

found particularly useful for square wave keying. An index of one-half

uses all the signal power from the transmitter to carry information,

but there is no discrete power at any one frequency and synchronization

is difficult. When an index of one is used there are discrete spectral

lines at the upper and lower shift frequencies, but they also take

20
one-half of the signal power and carry no message Information.

In actual message transmission random pulses rather than square

wave keying will be useful. In this case the spectral density will

23
vary from those described above. Here the choice of a modulation

index of one for phase continuous, binary keying appears to be optimum.

The application of FM to high power VLF transmitters has been

24
successfully accomplished only within the last 20 years. Early

studies in keying low frequency transmitters using reactance tubes were

carried out at Westinghouse Corporation in early 1950. An experimental

FSK system using a baud rate of 50 with a modulation index of one was

operated between San Diego, California and Leesburg, Virginia with a

21
radiated power of one kilowatt in the early 1960! s.

One difficulty in using FSK at VLF is the small frequency

shift (25 Hz for a modulation index of one for the 67 WPM discussion

above) as opposed to the more common 850 Hz shift in the HF region.
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Such small shifts can be successfully detected as reported in one

25
study which used only 18 Hz for 100 WPM operation.

E. Broadbanding

Narrow bandwidth of VLF aerials is the major limitation to high

speed information transmission. The impedance matching and transformer

circuits have been shown to be practically lossless, and since the

bandwidth (and Q) of the aerial is directly dependent upon the resistance

in the circuit, an increase in resistance will increase the bandwidth.

At the same time, however, there is a corresponding decrease in system

efficiency.

A direct attack on the problem would be to place a fixed, high

wattage resistance across the parallel circuit, as shown in Figure 29.

The new resistance will lower the circuit Q and increase losses. The

variable inductance may be used to vary the influence of the resistor

on the circuit, giving the effect of a variable resistance.

In practice such a broadbanding resistor would be of comparatively

high value and with the series inductor set at its full value have only

a slight effect on the original antenna circuit. Since the antenna

circuit in general would already have been designed, the best position

would be between the aerial coupling unit (helix system) and transmis-

sion line impedance matching network. Then the latter network could be

slightly retuned to maintain a proper input impedance. See Appendix A.

A second approach is more sophisticated and will not introduce

as much loss (in theory no loss at all!) but calls for special devices.

The idea is to automatically tune the aerial system to resonance in

synchronism with the information signal. Under normal conditions the

aerial has a very sharp response curve with 3 db points less than 50 Hertz
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either side of the center frequency. If a bandwidth of 150 Hertz was

desired, and FSK was used, then in theory the antenna could first be

tuned for operation 75 Hz below the center frequency; then with a new

reactance in the circuit be retuned to resonance 75 Hz above the center

frequency. If the new reactance was switched at the same rate as the

FSK, then at both mark and space frequencies the aerial would be

resonant.

Figure 30 shows this schematically, using a reactance jX in

parallel with the tuned circuit. At the lower frequency f
1

the basic

circuit components are used; at the high end (f„) the new reactance is

added and ^t is tuned for circuit resonance at this frequency.

In 1954 Jacob and Branch put forth the idea of using a saturable

reactor for the switched tuning element. An experimental model of

such a device was found to dissipate about 20 KW when full frequency

shift was employed using a 500 KW transmitter. Special modulation

equipment was required to obtain the desired results, and the saturable

reactor itself measured over 1,400 cubic feet and weighed about 23

tons. Operation with Teletype FSK was successful using a 100 Hertz

shift at 19 kHz.

Wolff reported in 1957 on a variation of the method above,

using a variable capacitance as the switched reactance. Vacuum tubes

were keyed with the Teletype signal and effectively varied the

reactance. This method was applied to a 10 KW transmitter operating

at 28.5 kHz using a shift of 100 Hz. However, modulator tubes for

27
high power (above 10 KW) VLF operation were not available.

More recently the problem of transients in the tuning arrange-

ments above have been considered. Galejs points out that in an LC
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resonant circuit the energy is alternately stored in the inductive

and then the capacitive elements. If one of the elements (or part

of that element) is switched out of the circuit at the instant it

contains all the energy available, there will be no transients. The

element may then be switched back into the circuit when the other

reactance has again reached a zero energy level. Although the author

discusses FSK applications at VLF and variation in parameter values,

switching timing and the switches themselves, there appear to be many

28 29
practical problems which would require a great deal of study. '

The ideas expressed by Wolff and Jacob generated a great deal

of thought in the area of reactance variation for increasing bandwidths

in linear circuits. The use of principles normally associated with

servomechanisms and magnetic devices were applied to the problem by

30
Johannessen in 1964. He suggested the use of two non-linear

inductors connected in series with the VLF aerial tuning coil. The

average inductance of these devices is caused to vary in accordance

with the keying signal, through the use of a feedback signal derived

from the phase difference between the antenna current and transmitter

voltage. No computations regarding the size of the non-linear induc-

tors are given, but additional equipment for phase detection and

inductor control are required. The author states that a small-signal

transient analysis shows the system to be limited to a new total band-

width equal to one-fourth the bandwidth of the power amplifier which

drives the inductors. This, however, should not pose any real problems

at the VLF frequencies where the system bandwidths are relatively small.

The most promising idea for increasing aerial bandwidth was

31
presented by Zverev and Blinchikoff in 1964. Here the aerial radiation
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resistance is considered as a resistive load and the transmitter as a

source with series resistance. The desired bandwidth is determined as

part of an overall frequency response and by network synthesis a cir-

cuit having the desired Butterworth or Chebyshev response is designed.

The aerial reactance is then included in the analysis and combined with

additional components to complete the bandpass filter network. The

article gives numeric tables for circuit design including response

time, ripple and bandwidth. When a two-pole Chebyshev filter is de-

signed (which is recommended as the most economical) the resulting two

resonant peaks may be adjusted to coincide with the mark and space

frequencies for FSK Teletype transmission.

The example filter included by the authors was for pulse or

square wave modulation and was built as a simple Tee network. Although

impedance transformation was not a primary concern in this case, it

could perhaps be included in a more thorough analysis, or else a

separate wideband impedance matching network could be added.

When a VLF aerial is connected to a transmitter an additional

resistance will be placed in the circuit since the power amplifier may

be represented as a zero-impedance source in series with its internal

resistance. Thus there will be an increase in bandwidth. Since power

amplifiers for VLF are usually operated Class C, the exact value for

the generator resistance is difficult to determine. It has been sug-

gested that as a rough guideline the bandwidth of the antenna system

can be increased by an amount found by multiplying the present band-

width by the reciprocal of the Class C amplifier efficiency. If this

procedure proves correct the tubes could be operated at lower effi-

ciencies and the increased bandwidth achieved. This method is
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expensive in terms of power dissipation and overall system efficiency,

but an increase of approximately 12% can be achieved if the amplifiers

operate at their nominal 80% efficiency.

In summary, some form of broadbanding for the normal VLF

antenna system is required if high speed (wide bandwidth) information

transmission is desired. This may be done by brute force — the

introduction of additional resistance into the circuit. Less power

will be lost if a variable reactance is switched into the aerial cir-

cuit synchronized to the signalling information to tune the aerial to

the separate mark and space frequencies. Transients are a problem

here. The most potentially beneficial broadbanding method is to

synthesize a bandpass filter having the desired frequency response.

Regardless of which method is used, an increase in bandwidth of the

overall system (but not the aerial itself) will be provided by the

source resistance of the power amplifier tubes.
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III. SYSTEM USED AT NORTHWEST CAPE, AUSTRALIA

In the Basic Principles section VLF aerials, matching and

coupling networks, signalling methods and bandwidth widening tech-

niques were discussed. For any particular VLF installation all of

these areas will be important, but certain areas will vary among

installations. In the writing of a computer program for VLF systems

numerical values must be used, at least in the checkout phase of the

program.

Rather extensive data on existing U. S„ Navy VLF stations,

as of 1963, has been compiled. However, the installation at

Northwest Cape, Australia was under actual construction during the

time this thesis was being written, and could be expected to incor-

porate the latest techniques in the VLF art. Additionally, William

E. Norris, Professor of Electrical Engineering, Naval Postgraduate

School, was assigned to the installation and could provide up-to-date

information. Field engineers were making minor corrections and

numerous measurements daily, so a great quantity of detailed informa-

tion was available. For these reasons, the Northwest Cape installation

was chosen as the model for the computer program.

The transmitter-antenna system was designed to operate in the

frequency range from 15.5 kHz to 30 kHz, with a radiated power of

1,000 KW. Major signalling is by 50 baud Teletype, using FSK with a

shift of 25 Hz and a modulation index of one. CW operation would be

available on an emergency basis. The assigned operating frequency is

15.5 kHz.

Table VI shows the major system parameters of the installation,

and Figures 32 through 37 show the general schematics of the various

units.
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TABLE VI

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR NORTHWEST CAPE, AUSTRALIA

General Operating Frequency 15.5 kHz

Radiated Power 1,000 KW

Aerial Vertical monopole, with top-hat loading

Effective height 628 feet

Required efficiency 50%

Static Capacitance 0,164 yfd

Downlead inductance 139.0 yh

Radiation resistance . 154 ohms

Loss resistance 0.154 ohms

Self-resonance frequency 33.3 kHz

Aerial bandwidth 38.125 Hz

Bandwidth (with loss) 76.250 Hz

Antenna current (approx.) 2550 amps

Helix Tuning Variometer 484 yh

Coupling Variometer 20 yh

Input impedance (at resonance) 12 . 5 ohms

Bandwidth Resistor 33.25 ohms

Resistor Maximum dissipation 500 KW

Series Variometer tuning 200 - 800 yh
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TABLE VI (continued)

Tee Input impedance 20.0 ohms

Output impedance 12 . 5 ohms

Leg One Inductor 25 - 275 yh

Leg Two Capacitor .06 - .6 yfd

Leg Three Inductor 50 - 300 uh

Transformers Output impedance 20 ohms

Primary winding 430 uh

Primary capacitor 0.25 yfd

Secondary inductance and capacitor settings vary
with number of units being used.

One unit Inductance 71.5 uh

Capacitance 1.475 yfd

k 0.522

Two units Inductance 49.0 yh

Capacitance 1.076 yfd

k 0.474

Three units Inductance 35.3 yh

Capacitance 0.996 yfd

k 0.444

Four units Inductance 27.0 yh

Capacitance 0.976 yfd

k 0.508

Power
Amplifiers

Four each AN/FRT-67 power
rated at (each)

amplifiers
500 KW

Desired plate-to-plate load 420 ohms

Signalling Teletype 50 baud

FSK, modulation index 1.0

Required minimum bandwidth 100 Hz

CW for emergency use
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IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM

A. Outline

A program written for a high speed digital computer can be

made to carry out simple tasks in an extremely short time. By com-

bining a number of simple steps a more complicated operation may be

performed. When using a specialized program for aid in designing a

VLF antenna system some basic assumptions are made and the various

parameter values may be permuted to observe the effect on the system.

The computer program written for this thesis (VLFANT) used

the installation at Northwest Cape, Australia for the basic model.

Thus the output or "results" apply only to this particular facility.

However, VLFANT is sufficiently general that component values may be

rapidly changed and the network may be modified with relative ease.

In fact, a number of existing antenna systems can be run with this

program by merely modifying aerial parameter values.

VLFANT is written in FORTRAN IV language for use on an IBM

System/360 high speed digital computer. Full use is made of complex

variables. The circuit under study is broken into five major sections:

the aerial, the helix matching circuit, the bandwidth resistor circuit,

the Tee matching circuit, and the power amplifiers-transformers

coupling circuits. Each of the major circuits is put into a separate

subprogram so that modifications may be made without effecting the

remainder of the program.

In addition to the five Major Subprograms above, the Main

program acts as the control section. It "calls" the Major and Minor

Subprograms (discussed on the next page) and by making simple changes

in Main the program output may be varied to give the designer precisely
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what he wants each time the program is run. Also, the entire program

except for Main may be put into "object Deck Format" which means the

computer cards are changed from their original FORTRAN IV language

into machine language. Then when the complete program is run only

the Main program needs to be "compiled" (changed into machine language)

yielding an important savings in computer time.

Six Minor Subprograms are included in VLFANT. These sections

operate on the major circuit sections by putting them into the network

analysis "ABCD" matrices, determining network response, variation in

circuit Q, currents, voltages, power and phase relationships throughout

the networks as a function of frequency. This data may then be

displayed in a number of ways, including graphically from the standard

paper printer unit. Detailed descriptions of each of these sections

are given below.

Seven Accessory Subprograms are included. They are used by

the subprograms above to perform repetitive mathematical manipula-

tions, supply tuning limits for variable components, perform operations

on matrices, and plot output data generated by other subprograms. They

are described in detail later in this section.

For flexibility variable names in VLFANT were chosen to match

normal circuit theory as closely as possible within the limits of the

FORTRAN IV language. A great emphasis was placed on indexing these

variables so that new circuits could be substituted without creating

numerous program corrections. Figure 38 shows with block diagrams the

basic designation of the antenna system variables. Note that each of

the five major circuits is numbered so that all measurements and para-

meter values dealing with a specific section will have an index number
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corresponding to that block. Each block is further divided into an

input and output designation.

As an example of the indexing, Figure 39 shows the Aerial cir-

cuit with components and circuit parameters indicated as they are used

in VLFANT. Since this block number is five, all variables have a "5"

as the first index. Currents, voltages, and so forth dealing with the

input have a "1" as the second index; at the output (in this case the

radiation resistance) the index is "2." Reactive elements are

numbered sequentially, and reactance values follow the same notation.

[XL(5,1) is the complex impedance of C0IL(5,1) at the designated

frequency of operation, i.e., jwL.] Resistances are the only excep-

tion to the indexing terminology; since there are only three in the

entire antenna system they are given descriptive names.

A certain amount of duplication occurs with this indexing

system. At the connection between. the Tee network and Bandwidth

resistor blocks, for example, V0LTS(2,2) and V0LTS(3,1) are equal,

and so are AMPS(2,2) and AMPS(3,1). Flexibility is maintained,

since in one study it may be of interest to allow different power

levels to be radiated by the aerial and determine the voltage and

current levels required at the bandwidth resistor, in which case

the Tee network is not of immediate concern. Or the effect of the

Tee network may be under study assuming a fixed voltage at its input

and a constant resistance load, in which case none of the other cir^-

cuit blocks are required.

Further network manipulation is possible since the bandwidth

resistor may be removed and a transmission line inserted, or the Tee

network might be replaced by a Pi network. Providing the same notation

is followed, these changes may be readily accomplished.
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A great deal of use was made of "COMMON" statements throughout

the program. These statements allow a block of storage in the memory

cells to be used in common by many subprograms, substantially reducing

the overall storage space required. Many terms are common to the

majority of subprograms, such as VOLTS(a,b) and ZTOTAL(a,b) , and

via Common they are always available when needed. Additionally,

variables in Common do not need to be handled through a calling state-

ment when using a particular subprogram, so simplicity in use is

achieved.

General operation of VLFANT is divided into two major areas:

the first based on an impedance analysis and the second on a voltage-

current analysis.

Beginning with the given aerial component values and radiated

power, the entire system is analyzed to find the impedance values at

the input to each of the sections at the specified operating frequency.

Impedance values for the helix and Tee networks are already specified,

so the inductance and capacitance settings required are determined.

The plate-tc-plate resistances for one, two, three, and four power

amplifiers are the end result of this part of the program.

When determining values for variable elements a notice is

given if the required setting ia outside the tuning range. Computation

continues with the computed value, however, so that later modifications

of the tuning range may be made if desired.

With values for all components known, the program then uses

the radiated power and radiation resistance to determine the "load"

voltage and current. Through the use of "ABCD" matrices the corres-

ponding voltages, currents, power and phase relations are determined
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for each network working from the aerial to the power amplifiers.

Impedances using Ohm's Law are also computed, as a check on the values

previously determined.

At this point the frequency may be varied symmetrically on

either side of the operating frequency by using subprogram DELTA.

Impedance variations are determined for each circuit block, as are

voltage, current and power levels, based on the plate voltage for the

power amplifiers determined above being considered constant. The

above data is presented in tabular form; it may also be graphed by

calling the appropriate subprogram.
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B. Major Subprograms

MAIN:

This is the major control section for VLFANT. All components

are generally defined here: values for all inductors and capacitors,

resistances, radiated power, desired impedance levels (such as at input

to helix, at both input and output of the impedance matching network,

power amplifier plate-to-plate, and bandwidth resistor) , tuning

ranges for all variable components, breakdown voltage levels, and so

forth. Additionally all subprograms are called from MAIN, so just how

the program is used can be determined here.

Other parameters are also defined, such as the operating fre-

quency, the number of steps of each side of center to be taken when the

frequency response is run, the size of each step, whether or not the

bandwidth resistor is to be used in the analysis, and so forth.

Once the overall program. is set up for a particular antenna

system many parameters will have been roughly determined. For example,

the tuning ranges for the reactances in the Tee network can be determined

by hand, while the precise setting will be done by the computer. Then a

simplication is possible by putting these "constants" into the BLOCK

DATA program described below . This leaves MAIN free to carry out its

main function: that of controlling the overall program.

An example of one MAIN program is included in Appendix B.

PRINT

:

This subprogram supplies the first part of the computer program

output. It prints the designated center frequency and desired radiated

power. For the aerial the predetermined radiation and loss resistances

and top-hat capacitance and down-lead inductance are presented. In the
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bandwidth resistance circuit the value and maximum power dissipation

of the resistor are printed as well as the tuning range of the variable

inductor. Minimum and maximum values for the coils and capacitors in

the Tee network are then printed.. For the toroidal transformers the

primary inductance is given, and then the coupling coefficient and

secondary inductance of each transformer when used alone or as a part

of a two, three, or four unit combination.

AERIAL:

This subprogram is concerned only with the aerial system, with

the radiation resistance considered as the output parameter or load.

The down-lead inductance and top-hat capacitance are the reactive

elements, the radiation and loss resistances completing the circuit.

All values are given from the Initial conditions specified in the main

program. The aerial self-resonance frequency, the "Q" and bandwidth

(using only the radiation resistance) and the efficiency are computed

and printed out. With a desired radiated power (from the main program)

the required current is found as are the voltage across the radiation

resistance and the "top-hat" and "base" voltages, those which appear

across the reactive elements. The voltage across and current through

the radiation resistance, VOLTS (5, 2) and AMPS (5, 2) are used as

references for later voltage-current manipulations. The "output" of

this program is the impedance seen at the terminals, ZT0TAL(5,1).

See Figure 39 for the circuit and terms used in this subprogram,

HELIX:

This subprogram uses the impedance of the aerial system as its

load and ZIN as the desired impedance at its output terminals. The
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program may use either of two methods to determine the values for the

tuning and series variometers.

Method One considers the entire helix coil as the inductance

used to resonate the aerial circuit [cancelling out the reactive part

of ZT0TAL(5,1)] and then finds the tap point to give a resistive load

of ZIN.

Method Two uses an analytical expression where the coil is

tapped so that the input impedance will be purely resistive with a

magnitude equal to ZIN. Either method may be selected from the main

program; the values for the series and tuning variometers are given in

printed form, and the "result" is ZT0TAL(4,1).

See Figure 40 for the circuit and terms used in this subprogram.

TEE:

Values for the legs of. the Tee network are chosen using the

principle of a quarter wave transmission line, that is, the square

root of the product of ZIN and ZOUT. The legs are numbered in ac-

cordance with Figure 35. Settings for the legs are easily determined.

Following determination of component values the tuning ranges

for each component is checked to see if any out-of-range values have

been selected, and, if so, the printout indicates whether the tuning

is high or low and the value of the limit which has been exceeded.

Next the completed network is connected with the helix-aerial

combination as a load, and the input impedance ZT0TAL(2,1) computed.

See Figure 41 for the circuit and terms used in this subprogram.
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Figure 40. Helix Network
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Figure 41. Tee Network
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TANK:

This subprogram computes the plate-to-plate impedance for the

power amplifier tubes using one, two, three, and four separate power

amplifiers.

For a single power amplifier the impedance seen at the input

to the Tee network is used as the load. Combined with the transformer,

a single complex series impedance is computed . This is transformed to

a parallel impedance, and the primary capacitive reactance added. The

resulting impedance is that seen plate-to-plate.

When two or more amplifier units are used, it is necessary to

determine the effect of the modified load as seen by each unit. Using

the procedure discussed in the theory section, the primary impedance of

each transformer is found for the various combinations. As above when

using only one unit, a value for the plate-to-plate impedance is

determined.

The printout shows the inductance value of the transformer

secondary and mutual inductances, as well as equivalent primary

impedance and resulting plate-to-plate load for use of one, two,

three, and four power amplifiers.

See Figure 42 for the circuit and terms used in this subprogram.

RESIST:

This subprogram is used to determine the effect on the "Q"

of the antenna system of the resonant frequency as the coupling coil

is set at its high and low values. The resulting minimum and maximum

"Q" are then printed out. Provisions are made to use the subprogram

with an arbitrarily selected value for the coil; the resultant "Q" is

computed and sent- to the main program

„

See Figure 43 for the circuit and terms used in this subprogram.
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C, Minor Subprograms

MATRIX:

Four terminal networks may be described by using complex

two-by-two "ABCD" matrices, where the input voltage and current are

found by multiplying the output terminal voltage and current by the

ABCD matrix. If several networks are cascaded, then the input voltage

and current parameters of the overall network may be found by multi-

plying the load voltage and current by the individual network ABCD

matrices in sequence. If a particular network is removed from the

overall circuit, then by merely leaving out its matrix the circuit

may be re-analyzed.

In the Matrix subprogram each section of the antenna network

is described in terms of its ABCD matrix,, Individual matrices are

written for one, two, three, and four power amplifier transformers.

Values for all components are either given initially or computed in

the subprograms described above.

Two matrices are developed for each section of the network if

required, so that either set of terminals may be used for the input or

output. In the aerial matrix, the radiation resistance is considered

as the "load" or output impedance.

Frequency is the major variable in this subprogram and each

matrix can be labelled and printed out if desired; the results are

always returned to the main program.

DELTA:

This subprogram is used to determine the impedance of the

various parts of the antenna system as a function of frequency. Com-

ponent values are those computed at the center frequency. Deviations
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from the center frequency are made equally both above and below; the

number of steps (up to 240) and the increments of each step are

determined by the user in the main program. Impedances at the aerial,

helix, bandwidth resistor and Tee network are found at each frequency

and put into arrays. Either of the two configurations for the helix

matching systems may be used at the will of the user. Although values

for the bandwidth resistor connected to the helix are computed, the

user may choose to compute the Tee network response by considering the

resistor as removed from the circuit.

In the TANK subprogram values were found for the secondary

capacitor which would give a pure resistance load to the power trans-

former at resonance. In this subprogram these predetermined settings

are used when two, three, or four units are put on the line. Then the

plate-to-plate impedance, is determined as a function of frequency when

any combination of power amplifiers is used. These values are also put

into array form in the subprogram.

An additional impedance array is computed and sent to the main

program, but is not available for printed output in the subprogram.

This is the sum of the aerial impedance and the reactance of the series

variometer of the helix circuit. Defined as ZTOWR in the program, It

will be used later to determine "antenna" current.

Output from this subprogram may be used in several ways. The

impedance arrays, frequency array, and normallised frequency array

(where the center frequency is set equal to zero) are all sent to the

main program for further use, The printout of results is in tabular

form: frequency and the network impedances in one table, and frequency

and the transformer results in a second table, These printed results
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may be omitted entirely, both used, or either one used at the

discretion of the user.

QVARY:

This subprogram determines the variation of the aerial as a

function of frequency over the VLF band from 10 to 30 kHz, in 500 Hz

increments. First the Q and bandwidth (in Hz) for the aerial alone

are computed. Then the loss resistance is included and the Q and

bandwidth again computed under this "loaded" condition. The frequency

and two pairs of computations are put into array form and returned to

the main program.

It should be noted that the radiation resistance and reactive

elements of the aerial used in this subprogram are those used in the

main program. They are generally computed or measured at the frequency

where operation is contemplated, and will vary with frequency, but are

assumed constant here, for purposes of examination over the VLF band.

The results may be printed in tabular form or surpressed if

so desired by the user.

ANTAMP:

This subprogram will determine the change in various currents

in the antenna system as a function of frequency. For use here, the

voltage on the plates of the power amplifier tubes when full rated power

is being radiated is used as a reference. (The particular voltage

selected will depend upon whether one, two, thtee, or four units are on

the line.) It is assumed here that the voltage will remain constant

regardless of the frequency, a condition which is not in fact true, but

may be logically made. (See the theory section under Transformer Coupling.)
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The frequency is allowed to deviate equally both above and

below the center frequency; the number of steps and the increments

are those chosen when subprogram DELTA was called.

At each frequency, the current drawn from the power amplifier

tubes is determined by dividing the plate voltage by the transformer

impedance determined in the DELTA subprogram array for the corres-

ponding frequency. The MATRIX subprogram now is used, at the chosen

frequency, to compute the voltage at the output terminals of the

transformers; this is divided by the impedance presented by the Tee

network. At the helix network the voltage at its input terminals

is divided by the sum of the aerial impedance and the reactance of

the series variometer (ZTOWR - discussed above) . This is defined as

the "antenna" current. At the radiation resistance in the aerial

circuit both the current flowing through it and the power across it

are computed.

Thus this subprogram, by assuming, a constant voltage on the

plates of the power amplifiers recompute the voltage and currents at

each frequency, as well as the output power.

The results, in array form, are sent to the MAIN program, and

may be printed out in tabular form. Two tables may be printed, omitted,

or either selected for output. The first table includes "antenna,"

helix, Tee, bandwidth resistor current and frequency; the second has

transformer, aerial, and radiation resistance currents, as well as

radiated power and frequency.

GRAPH:

This subprogram is used to graphically display data which has

been previously computed, and possibly presented in tabular form. For
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example, it may be of interest to know the variation of the helix and

Tee impedance as a function of frequency . Since these values are com-

plex arrays, new arrays consisting of the real and imaginary parts are

generated. Then this information may be displayed graphically by use of

PTPLOT, using a separate plot for each parameter . The independent

variable is the normallized frequency array since deviation from the

center frequency is of prime interests

If desired, two or more arrays may be combined into a single

plot, such as the real and reactive portions of a complex impedance,

and presented using PLOTIT. This procedure presents both parts of the

impedance on the same scale, which aids in determining relative changes

as frequency is varied.

ABCD:

This subprogram makes use. of the ABCD matrices, for the different

networks in the antenna system. The desired radiated power used in the

AERIAL subprogram to determine the voltage across and the current through

the radiation resistance, [defined by the reference VOLTS(5,2) and AMPS

(5,2)], is the basic reference.

Subprogram MATRIX is called using the center frequency , and each

of the voltages and currents for the various networks is found by appro-

priate multiplication of matrices., Then subprogram COMP is used to de-

termine the impedance, phase angle, and power at each network, down to

the input to the Tee network. This data is then printed in sequence

starting at the radiation resistance.

Next the* four different transformer combinations are connected

to the Tee network. The parameters of voltage, current, impedance,

phase angle, and power are determined both at the input to the
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transformers and with the primary tuning capacitor connected, for all

four combinations.

D. Accessory Programs

These programs are incidental to the main program in that they

are used for setting initial conditions, doing special arithmetic manip-

ulations, or displaying certain data. No direct, printed output is

available from these programs unless specifically noted; the data is

used in intermediate steps of various subprograms.

BLOCK DATA

This is a special program used to initialize many secondary

variables. In particular, the tuning limits for variable inductors

and capacitors are inserted here since they will be "constants" for

a given system.

FACTl(A)

This subprogram computes the. sum of A squared plus one,

which often arises in converting from series to parallel circuits

and vice versa.

FACT2(A)

This subprogram computes the quotient of A squared plus one

quantity divided by A squared. This is also used in series-parallel

transformations

.

COMP

This subprogram is called with a complex, voltage and current.

If either is zero a statement is printed so indicating; otherwise, the

complex power and impedance are computed, as is the impedance phase

angle, using current as reference.
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MULT

This subprogram is called with complex matrices (arrays) , up

to order 9 by 9. If the orders are acceptable for multiplication

(a notice is printed if they are not) , the resulting product matrix

is sent back to the main program,

PTPLOT

This subprogram is a platting routine using the computer page

printer and paper for output , With two given, equally dimensioned

arrays of real numbers, one is plotted against the second, using 90

horizontal spaces on the output paper. The values of the two arrays

corresponding to each plotted point are printed. The two extreme

values of the dependent variable are printed, and titling for the

column listing of the variables (such as "Frequency" for the

independent and "Response" for the dependent) is available. If

either array passes through zero value an appropriate axis will be

printed. The length of the printout (number of independent points

plotted) is limited solely by the storage size of the computer.

PLOTIT

This subprogram will plot up to nine dependent arrays of real

numbers against one independent -array . Basically an extended form of

PTPLOT above, this routine uses a horizontal field of 100 points on

the page printer, since only the independent variable is specifically

listed. A common scale for the dependent variables is used (allowing

comparison of various responses) with values marked at the beginning

and at 25% locations across the bottom of the plot. Axes, like those

in PTPLOT, are available. The independent array may be sorted into
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ascending order if desired. Titling is available, such that each curve

may be labelled along with its "mark" on the plot. The total number

of independent variable points which may be plotted depends on the

number of dependent arrays used. All arrays (including the independent)

are formed into a single array within the program, which is limited to

1,000 points. Thus three dependent arrays of length 250 may be used,

or nine dependent arrays, each of size 100.

E. Variables Used in VLFANT

The choice of variables for VLFANT was made with quick recogni-

tion as the main objective. Since names are limited to six alpha-

numeric characters, in some cases a compromise was necessary. (This is

the reason "aerial" is used so much in place of the more common

"antenna")

.

All variables are single precision (16 bits) rather than

double precision (32 bits). Although there le some loss in accuracy

since numbers of quite different magnitudes are multiplied together

(for example inductive values with orders of magnitude of 10 are

multiplied by the radian frequency with order of magnitude of 10 )

the loss is in the least significant digits and is not felt to warrant

the use of double precision.

Impedances are all complex, with the exception of pure

resistances when they are "given" variables. The complex "s,"

from Laplace analysis, is used extensively.

Table VII lists the most important variables. Of particular

interest are those which must be supplied by the program user, since

it is here that changes in the system must be made. A number of
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variables not listed will be found in VLFANT, but these are generally

used for intermediate steps and are of major concern only when making

a detailed study of the programs.
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TABLE VII

VARIABLES USED IN VLFANT

Term Type
R - Real
C - Complex

Defined By
U - User
P - Program

Units Comments

CENFCY R U cycles Center (operating)
frequency

WATTS R U watts Desired radiated power
at center frequency

RAD R u ohms Aerial radiation
resistance

RAS R u ohms Total aerial resistance
(radiation plus loss)

CAP (5,1) R u farads Aerial static
capacitance

C0IL(5,1) R u henrys Aerial inductance

ZOUT R u ohms Helix input impedance
at operating frequency

RBW R u ohms Bandwidth resistor
resistance

PRBW R

;

u watts Bandwidth resistor
dissipation

ZIN R | u ohms Tee input impedance
at operating frequency

RBWCH R u henrys Bandwidth system vario-
meter - upper limit

RBWCL R u henrys Bandwidth system vario-
meter - lower limit

CP21H

CP21L

R

R

u

u

farads

farads

(Cap(l,2)
Transformer Jupper limit
secondary

j Cap(1>2)
Vlower limit

CP23H R u farads Tee Leg two Cap (2, 3)

upper limit

CP23L R u farads Cap(2,3)
lower limit
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CL21H R u henrys Tee Leg Coil(2,l)
one upper limit

CL21L R u henry

s

Coil(2,l)
lower limit

CL22H R u henrys Leg Coil(2,2)
two upper limit

CL22L R u henrys Coil(2,2)
lower limit )

C0IL(2,1) R u henrys Tee Leg one
Value for coil in Tee
section

C0IL(1,1) R u henrys Inductance for primary
of each transformer

CLP (a) R u Transformer coupling
coefficient (a goes
from 1-4)

TAP (a) R u henrys Transformer secondary
winding (a goes from
1-4)

RPTP R u ohms Power amplifier plate-
to-plate resistance

CAP(1,1) R u farads Transformer primary
circuit capacitance

COIL (3,1) R henrys Bandwidth resistor
coupling variometer

K R u " Number of steps in fre-
quency deviation program

j
DEL R u Size of each step in

frequency deviation

OMEGA R p radians /j

sec.

Frequency in radians

s c p radians/
sec.

Complex operator, fre-
quency in radians

VOLTS ( a,b) C p volts Voltages ("a" gives
block, "b" input or

output)

AMPS(a,b) C p

- - 1 1 1 i

amperes Currents ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)
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ZTOTAL(a,b) C
i

p ohms Impedance ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)

YTOTAL(a,b) C p mhos Admittances ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)

POWER(a,b) C p watts Power ("a" gives block,
"b" input or output)

PHASE(a,b) C p degrees
(rad.)

Phase angle ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)

COIL(a.b) R p henrys Inductors ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)

Capacitors ("a" gives
block, "b" input or
output)

CAP(a,b) R p farads

XL(a,b) C p ohms Inductive reactance
(same indexing as above)

XC(a,b) c

1

ohms Capacitive reactance
(same indexing as above) 1

ZONE c P ohms Tee Leg one impedance

ZTWO c p ohms Leg two impedance

ZTHREE c p ohms Leg three impedance

ZANT(L) c p

;

!

1

ohms ; Aerial input impedance
jin frequency deviation
;run

ZHELIX(L) c P
i
ohms

1

jHelix input impedance in

frequency deviation run

ZRES(L) c ' ohms ; Bandwidth circuit

; impedance in frequency
'deviation run
! j

ZTEE(L) c p ohms

!

>Tee input impedance in

frequency deviation run

ZTOWR(L) c P
:

; ohms [Aerial and Coil(4,2)
| impedance in frequency
^deviation
«

QNOW R P -
JQ of aerial circuit
.including loss resistance
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SELRES R p cycles Aerial self-resonant
frequency

XFMRl(L) C p ohms Transformer one unit,
primary impedance,
frequency run

XFMR2(L) C p ohms Transformer two units,
primary impedance,
frequency run

XFMR3(L) C p ohms Transformer three units,
i

primary impedance,
frequency run

XFMR4(L) C p ohms Transformer four units,
primary impedance,
frequency run

1

CURANT(L) C p amperes Aerial Current during
frequency response
run

CURTWR(L) C p amperes Current through ZTOWER(L)
frequency run

CURHEL(L) C p amperes Helix current, frequency
run

CURRES(L) C p amperes Bandwidth resistor
current, frequency run

CURTEE(L) C p amperes Tee network current,
frequency run

CURXL(L) C p amperes Transformer one unit,
primary current,
frequency run

CURX2(L) C p amperes Transformer two units,
primary current,
frequency run

CURX3(L) c p amperes Transformer three units,
j

primary current,
frequency run

1

CURX4(L) c p amperes Transformer four units,
primary current,
frequency run

A(c,d) c p - Aerial, forward,
ABCD matrix

B(c,d) c p - Helix, forward,
ABCD matrix

C(c,d) c p Bandwidth resistor,
forward, ABCD matrix
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D(c,d

E(c,d

F(c,d

G(c,d

0(c,d

P(c,d

R(c,d

T(c,d

!

f

U(c,d

i
V(c,d

;-

'.

W(c,d

? X(c,d

! EP(c,d)

RP(c,d)

Tee, forward, ABCD matrix

Transformer one, forward
ABCD matrix

Transformer one, reverse
ABCD matrix

Tee reverse, ABCD matrix

Helix reverse, ABCD
matrix

Aerial reverse
matrix

ABCD

Transformer two, forward,
ABCD matrix

Transformer two, reverse
ABCD matrix

Transformer three,
forward, ABCD matrix

Transformer three,
reverse, ABCD matrix

Transformer four,
forward, ABCD matrix

Transformer four,
reverse, ABCD matrix

Amplifier one, forward,
ABCD matrix

Amplifier two, forward,
ABCD matrix

UP(c,d)

! WP(c,d)

I

\
CURRAD(L)

PWROUT(L)

ZTANK(a)

Amplifier three,

i
forward, ABCD matrix

I
Amplifier four, forward,

' ABCD matrix

amperes Current through radia-

I

tion resistance,
! frequency run
j

watts j
Power across radiation
[resistance, freq, run

ohms I Transformer secondary
impedance with power
amplifiers connected
(a goes 1-4)
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V. Discussion

The construction of an antenna system for a high power Very Low

Frequency transmitter station is an extensive undertaking. The

physical structure is usually very large (but electrically small) , and

is a compromise from the very beginning. Aerial deficiencies cannot be

completely overcome, but by a prudent choice of coupling and matching

system full use may be made of the finally accepted system design.

In the past much use has been made of basic theoretical

studies followed by modeling studies of the most promising designs.

Useful information from these tests has been accurate enough to be

used in the final design and also to develop the necessary coupling

and matching networks.

A network analysis for the complete system is made first at

the limits of the operating frequency range to determine extremes for

tunable components. A more detailed analysis is then carried out for

the operating frequency. If the transmitted waveform involves fre-

quency deviation (such as with FSK) , the antenna system is analyzed

at the frequencies corresponding to the maximum deviation encountered.

Within this range intermediate values may be obtained by reference to

a set of universal curves for the type of circuit involved.

If the antenna system at Northwest Cape is used as an example,

the circuit may be analyzed at resonance in terms of input and output

parameters at the various network blocks in a relatively short time.

A more detailed analysis, such as computation of voltage, current, and

power dissipated for each of the individual elements, will take much

longer. The complexity increases if the frequency is allowed to vary

from resonance, such that a complete analysis becomes very time
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consuming. The choice of frequency steps when operating off

resonance is important: is five cycles satisfactory or should

increments of one-half cycle be used?

Parameter values in the field will vary from those measured

in model studies or found from a purely theoretical analysis. If

the antenna system is designed with such changes in mind (provisions

for shunt capacitance, additional load inductance, variation in loss

resistance, etc.), then the final adjustement in the field will be

more easily accomplished. To be prepared for such variations a good

theoretical analysis is necessary, which requires a rather large

amount of time. If a major parameter such as the radiation resistance

is found to have a different value in the field, however, the design

analysis must be modified in whole, since it is no longer correct.

It is at this point that a computer program for network

analysis can be extremely beneficial. A number of such programs have

been developed in the last several years by IBM and others. The

programs vary in their usefulness, since they are usually very

general in design. Within the last year, the Jet. Propulsion Laboratory

has introduced two programs for antenna design, but these are applicable

only for specialized antennas at much higher frequencies. While most

of these programs could be of some use, more beneficial results could

be obtained from a program tailored to the VLF antenna system in

particular. The author is aware of only one program other than VLFANT

which is so designed, and this program (part of a larger study) ap-

33
parently has never been publicly disclosed.,

VLFANT is a general program, tailored to meet the special net-

works encountered in a VLF antenna system. Once the initial parameters
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have been defined (such as top-hat capacitance, radiated power,

operating frequency, etc.)» settings for tunable components may be

determined. The frequency may then be varied at will, using

increments of any desired size. Results are printed out and plotted

to give added insight into system response if desired. Tuning ranges

may be determined for variable components by choosing operating

frequencies at the ends of the VLF band. Impedances, voltages,

currents, phase angles, and so forth may be easily found. Any

parameter may be modified and a new set of results will be available

with only a few minutes of computer time.

One area not covered in VLFANT is the operation of the Class C

power amplifiers normally encountered in high power transmitter. In

the analysis the power amplifiers are considered to be constant

voltage generators. This is a reasonable assumption at the resonant

frequency where the antenna system load is designed to be a pure

resistance, but off resonance the load will vary and include a

reactance term, and the constant voltage assumption will no longer

be valid. A thorough analysis is difficult, since the effective

plate resistance (treated as the generator internal resistance) is

a function of various parameters including the load impedance magnitude

and phase angle.

One empirical study of this problem has been made, where an

actual circuit was constructed and various measurements made and

plotted. While this gives a good indication of Class C operation in

general, it is good only for the tube and circuit tested, and does

34
not yield a theoretical generalization of the problem.
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One student at the Naval Postgraduate School has written a

computer program involving the use of Class C amplifiers as part of

35
his thesis work on network synthesis using active devices. Basic

tube parameters (plate resistance, output capacitance, amplification

factor, etc.) and maximum ratings (plate dissipation, grid drive,

plate voltage, bias levels, etc.) are first entered for the tube

under study. Then the minimum output power, tube efficiency and

bandwidth desired at the operating frequency are entered. The

program computes the necessary operating parameters to meet the

required conditions, and indicates which requirement is critical if

the desired conditions cannot be met. An LC tank circuit is the

tube load and a value for the necessary inductance is given for

desired operation.

While this program is not immediately usable with VLFANT,

it appears to be an excellent starting point for the inclusion of

Class C amplifier operation. A combination of the Class C amplifier-

VLFANT programs should give all information necessary for a complete

VLF transmitter-antenna system analysis.

A second area of interest is the transient response of the

antenna system when fed with an FSK input. The ABCD matrices developed

in VLFANT may be used to form a transfer function in a Laplace analysis

of the circuit response, but due to limitations in time such a study

was not undertaken in this thesis. It should be noted that in the

circuit analysis reported in DECO Interim Report No. 34-C-6 an FSK

signal using a modulation index of one produced less transient response

degradation than did a similar signal with an index of one-half. In

no case, however, did the transient distortion go to zero, so strict
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attention should be paid to this subject since in systems operating

near breakdown levels transients may cause severe damage to the system.

With respect to the Northwest Cape VLF station used as the

model in VLFANT, the output data was found to be in excellent agree-

ment with that measured by the facility itself. The numerical

examples used in the Basic Principles section of this thesis was

taken from original design information supplied while the program

was being written. After the transmitter installation was completed,

thorough site measurements were made and some of the parameters were

found to be noticeably different from what had been predicted. In

particular, the loss resistance was lower than first thought, and a

40 foot length of bus bar added some series inductance to the aerial.

These variations were easily taken care of in VLFANT: the new data

was entered into the program and with only a few minutes of computer

time the new output data was available.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The design and construction of VLF transmitting antenna systems

is an involved and expensive project. With the increased importance of

VLF communications in the past few years efficient and reliable opera-

tion of all components of such a system becomes even more important.

The best analysis possible of a proposed system must be achieved,

and all data relevant to existing system should be up-to-date, so that

maximum overall efficiency is attained.

Computer programs designed for use on high-speed digital com-

puters help to achieve an accurate analysis of systems in a short time.

VLFANT, designed expressly for VLF antenna systems, will provide infor-

mation of relevance to this specialized field, and may be used from the

beginning design stages through to a fully operational status. When

tested with the Northwest Cape transmitter installation as a model,

output data was in excellent agreement with data measurements made in

the field. A large quantity of additional information, either too

difficult or time consuming to actually measure, was also provided,

which gives a deeper insight into the operation of the station.

The digital computer program developed here has only scratched

the surface of the many advantages available in using such a tool for

the optimum design of VLF antenna systems. Some areas requiring ad-

ditional study have been pointed out (Class C amplifier operation,

transient response, etc.), and by an extended use of a program such

as VLFANT, other such areas may be determined.

Full application of such a program should be made, especially

in the all important design stage, for as has been pointed out before

there are two ways to design an antenna system: "(1) design the unit
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properly, in a comfortable office during the day, or (2) slowly

freeze, night after night, while trying to make a poor design work."
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APPENDIX A

BANDWIDTH RESISTOR NETWORK:

The "Q" of an aerial is determined by the largest reactance

together with the total resistance present in the circuit, and for

most VLF aerials may be expressed by:

X

aerial R
c

...(1)

where Q . -,
= Quality factor for aerial

aerial *

X Value of aerial static capacitance

R - Resistance

When speaking of the aerial alone, R is the radiation resistance; for

the antenna system as a whole R is the sum of the radiation and loss

resistances. See Figure 44. The corresponding bandwidth is given by

f

BW =^ ...(2)

where BW = 3 db bandwidth in Hz

f = operating frequency in Hz

Similar definitions for Q and bandwidth are applicable for

series circuits at their resonant frequency.

Networks in the complete antenna system are designed to be

lossless, that is, they have extremely low loss resistances and have

reactances much greater than the resistance present. When these

networks are used for impedance matching at the operating frequency

their reactance terms cancel out such that no new reactance is added

to the overall system, and being lossless no additional resistance

is added.
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Figure 45 shows a helix impedance matching circuit con-

nected to the basic aerial circuit. To the right of cut A the

input impedance will appear as a pure resistance at the resonant

frequency. There might be a tendency to apply Equations (1) and

(2) at this input, but they no longer apply since the circuit is

no longer a simple series circuit. To the left of cut A a new

Bandwidth Resistor network has been connected. By varying

inductance L, the effect of resistance R„ is changed.

To properly evaluate the actual circuit Q when the Bandwidth

Resistor is added to the network, a definite procedure must be used.

In Figure 46 all series reactances in the helix-aerial circuit have

been combined; from the design of the helix network the resulting

reactance will be capacitive. The series Bandwidth Resistor circuit

has been put into its equivalent parallel form.

Figure 47 shows the aerial RC series network replaced by its

equivalent parallel form - R C ', and the parallel resistance of the

bandwidth resistor has been moved to the far right hand end of the

network. The resistances R - R ' may now be combined, and then the

resistance sum and C ' combination put into series form, R -C . See
p

r new

Figure 48.

The capacitive reactance undergoes little change during the

above transformation, so C' may be put back into a form similar to

the original circuit, as shown in Figure 49. Now a new Q for the

circuit may be defined.

U r- •••»)
new

The procedure described above is useful where an assumed

value for the Bandwidth Resistor network coupling inductor is used.
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Figure 46. Reactances Summed
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As L, is varied the resulting parallel resistance R ' will vary,

resulting in a range of values for Q

This type of transformation above will hold for only one

frequency since the reactance values effect the final value of R* J new

Additionally, the helix circuit was designed to match the original

aerial resistance R, and the desired input impedance will no longer

be seen with R in the circuit. If the circuit impedance is
new r

computed at other than the operating frequency, an even larger

discrepancy will be noted.

The question then is how to properly evaluate the effect of

the Bandwidth Resistor network. This can be done by observing

the current flowing into the series aerial circuit and through the

radiation resistance. An ammeter is placed In series with the con-

nection between the helix and aerial circuit, at the junction of

L and L, . Then when voltage Is applied at the input to the overall

circuit, Figure 45, current will divide into three paths: through

L_, L« and L,

.

In actual operation the voltage at the- circuit input will be

different with the Bandwidth Resistor in the system since the overall

impedance will draw more current through previous stages (such as a

Tee impedance matching network) and the new system response may be

properly evaluated.
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I MAJOR SUBPROGRAM?,
2
3

5 //VLFANT JOB < E AX5 ,0<JE T , 5, 5 , 300) , • GOBBEL • , MSGLEVEL= i
* // EXEC FORTCLG
7 //FCRT.SYSIN 00 * .

8 C
9 C —

10 c
11 C THIS PROCRA* IS WRITTEN FOR THE ANTENNA COUPLING NETWORK
li C
13 C IN OSE AT THE NAVY VLF STATION AT NORTHWEST CAPE. USING
14 C
15 C MEASURED VALUES FOB THE ANTENNA ITSELF, THEORETICAL VALUES
16 C
17 C FG*-^R€ VARIABLE TUNING E L EME NTS ,—444E1P SETTINGS WILL 6E—
IB C
IS C DETERMINER FOR THE RESONANT FREQUENCY. LIMITS FOR TUNING
20 C
21 C RANGES. VOLTAGE RRtAKOOWN, MAXIMUM CURRENTSt ETC., WILL BE
2 2 C
21 C CHECKED. ANr ANY DISCREPANCIES NOTED. THE FREQUENCY WILL THEN
24 C
25 C flfc VARIED ON EITHER SID€ Gf- R E SONANCE^ ANO THE INPUT IMPEDANCE
.'6 C
27 C TO THE AFRIAL, COUPLING VARIOMETER, AND TEE SECTION WILL BE
?H C
29 C COMPUTED. IMPECANCES FOR USE OF ONE TO FOUR TRANSFORMERS

C
•

1 C WILL ALSn RE DETERMINED. ADDITIONALLY, VOLTAGFS AND CURRENTS
C

33 C OVER TH6 GPERATING FR-EQOENCY RANGE- WILL BE &ETERM4ft€n.
-« C
25 C
36 C
37 DIMENSION ALPHA (2411, RETA <24H, GAMMA I241I, EATA <241»
39 DIMENSION EPSI(?Mt, °SI(241I
39 OIMENSION Villi. V2I1I, Y3(l», Y4<1>, Y5(l), Y6(ll, Y7(l),
4u 1Y8I1I , Y9( 1)
41 OIMERSION TITLEK 1), TITLE24H, TITLE34H, TITLE4I1I, TIT L E6U I

42 C
43 CCMPLEX S, XCC?,3), XL(5,3I, XTCTAL(5,2), YTOTAL(5,2),
44 1ZTOTALI5.2) . ZT , AMPS<5,3», VOLTS(5,3), POWER(5,2t.
45 2ZCNE, ZTWO, ZTHREt
46 C
<*7 CCMPLEX PRIMRY, TOP, BOTTOM, XFMRK241I, XFMR2I241),
48 1XFMR3I241). XFMR4I241), ZANTI241), ZTOWRI241), ZHELIXI241),
49 2Z«€S4?4H» ZT6E(241»
t

j

51 CCMPLEX CURANT(241), CURTWRI241), CURHELI241I, CURRESI241),
52 1CURTEEI241) , CURXK241I, CURX2<241», CURX3(241), CURX4I241)
ii COMPLEX CURRADI241I, PWR0UT<241»
*4 COMPLEX ZTANKI4), ZLOAO
55 C
bf> CCMPLEX AC2.2). BI2.2I. C(2,2», 0(2,21, E(2,2), F(2,2», G(2,2»,
5 7 HH2 T 2 ». P+2,24 r Rt2^,2), f+2 , 2> , U ( 2 , ?I , V(2,^r W4 2^2I^ *f?r2*,
t>B 2UUI2.2). VVI2.2). EPI2.2I, RP(2,2), UP<2,2), WPI2.2), WW(2,2>
59 CCMPLEX XXI2.2)

CM CGMMON/A/ C0IL(5,3I, CAP(5,3I, RAS, ROC, RAD, RBW, PI
b2 CCMMON/B/ CPL(4), PHASE(5,2», TAPI4I, C0ILMI4)
63 CCMMON/C/ ZONE, ZTWO. ZTHREE
c4 COMMON/D/ TOWER. SELRES , WATTS, ONOW, PRBW, PRBWKW , PWRKW
iS CCMMON/E/ VOLTS, AMPS, XC XL, XTOTAL, YTOTAL, ZTOTAL
*6 CCMMON/F/ CP21H. CP21L, CP23H, CP23L, CL21H, CL21L, CL22H.CL22L
hi CCMMON/G/ CENFCY. OMEGA, S
63 CCMMON/H/ EA, EC. ED. EE, EF, EG, FQ, RBWCL, RBWCH
69 CCMMON/I/ CAH, CAL. CBH, CBL . CCH, CCL, CDH, COL
7C CCMMON/J/ FRECM241), DIVI241K ZANT, ZHELIX, ZRES, ZTFE, ZTOWR
71 CCMMON/K/ XFMR1, XFMR2, XFMP3, XFMR4
72 CCMMON/L/ CURANT, CURTWR, CURHEL, CURRES, CURTEE
7 3 CXMMGN/M/ CUAX1.. CURX2. CURX3, CURXA
74
75

CCMMON/N/ A. B, C. D. E, F, G, 0. P, R, T, U, V. W. X. UU, VV
CPMMON/n/ 0VFRE0I41). 3VQA(41), QVOLUll, 0VBWAI41), QVBWL(4H

lb CCMMON/P/ DUM, ZLOAD, RPTP, 0PRH4I, CAPK4I
77 CCMMON/U/ EP. RP. UP. WP
73 CCMMON/R/ CURRAD, PWROUT
71 COMMON/S/ AL=>HA. BETA. GAMMA, EATA, EPSI, PSI
8) CCMMON/Z/ IBARI120)
B 1 C —
hi

" CENFCY = 15.525E3
P3 RAD = C.142
84 RAS = 0.186
B5 C
86 C THE FOLLOWING ARE CONSTANTS FOR THF ENTIRE SYSTEM
8 7 C
ea i in = jo."1

89 ZOUT = 12.5
CHECK = 1.0

>l MODE = C
;> K = 69

DEL = 20.0
c

i i C
>t C THE FOLLOWING P UTS DATA IN OPERABLE FORM ANO ADDS NECESSARY OPERATING
,7 f. VAR4ABLE-S TU BE USED IN THE REST OF THE PROGRAM
<JP C
;> CM L( 3, I ) = KHWCH

c

37



1 U OMEGA = 2. * PI * CENFCY
102 S = CMPLX ( D.Oi hmbga )

FO = CENFCY * l.OE-3
L04 C
LJ5 ROC = RAS - RAO
l.jc WLEN = 3.0E8 / CEMFCY
LO 7 C
LG8 C
lu? C—
' i'"

1 c
111 CALL PRINT
112 CALL AERIAL
IH CALL H<=1 IX ( ZOUT, 1 >

114 CALL RESIST ( 0.0, VO. 1 )

115 C
116 WRITE (6, IOC

)

11? £A4_L ^VARV < n )

118 CALL PLTTIT ( 41. 0, OVFREQ, QVQA, OVBWA, OVOL, OVBWL.
IH 1Y5. Y6. Y7, Y8, Y9, 41. 41, 41, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1',' 2* AERIAL " :" VS. FREOUENCY FREO-KC •,
l'l 4'AERIAL BANOWIOTH (CYCLES! AERIAL "0" WITH LOSS RESIST.',
1,3? 5'AERIAL RANOWIDTHt WITH LOSS) ',
1 > i 6TITLE4. T [TLE5 )

C
1 >5 CALL T€E < ZIN, ZPUT )

i.'h CALL TANK
127 CALL MATRIX ( CENFCY, 1 t

128 CALL ABCD
1 '9 CALL DELTA ( C=NFCY, K. 1.0, 0, 4 )

i 30 CALL GRAPH ( K . 3, 1 )

131 CALL ANT4MP ( K. 4, 4, )

132 CALL GRAPH ( K, 3, ? )

133 —€—
1 34 C
135 100 FORMAT ( '1', ?DX, "VARIATION IN "0" AND BANDWIDTH FOR AERIAL',
136 1* WITH AND WITHOUT LOSS RESISTANCE', / )

137 1C1 FORMAT ( '0', 5X, F10.2, 5( 2G10.3) »

138 300 FORMAT ( '1'. 30X, 'VARIATION IN "0" VERSUS COIL SETTING', / )

139 806 FORMAT! "C. 2X, 'XFMRS', 8X, 5HV0LTS, 22X,
140 14HAMPS. 19X, 9HIMPEDANCE. 10X, 5HPHASE, 11X, 5HP0WER)
141 E-NO

138



i:

1 SLBRCUTINE PRINT
? C
I c
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE HILL PRESENT THE MAJOR
i C PARAMETERS FOR THE ANTENNA SYSTEM.
f- C
7 CCMMCN/A/ COILI5.3), CAP(5,3», RAS, ROC. RAO, RBW, PI
« CCKMON/8/ CPL<4), PHASE<5^4-t *AJM^4, COUMI4)
9 CCMMON/D/ TOWER. SELRES , WATTS, QNOW, PRBW, PRRWKW , PWRKW

i: CGMMON/F/ CP21H, CP21L. CP23H, CP23L, CL21H, CL21L, CL22H.CL22L
11 CCMMON/H/ FA, FC. FD, EE, EF, EG, FQ, RBWCL, RBWCH
1? CCMMON/I/ CAH, CAL, C8H, CBL, CCH, CCL, COH, COL
13 CCMMON/P/ DUM, ZICAD, RP.TP, QPRK4), CAPK4)
14 CCMMON/Z/ IPAR(l?j)
l
c C
U COMPLEX ZLOAO
1? C
18 C
14 AAA = CAP(5,1 ) * 1. JE6
20 AAB = C0ILI5.11 * 1.0F6
21 CAF = CP21H * 1.0E6
2? CAL = CP21L * 1.CE6
^3 C8F = CP23H * 1.0E6
24 CBL = CP23L * 1.0E6
25 CCH = CL21H * 1 . t Eft

26 CCL = CL21L * 1.GE6
2 1 CCF = CL22H * l.Ct6
28 CCL = CL22L * I.GE6
2'5 CEh = RBWCH * 1.CE6
3' CEL = RBWCL * 1.CE6
21 EA = COIL! 1,1 ) * 1...E6
ii EC = TAP( 1) * 1.CE6
33 EO = TAP<2> * 1.GE6
3', FE=TAP(3)*1.0Efc
35 EF=TAP(4)*1.CF6
36 EG = CAP( 1,1 I * 1.0E6
37 PWRKW = WATTS * l.OF-3
38 PRBWKW = PRBW * 1.0E-3

C
*0 C ThF FOLLOWING PRESENTS .THE IN4TI-AL DAT* AND COMPONENT RANGES
4 1 C
4? WRITE (6,1(00)
43 WPITEI6.1 j02) (IRAR(I), I = 1,1131
44 WRITE (6, 1005 )

45 WRITE (6, 10C71 (IBAR(I), I = 1,45)
46 WRITE (6, 1010) FO, PWRKW
47 WRITE (6,1020) RAO, ROC, AAA, AAB
48 WRITE (6, 1040) RBW, P****KW
49 WRITE (6,1045) CEL, CEH
5) WRITE (6, 1050)
51 WRITE (6.1C54) CBL, CBH
52 WRITE (6, 1057) CCL, CCH, COL, COH
5 3 WRITE (6, 1060) EA
5A WRITE (6,1075) EG
55 WRITE (6,1076) CAL. CAH
56 WRITE (6, U-62 I

57 WRITE (6, 1064 ) EC, ED, EE, EF
58 WRITE (6, 1066) CPL(l), CPL(2), CPL(3), CPL(4)
59 WRITE (6,1080) RPTP
6. WRITE ( 6, 2000)
61 WRITE (6,2001) (IRAR(I), 1=1,59)
6? C
6~J 1CC0 FGPMAT ( 1H1, 15X, "OUTPUT DATA FOR THE VLF ANTENNA AT •,
64 l'NCRTHWEST CAPE' )

65 1CC2 FCRMAT ( • + ', IX, 113A1, //// )

66 1CC5 FCRMAT ( 'OMK, 'THESE ARE THE BASIC ANTENNA SYSTEM PARAMETERS' )

67 1CC7 FCRMAT ( •', IX, 45A1 )

68 1010 FCRMATIlhO, 10X, 16HMAJ0R PARAMETERS, //, 30X,
69 116HCENTER FREQUENCY, F14.3,' KHZ", //, 30X,
7C 214HPOWER RAOIATEO, 6X, F10.3, 4H KW)
7) 1020 FCRMAT (1H0, 10X, 'AERIAL CIRCUIT', //, 30X,
72 12CFRADIATI0N RESISTANCE. F1C.3, 6K CHMS,//. 30X,
73 215HLCSS RESISTANCE, F15.3, 6H OHMS,//, 30X,
7*. 219HTOP-HAT CAPACITANCE, F11.3, 8H UFARAD, //, 30X,
75 420HD0WN-LFAD INDUCTANCE, FIG.*, 8H UHENRY)
76 1C40 FCRMATdHj, 10X, 26HBANDWIDTH RESISTOR CIRCUIT, //, 30X,
77 11CHRESISTANCE, 1CX, F10.3, 6H OHMS, //, 30X,
78 22CHKAXIMUM DISSIPATION , F10.3, 4H KW)
7" 1045 FCRMAT( IH0.29X, 15HC0IL TUNES FROM, 5X, F10.3,
60 15H TO , F10.3, 8H UHENRY) .

81 105^ FCRMATdHO, 10X, 11HTEE NETWORK, //, 53X,
82 17HMINIMUM, 8X, 7HMAXIMUM)
£3 1C54 FCRMAT( 1HG.29X, 7HCAP ONE, 13X, F10.3, 5X, F10.3, 8H UFARAO)
94 IC57 FORMAT! 1h;.29X, 8HC0IL ONE, 12X, F10.3, 5X, F10.3, 8H UHENRY,
85 1//, 30X, 8HCn.IL TWC, 12X, F10.3, 5X, F10.3, 8H UHENRY)
8( 1060 FORMAT (1H0, 10X, 12HTANK CIRCUIT,//, 30X,
ot 13CFEACH PRIMARY HAS INDUCTANCE OF, F10.3, 8H UHENRY)
88 U62 FCRMAT (1H0. 30X, 17HN0. OF POWER AMPS, 19X, 3H0NE, 6X,
89 13HTW0, 5X, 5HTHRFE, 5X, 4HF0UR)
91. 1064 FCRMAT! 1HQ, 30X, 23HEACH SECONDARY (UHENRY), 8X, 4F9.2)
41 1066 FORMAT! 1 h ">

, 30X, 20HCOUPLING COEFFICIENT, 12X, 4F9.3)
IC75 FCRMAT ( 'O', 29X, 'PRIMARY TUNING CAPACITOR' 6X.F10.3,' UFARAD'

)

<5"3 K76 FCRMAT ( '0«, 29X, 'SECONDARY CAPACITOR TUNES', 5X, F10.3,
94 1' TO '. F10.3, • UFARAD' I

95 1060 FCRMAT ( '0», /. 30X, • PLATE-TO-PLATE RESISTANCE', 5X,
it 1F10.3. • UHK.S' )

97 2000 FCRMAT ( 1H1, 'THE FOLLOWING DATA IS COMPUTED FOR THE ANTENNA ',
9h 1 'AT RESHNANCI- ' )

2CC1 FORMAT ( '', 59A1, ////)
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101 RETURN
10 2 ENO
10 i

1C
105
106
1-7 SL8R0UTINF. AERIAL
1C-3 C
1C9 C
lin C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL DETERMINE THE MAJOR
IK C CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AERIAL SYSTEM ALONE,
1U C INCLUDING "0" AND BANDWIDTH.
113 C
11-, CCMPLEX S. XC(5.3), XL<5,3), XT0TAL(5,2I, YTOTAL(5,2),
115 1ZTOTALI5.2I , 7T, AMPS( 5 , 3 ) , VOLTS< 5,3 ) , POWERI5.2),
il*, 2-Z6-tvET n*r„ ;th«£e
117 c
118 COMMON/A/ COIL<5,3>, CAP(5,3», RAS, ROC, RAD, RBW, PI
119 COMMON/0/ TOWER, SELRES , WATTS, ONOW, PRBW, PRBWKW , PWRKW
120 CCMMON/E/ VOLTS, AMPS, XC , XL, XTOTM., YTOTAL, ZTOTAL
121 COMMON/G/ CENFCY, OMEGA, S
122 COMMON/H/ EA, EC. ED, EE, EF, EG, FQ, R8WCL, RBWCH
123 CCMMON/2/ IBARI120)
124 —G •

126 EFFCY=(RAD/(RAO*RDC) 1*100.0
12b TMETER= TOWER+0.3048
127 AMPSI5.2) = SORT (WATTS / RAD »

128 AMPS<5,1> = AMPSI5.2)
129 VCLTS(5,2) = RAD * AMPS<5,2»
l'j SELRES =l./(2.*Pl* (SQRT ( CAP( 5, 1» *COIL< 5, 1 1 I > I

131 SR = SELRES * l.OE-3
132 XL45rl ) = S »OOK(5,l)
133 3 XC(5,l> = 1.0/( S*CAP(5,1) »

1?4 XT0TAL(5,1)=XL< 5,1 l*XC(5,l>
135 ZT0TALI5.1) = RAS + XT0TAL(5,1»
136 V0LTS(5,1) = ZT0TAL(5,1» * A*4PS45,i»
137 OANT = CABS ( XC<5,1) ) / RAD
138 BANWTH = CENFCY / OANT
139 THTV = CABS ( XC(5,1» ) * AMPS(5,1I * l.OE-3
140 fr*5fr» = CABS* XTOT*l-t5,-14-4- AMPS » 5 , 1) l.OE- 3 -
141 FA = AMPS(5,1)
142 FB = VOLTS(5,2)
143 RX = AIMAG ( XT0TAL(5,1I )

144 FC = ROC * AMPS<5,2>
145 ONCW = CA8S ( XC(5,1) ) / RAS
146 BWW = CENFCY / ONOW
147 C
144 WRI T E (6 ,500)
149 WRITE (6,501) ( IBARUI, 1*1,161
150 WRITE (6,505) SR , FO
151 WRITE (6,510) RAO, RX
15' WRITE (6,515) OANT, BANWTH
153 WRITE (6,520) RDC, EFFCY
154 WRITE (6,525) ONOW, BWW
155 WRITE (6,530) PWRKW, FA
V56 WR IT E ( 6 , 5 3 5 ) ^WTVt~&AS£V
157 WRITE (6,540) FB, FC
158 C
159 500 FORMAT ( '0', 'OATA FOR ANTENNA* )

16C 501 FORMAT < ' + ', 16AI )

161 505 FORMAT ( 'C, T20, "ANTENNA SELF-RESONANCE', F8.3, ' HERTZ •,

162 1T65, 'OPERATING FREQUENCY', Fll.3, • KHZ' )

163 510 FORMAT ( '0', T20, 'RADIATION RESISTANCE', F10.3, • OHMS',
164 1T65, 'TOTAL RE ACTANCE ' ,F 15. 3, • OHMS' )

165 515 FORMAT ( '0', T20, '0 ( AER I AL )• , 10X , F10.3,
166 1T65, 'BANDWIDTH (3C8)', F15.3, • HERTZ ',/»
167 520 FORMAT ( '0', T20, 'LOSS RESISTANCE', F15.3, • OHMS',
168 1T65, 'EFFECIENCY' ,10X, F10.3, • PER-CENT' » —

-

169 525 FORMAT ( '0', T20 , 'Q (WITH LOSSES)', F15.3,
17; 1T65, 'BANOWIDTH (3DB)', F15.3, • HERTZ ', / )

171 530 FGRMAT ( '0', T20, 'POWER RADIATED', F16.3, • KILOWATTS',
172 1X65, 'CURREJJTX, IZX, F 10.3 ,' —AMPS' )

173 535 FORMAT ( '0', T20 , 'TOP-HAT VOLTAGE', F15.3, • KV,
174 1T65, 'BASE VOLTAGE', FIB. 3, • KV »

175 540 FORMAT ( 'C T20, 'VOLTS ACROSS RAD', F14.3, • VOLTS',
176 1T65, 'VOLTS ACRCSS R ( LOSS )• ,F 10.3 , • VOLTS' 1

177 C
178 RETURN
179 ENO
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1 SUBROUTINE HELIX ( ZOUT , MOD6 I

• 2 C
3 C
4 C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL DETERMINE THE VALUES OF
5 C THE HELIX REQUIRED. ANO SETTINGS FOR THE
6 C SERIES AND COUPLING VARIOMETERS.
7 C
8 C IF MODE = USE ORIGINAL METHOD
9 C -MODE -I - U S E ZE RO ANGLE METHOD

10 C
11 C
12 COMPLEX S, XCI5.3I, XLI5.3), XTOTALI5.2), YT0TALI5.2),
13 1ZT0TAL(5,2) , ZT, AMPS! 5.34.-¥0fcT&<-5,3> , POWERI5.2I,
14 2Z0NE. ZTUO. ZTHREE
15 C
16 CCMMON/A/ C0IL(5.3I, CAP15.3), RAS, ROC, RAD, RBW, PIW— CCMMON/E /-. VO L TS . -AMPS . XC . X L , XTOT AL , YTOTAL , ZT0T A4.
18 CCMMON/G/ CENFCY. OMEGA, S
19 CCMMON/7/ IBARI120)
20 C
21 IF ( MODE ) 1.1,2
>2 C
23 1 XL(4,3) = - XT0TALI5.1)
24 C0IL(4,3)=(CABS(XL(4.3)) )/ OMEGA
25 XL<4,1> = CMPLX ( 0.0, SQRTTZ-OUT *- RAS) >

26 C0IL(4,1)=(CABS(XL(4.1)) ) /OMEGA
27 CCIL(4.2) = C0ILI4.3) - C0IL<4,1)
28 XLI4.2) = S * C0ILI4.2)
29 XT0TAL<4,2» = XT0TAL(5.l) XLI4.2)
30 GC TO 3
31 C
32 2 XT0TALI4.3) = CMPLXO.O, SQRTIRAS * (ZOUT-RASI ) )

33- - - XLT4..2) = CMPLXIO.O, CABS ! X TOTAL 14. 3 1-* *T0TAL<5,1) ) I

34 XT0TAL(4,2) = XT0TAL(5,1) * XL(4,2I
35 TOPNEW = ( (RAS**2) (AIMAGI XT0TAL(4,2I ) **2 ) )

36 XLI4.1) = CMPLX ( 3.0, TOPNEW / AIMAGI XT0TAL<4,3) ) t

37 C0ILI4.1) = AIMAGI XLI4.1) ) / OMEGA
38 C0IL14.2) = AIMAGI XL<4,2) I / OMEGA
39 C
40 3 CONTINUE
41 *A_=^ I ©MEGA * C A BS IXT0T A4T4.-2TT »

42 BB= ( OMEGA * C0IL(4,1) I - CABS I XT0TALI4.2) )

43 T0P= RAS * I ( OMEGA * C0ILI4.1I ) ** 2 I

44 TIP = (RAS **2) * IOMEGA * C0IL(4,1) )

45 BCTTQM= ( RAS ** 2 ) IBB ** 2 I

46 TCPTWO = C0IL(4,1! * BA * BB
47 ZT0TALI4.1) = CMPLX ( TOP/BOTTOM, ITI P-TOPTWOI /BOTTOM I

48 VOLTS(4,l) = VOLTS(5,l) (AMPS(5,1) * XLI4.2I )

49 JWS14 . 1I = AMPST5-.il » VOLTS <4, l)/XL< 4.il
50 AA = C0IL(4,2) * 1.0E6
51 AB = C01H4.1) * 1.0E6
52 C
53 WRITE (6,400)
54 WRITE 16,431) (IBAR(I), 1=1,20 )

55 WRITE 16.405) ZOUT
56 WRITE (6,410) AA. AB
57 W R I T E ( 6-.420) TT0TAL ( 4, 1 > -
58 C
59 400 FORMAT ( '0«, 'DATA FOR HELIX HOUSE' )

60 401 FORMAT I •+', 20A1 )

61 405 FORMAT ( '0', 19X, 'DESIRED OUTPUT IMPEDANCE', F15.3, • OHMS' )

62 410 F0RMATI1H0. 19X. 11HSERIES COIL, 18X, F10.3, 8H UHENRY, //,
63 120X, 13HC0UPLING COIL, 16X, F10.3, 8H UHENRY)
64 420 F0RMAT(1H0.19X, 28HAT RESONANCE , INPUT IMPEDANCE, 5X,
65 12G10.5.6H OHMS)
66 C
67 AMPSI3.1) = AMPSl4.il
68 V0LTSI3.1) = V0LTS(4.1)
69 C
70 RETURN
71 END
72
73
74
15
76 SLBROUTINE TANK
77 C
78 C
79 C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL DETERMINE THE INPUT
80 C IMPEDANCE THAT THE CLASS-C AMPLIFIER TUBES
81 -€ WILL SEE W«€N- THE ANTENNA SYSTEM IS CONNECTED,
82 C FOR USE OF 1, 2, 3, AND 4 POWER AMPLIFIERS.
83 C
84 C
6 5 C
86 COMPLEX S, XCI5.3). XK5.3), XTOTALI5.2), YTOTALI5.2),
87 1ZT0TALI5.2) , ZT . AMPS(5,3), VOLTS(5,3l, POWER(5,2),
88 2Z0NE, ZTWO, ZTHREE
85 C -

<J< COMPLEX ^OTTCM, r, , ZLOAD. X

91 C
92 COMMON/A/ CCILI5.3), CAPI5.3), RAS, RDC, RAC, RBW, PI
93 CCMMON/B/ CPL(4), PHASEI5.2), TAPI4I, C0ILMI4)
94 CCMMON/E/ VOLTS. AMPS, XC . XL, XTOTAL, YTOTAL, ZTOTAL
95 CCMMON/F/ CP21H, CP21L, CP23H, CP23L, CL21H, CL21L, CL22H.CL22L
96 CCMMON/G/ CENFCY, OMEGA, S
57 GGMMON/H/ EA. EG, EO, EE»—£F, EG, FO. RBWCL, RBWCH
98 COMMON/I/ CAM, CAL . CBH, CBL, CCH, CCL, CDH, CDL
99 CCCMCN/P/ DUM, ZLCAC, RPTP, QPRII4), CAPK4I

CCMMON/7/ IRARU2JI
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101 c
102 XL ( 1 . 1 ) = S * COILU .1 )

103 CtPll.ll = l.j / (OMEGA * AIMAGI XLIl.ll ) )

lc4 XCU.l) = 1.0 / (S * CAP(l.l) I

105 FF = CAP( 1.1 ) * 1.CE6
I 6 WRITEI6.100)
107 WRITE (6.1011 (IBARHt, 1*1.21}
It WRITE (6, 105 ) EA
1 1 WRITE (6. 1061 FF
IK. WRITE (6, IK.) RPTP
111 WRITE (6.115) ZTOTALU.l)
1 12 C
113 DC 2 LIMA = 1,4
114 XU1.2) = CMPLX( 0.0. ONEGA * TAP4LIMA) }

115 COILM(LIMA) = CPL(LIMA) * SORT*. COILU. 1) * TAP<L1HM }

\lh TCP = (OMEGA * COILM(LIMA) » **2
111 XCIU1± = -( <11 M A *XUU-241 * A4JiA£UT0TAL(2,l) » »

US CAPKLIMAI = 1.0 / (OMEGA * CABS< XCU.2) > »

L 1 -5 ZLPAO = ( XCU.2) ZTOTALU.l) I / LIMA
120 BOTTOM = XLU.2) + ZLGAO
121 G = XL(l.l) * ( TOP / BOTTQH )

12? QPRKLIMA) = ABS( AIMAG(G» / REAL(G) )

123 R = FACTK OPRIILIMA) ) * REALIG)
12*. X = CMPLX( CO. FACT2( QPRKLIMA) ) * AIMAG(G) »

125 YTGT-AtU-U) = U^OVXCU.U) * U.O/X) U.O/R)
126 ZTOTALU.l) = 1.0 / YTOTALU.l}
127 C
12fi CA * CAPKLIMAI * 1.0E6
129 EB = TAP(LIMA) * 1.0E6
130 EH = COILM(LIMA) * 1.0E6
• ?l WRITE (6, 125) LIMA
132 WRITE (6, 1^5) EH. FH, CPL(LIMA)
133 WRITE 46.15a) CA
134 C
12 u IF ( CP21H -CAPKLIMAI) 20. 21, 21
136 20 WRITE (6, 240 ) CAH
137 GC TO 22
i?fl 21 IF ( CP21L -CAPKLIMAI) 22. 22, 23
139 23 WRITF (6, 245) CAL
140 22 CONTINUE
141 WRITE 46.155) ZLOAC
142 WPITE(6.160) ZTOTALU.l)
14} 2 CONTINUE
144 C
14i ICO FORMAT ( '0', 'DATA FOR TANK CIRCUIT* I

146 101 FORMAT ( ', 21A1 )

147 105 FGRMAT ( '0'. 10X. 'FOR EACH POWER AMPLIFIER-',
148 126H THE PRIMARY INDUCTANCE IS, F19.3, 8H UHENPY )

149 106 FCRMAT ( «0'» 36X. iPKP»4ftV CAPACITOR SgT AT*. F20.3, ' U*A*AO'

}

15 110 FORMAT ( '0', 36X. 'THE OESIREO PLATE-TO-PLATE LOAO IS',
151 1FIC.3, • OHMS', // )

152 115 FCRMAT ( 'G'. 36X, 'The NETWORK LOAC IS', 2G15.5, • OHMS' )

153 125 FORMAT ( 1H0 . / , 1 OX .

•

FOR • , 12, 2X , • POWER AMPLIFIERS' I

l
c 4 145 FORMATUHO. 2.1X, 2SHFACH SECONDARY INOUCTANCE IS,

155 12X, F10.3, 6H UHENRY,//, 21X, 20HMUTUAL INDUCTANCE IS, 10K.
156 2F1C.3, 8H UHENRY.//. 21X, 23HCOUPLING COEFFICIENT IS, 7X.F10.3)
1-W 4 5S ££R*tAT UG«. 20X. 'SECONDARY CAPACITOR S£T AT", F14.3, • UF-A«AD«)
158 155 FORMAT ( »0», 20X. 'LOAD SEFN BY SECONDARY', 2G15.5, • OHMS')
159 160 FORMAT ( ".', /. !1X, • PL ATE -TO-PL ATE LOAD IS' 2G15.5, • OHMS',/)
16., 24 FCRMAT ( lHf, 20X, • " APU . 2 ) • , 2X , 'TOO HIGH MAX VALUE IS',
161 1F7.3, • UFO' )

162 245 FCRMAT ( 1HC, 20X, C AP (1 , 2 )
• , 2X , 'TOO LOW. MIN VALUE IS',

163 1F7.3, ' UFO' )

164 C
16^ RETURN
1^-6 END
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SUBROUTINE TEE ( ZIN, ZOUT »

THIS SURROUTINE WILL OETERMINE THE SETTINGS
FOR THE TEE MATCHING NETWORK TO MATCH THE
HELIX COIL IMPEDANCE TO THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

CC^P-LEX S, XC(5,3), XH4^»^r-XWA4.45,2), YT0TAL(5.2),
1ZT0TAL<5,2) . ZT, AMPS(5,3», VOLTSI5,3), POWER(5,2),
2ZCNE. ZTWO, ZTHREE

CCMMON/A/ C0IL(5,3I, CAP<5,3), RAS, ROC, RAO, RBW, PI
CCMMON/C/ ZONE, ZTWO, ZTHREE
CCPMON/E/ VOLTS. AMPS, XC , XL, XTOTAL, YTOTAL, ZTOTAL
COMMON/F/ CP21H, CP21L, CP23H, CP23L, CL21H, CL21L, CL22H,CL22L

-CCMMON/-ft-/ CEWFCY, OME G A, S
CCMMON/I/ CAH, CAL, CBH, CBL, CCH, CCL, CDH, COL
CCMMON/Z/ IBARI120)

ZTEE= SUKT (ZIN * ZOUT)
CAPI2.3I
CCIH2.2)
XL(2,2) =

XC<2^3) =

XL<2.1) =

C0ILI2.1)

ZCNE =
ZTWO =

ZTHREE =

1.0/ICMEGA * ZTEE)
= ZTEE / CMEGA
CMPLXI 0.0, ONEGA * COIL(2,2>
1.0 / ( S * £AP<2 T34--4--
CNPLX ( 0.0, ZTEE )

= AIMAG ( XL(2,1) I / OMEGA

(S * CCIL(2,1I I

( S * CCIL(2,2) )

( 1.0 / ( S * CAP<2,3) I

-C8 * CAP(2,3) * 1.0E6
CC = C0ILI2.1) * 1.0E6
CD = COILI2.2) * 1.0E6
Zl = AIMAG ( ZONE )

Z2 = AIMAG ( ZTWO >

Z3 = AIMAr, ( ZTHREE )

WRITE (6,200)
W*ITE—(-6,201)
WRITE (6,202)
WRITE (6,210)
WRITE (6,220)
WRITE (6,230)

( IBARU), l=l-r204
ZIN, ZOUT

ZTEE, Zl, CC
Z2, CO
Z3, CB

GC TO
25 IE (

27 WRITE
26 LGOIL

IF (

28 WRITE
GC TO

29 IF (

22 LCCIL = 1

IF ( CL21H - C0IL(2,1) ) 24, 25, 25
2 4 WRITE-4-fr^ 2 504 -4GCIL . CGH

" 26
CL21L - C0IH2.1I ) 26, 26, 27
(6, 255) LCCIL, CCL
= 2

CL22H - COIL(2,2) ) 28, 29, 29
(6, 250) LCCIL, CDH
30

CL-2-2L— C0 1L(2 , 2 ) + .

31 WRITE (6, 255) LCCIL, CDL
30 LCAP = 1

IF ( CP23H - CAPI2.3) > 32, 33, 33
WRITE (6, 240) LCAP, CBH
GC TO 34
IF ( CP23L - CAP(2.3) ) 34, 34, 35
WRITE (6, 245) LCAP, CBL

34 CONTINUE

ZT0TAL(2,2) = ZT0TAL(4,1) ZTWO
YTCTALI2.2) = ( 1.0 / ZT0TAL(2,2» » 1.0 / ZTHREE
ZT0TAL(2.1> = ZOAIE -U.O-/ YT0TAL(2,2I I

WRITE (6. 280) ZT0TAH2.1)

200 FCRMAT ( '0', 'DATA FOR TEE SECTION' )

202 FCRMAT <~'C* 19X, »T0 MATCH *N IMPEDANCE 0F«"« F10.3*
1 IX, 'TO AN IMPEDANCE OF « , F10.3, • OHMS', / 1

210 F0RMAT(1H0,20X, 16HEACH LEG WILL BE, F10.3, 6H OHMS, //, 21X,
-- 17HL£G.QME„ FaO..^. 6H OHMS*- IX«- 1COIL -ONE' . *UU3* -' UHEMRY ' >

220 F0RHATHHO.2OX. 7HLEG TWO* FlO.3, «H OHMS, 7X* 8HC0IL TWO«
1F10.3, 8H UHENRYl

23C FOPAAT( 1HC20X, <3HLEG THREE, F8.3,- 6H OHMS, 71,
17HCAP ONE. Fit. 3. 5H

—

UMOX

32

!3
IS

OHMS',

fi
— * t rw. mr—un c , r 1. 1. « 3 » an ui .
240 FCRMAT ( 1HC, 20X, 'CAP', t3, 2X* 'TOO HIGH

1F10.3, ' UFD' I

245 FORMAT ( IHO, 20X, 'CAP',- 13, 2X« 'TOO LI

MAX VALUE IS',

KIM VALUE IS' , 7X,
IFJO.3* 5 - UFOV -I- - - -*2zsi - =-

250 FORMAT < lHOr COX, »COTL», 13* 2X*fc.»tOO HIGH MAX VALUE IS',
1F10.3. » U*tMi|4 I

255 FORMAT < IHOt Z5X, -COR • , 13, 2X* 'TOO tOW. MIN »AtUE IS',
LF10..3.—

?

UHtOTT' J . _^i ,

2eO FORMAT! IHO, 20X, 12HIMPT;T TO ?SE. 2610.3* 6H OMMSI

RETURN
ENO - *-*_

SUBROUTINE- JiESlSI VCOJC-VUU- MASK

THIS SUBROUTINE WILL OETERMINE THE EFFECT OF
THE RANOWIDTH RESISTOR SYSTEM AS THE SERIES
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Ul C COIL IS VARIED FROM MINIMUM TO MAXIMUM VALUE.
102 C
10 J C VCOIL IS ANY DESIREO VALUE FOR THE BANDWIOTH
li C RESISTOR COIL. ANO VQ THE RESULTING OF THE
IC5 C CIRCUIT. IF THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF
106 C THE COIL SETTING ARE DESIRED, SET VCOIL * 0.0.
1 C 7 C
108 C IF MASK = NO PRINTOUT
1C9 C MASK = 1 PRINT OUT RESULTS
110 C

CCMPLEX S, XC<5,3), XL(5,3), XT0TAL(5,2I, YT0TALI5.2),
11 3 1ZT0TAL(5,2) , ZT, AMPS<5,3), VOLTSI*^), POWER(5,2l,
11'. 2ZCNE, ZTWC, ZTHREEI1SC
Hi CCMMON/A/ COIL<**»3», CAP(5,3*-, RA^- ROC. RAO, RBWT R4
11/ CCMMON/D/ TOWER. SELRES , WATTS, ONOW, PRBW , PPBWKW , PWRKW
1H CCMMON/E/ V/OLTS. AMPS, XC , XL, XTOTAL, YTOTAL, ZTOTAL
11'? CCMMON/G/ CENFCY, OMEGA, S
120 CCMMCN/H/ EA, EC, EO, EE, EF, EG, FO, RBWCL, RBWCH
121 CCMMON/Z/ IBARI120)
122 C
12 3 IF ( VCOIL ) 4,4,5
124 C
125 4 CCILO.l) = RBWCL
126 GO TO 6
127 5 CCIL 13.1) = VCOIL
128 C
120 6 OS = CABS ( XTOTALI4.2) I / RAS
130 RP = FACTKQS) * RAS
131 C
13? XTCTAL(4T 1) = FACT2<0S»
133 1 UI3.1I = S * CCILO.l)
134 QBWR = CABS ( XL ( 3 . 1 1 I / RBW
135 BWRP = FACTM QBWR ) * RBW
136 C
137 GP = ll.C/BWPPI (1.0 / RPI
133 QP = 1.0 / ( CABS! XTOTALU.ll ) * GP )

13S RS = 1. / (FACTKCP) * GP )

140 -VO--«*€A*S I XC<5.1> I / *S — -
141 IF ( COIH3.1I - RBWCL I 2,2t3
142 2 OMIN = CABS ( XC(5,H I / RS
143 CCILI3.ll « RBWCH
144 GC TO 1

145 3 OMAX = CABS ( XC15.1) I / RS
14o OB = RBWCH * 1.0E6
)47 DC = RBWCL * 1.0E6
14(3 —

€

14<5 IF ( MASK ) 7,7,8
150 B WRITE (6,300)
151 WPITE(6,3C1) (IBAR(I), I 1,27 »

15? WRITE (6,310) OB, QMAX. DC-. OMIM-
15? C
154 300 FCRMATdHO. 27HDATA FOR BANDWIOTH RESISTOR)
155 301 FCRMAT ( •• . 30A1 )

i5* M-Q-F€R*AT-( 1H0, 10X , 3BHW1TH BAN0W 1 DTH RESISTOR TH€ WAV- VARV t < // t
157 120X, 11HCC1L SFT AT, F10.3, 8H UHENRY, <»H THE IS, F10.3I )

15H C
15*5 7 CCMIKUE
160 RETURN
161 END
16.? •/*•
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1 MINOR SUBPROGRAMS
2
i

5 SL8ROUTINF MATRIX ( CENFCV, MASK I

6 C
7 C

—8 C THI S SUBROUT INE W i ll PUT TM1 VARIOUS BLOCKS*
9 C OF THE SYSTEM Into AN »A§CD" matrix

1C C FORMULATION. FOA USE IN MANIPULATION.
11 C
12 -G IE-MA SK * NO AA IATOUT—i-

11 C MASK = 1 PRINT OUT MATRICES
1<i C
15 C J
+* GC MP1 6 X S . XGI5 . - 1. X_ l f>_l, X TQT At l 4 , j l, VTOT ALI .., ! .

17 1ZT0TAL(5,2» . ZT, AMPS(5,3I, VOITSI 5 .31 . PONER(5,2l,
18 2ZCNE, ZThO, ZTHREE
19 C
2 CO M PL E X AI 2 . 2) . BI2 . 21 . CI2 .- 1 . 12 , 21 . E I 3 . 2I . F (2 , 21 . GI2 . 2 I,

21 10(2.2), P(2,2), RI2.2). TI2.2T. U<2,2>, VI2.21, WI2.21, Xt2 ? 2l,
22 2UUI2.2). VV(2,2I, EP(2,2I, RPI2.2), UPI2.21, WPI2.2I
23 C

-2-4 GGM P L 6 X ZTANM41 —

—

25 COMPLEX AA, BB, CC, 00, EE, FF
26 C
27 CCMMON/A/ CniLI5,3), CAPI5.31. RAS, ROC, RAD, RBW, PI

UU, VV

_ i _ui-rnj™/ «/ iiiilui^ii inrijijii ita>i nuti ".««_» kd>i n
2» GC MHON/B/ GPH 4 1 . -PHAS€ <5 , 2 1 ,-TAPI 4 t , C0IL H I 4 I

29 CCMMON/N/ A, B, C, 0, E, F, G, 0, P, ft, T, U. V, W, X,
30 COMMON/P/ OUM, ZLOAD, RPTP, QPRI(4l, CAP1I4I
31 CCMMON/0/ EP. RP, UP, HP

-*_ GGMMON/Z/ IBAR(120>
3? C
34 C
35 CMEGA = 2.0 * PI * CENFCV
3* S - C MPLX < - . . 4»M_SA 1

37 ZCNE = <S * CCILI2.ll I

38 ZTWO (S * CCILI2.21 I

39 ZTHREE = ( 1.0 / ( S * CAPI2.3I I »

-40 € —

—

41 C
42 C THIS IS MATRIX FOR ANTENNA
43 A(1,1I»IS* CCIH5.11* 1.0/fS* CAPI5.ll) *RAO +RDC1 / RAD

II . 21-44 • A ( l,j l
* <0 . , . 01

45 AI2.ll = 1.0/RAO
46 AI2.21 (O.C.O.OI
47 C THIS IS MATRIX FOR HELIX HOUSE
-4* B ll . l ) t < 1 . C . . 0)
49 B< 1,21=S+ CCIL(4,2l
5C B(2,l> = l.C / I S * C01L(4,1) I

51 812,21= IIS* C0IL(4,111 IS * C0ILI4.211 1 / IS* C0ILI4.11)
^_ G THIS I S MA T R IX FOR B A NDWI DTH RE S ISTOR
53 Cll.il = II. 0.0. 01
54 Cf 1.21 = (O.C.O.OI
55 CI2.11 1.0 / (RBW * IS * C0lH3.ll I I

s* eia . a t- » u .o. j . oi
57 C THIS IS MATRIX FOR TEE NETWORK
58 DII,1J= 1.0 + IZONE / ZTHREE)
59 011.21 ZONE + ZTWO + I ZONE * ZTWOI I ZTHREE
60 1 2 . 1 1 -r 1 . / ZTHR EE —

- LUUU.ll / LUIinill
= S* ( (C0ILI1.1) * TAPILI1 - IC0ILMIL1**21 I / CPILMIll
=1.0/ I S * S * CAP1ILI * COILMILI * L 1

____« UAA 1 / < S*CAP llL l»L T l EE

60

—

61 012.21 = 1.0 + (ZTV.0 / ZTHREE)
62 C
63 C
64 _ DC 7 L = 1,4
65 AA = COIL(l.l) / COILMILI
66 EE = S* (

67 FF

69 CC = IAA * S * CAP1IL1 1 1 1 .0/1 S*£OILMIL 1 I
~ T

70 DD = IS * CAPI1.11 * BB1 FF ITAPIL1 / COILMILI
71 C
12 GC TO I 3. 4. S. & 1 . L
73 C
74 C THIS IS MATRIX FOR 1 TANK CIRCUIT
75 3 El I. II = AA
It Ell. 21 = BB . .

77 EI2.1I = CC
78 EI2.21 = DO
79 C THIS IS REVERSE MATRIX FOR 1 TANK CIRCUIT
80 Fll.il a El?. 71
81 FI1.2I = Ed. 21
82 FI2.11 * EI2.11
63 FI2.21 * Ell, 11
84 GC TC 7 -

85 C THIS IS MATRIX FOR 2 TANK CIRCUITS
e6 4 R 1 1,11 = AA
67 RI1.2I = BB
8-S RI2.11 = CC —
69 RI2.2I = 00
9C C THIS IS REVERSE MATRIX FOR 2 TANK CIRCUITS
91 Td.lj = Rl 2.21

-92- J I 1.2 1 =-RiU2l - - - —
93 TI2.ll = RI2.11
94 TI2.21 = Rll.ll
95 GO TO 7
<ifc_ C THIS IS MATRIX. FOR 3 TANK CIRCUITS ——
97 5 UC 1.1 I = AA
SP UI1.2I = BB
<,< UI2.11 = CC

ICC — IU2.2I-5- DO -
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10?
ic:

ic«
1C<
LCi

10.9
1 1:
] l)
1 1,
i i

j

i I'-

ll?
i w
117
I If
U c

1 2C
121
12?
12?
12-4-
12 C

126
127
12?
12";

I 3C
l?l
+4*

THIS
V« ltll =
VII. 2) =

V42.44 =
VI2.2) =

GC TO 7
THIS

W( l . l)

IS REVERSE
II ( 2 . 2 )

0< 1.21
M 2,1)
L( 1 .1 )

IS MATRIX
AA

MATRIX FDR 3 TANK CIRCUITS

FOR 4 TANK CIRCUITS

7

C
C ThI

W< 1,2) = B*
W(2,l) = CC
Ki2.2» = rn

this I s ^ v>-- st
KIMI = w(2,2)
XII, 21 = W(

1

.2»
XI2.1) = WI2.1I
XI j . 3 )

- Wl 1 . 1) -

MATRIX FCR. 4 TANK CIRCUITS

CCNTINUE

S IS REVERSE "ATRIX
6U . 1 4----n</'.7>
G( 1,2) = C(1.2)
G<2.1)=0(2, I)

FOR THE TEE NETWORK

C TH

13?
134
135
13-6
1 37
i 38
1 J<3

W«
141
142
14?
144
145
14(-

147
-tA*-

GI2.2)

0(1.1)
01 1.2)
0(2.1)
--0«^4 = -JM 1.1)
IS IS THF REVERSE
P( 1.1) = 4(2.2)
P ( 1 , 2 I = RAT
P ( 2 . 1 )

- A (l -rj-)-

0(1.1)
M A TRI X- f-Ci, H&LT* HOU S E

B( '.2)
B< 1 . >>

3(2.1)

MATRIX FOR THE ANTENNA

149
L5C
151
1^2
153
15 4

155
y*t
1 57
i5f
1 5<;

i~.
161
162
lb"
164

(•t

167
16*3

169

i
-

'

!
;~

.si

PI2.2) ( i.e. . I

I f {. MA<UC 1 2.2,1
WRITE
'.KITf
WRITE
w e ITfc'
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
W4«-
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WR ITE

(ft, 7000)
(6.70C 1 ) (It
(6,700)

4-6-.7±~l ) -(

WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITHE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WR IT E

(6.7K )

(6.7C1 ) (

(6,720)
I 6 . 7C 1

(6,730)
(6,7l1 ) (

(6,740)
16 . 701 -4—<-

) (

WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
-WWIT-E
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
kfi.LIE

(6, 74! )

16,7,1 ) I

(6, 742 )

(6- ,7i 1 I (

(6. 743 )

(6.7C1 I <

(6,750)

(6, 751 )

16,701 ) (

16, 752 )

(^7-Gl ) <

(6, 753 )

(6,71.1 ) (

(6,760)
(6.7C1 ) (

(6,770)
(6.7C1 ) (

(6.7A0)
(6.7£1 ) (

: AR< I ) , I

(-M 1 ,-,)),

( B( I . J) ,

< C < I , J ) .

( ( I , J ) ,

!£<*.«»-,

(R( I ,J),

(U( I ,1),

lw< I , J) ,

<R< I ,v)K

(T( I . J) ,

< V(I ,J) ,

( X( I ,J),

(G(I .J) .

( n ( i , j )

,

(P(I,J),

1 It

I 71
i 7.

74.CC
7C01
7C0

ECkWAT
FCRMAT
ftrmat

•1 •

.

»•

.

•MATRICES FOR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS* )

30A1 , / 1

10X, 'MATRIX IAI FOP ANTFWN4 rmnilTi 1

! 1 J

74
IT"
I i

7C1
7 10
7 2 :

7 24

FORMAT
FCRMAT
FCRMAT
ECRHAI

( 1H ),
• n •

,

• o«

.

1 'QJ-.

/ , 20 >

1 IX .

1 x

,

10*,

(. 2(2G15.5>
• " 4 T R I X (R)
•MATRIX <C>
•MATRIX HO)

) )

FOR HELIX CIRCUIT' )

FOR BANDWIDTH RESISTOR" )

FDR TEE NETWORK* I

L ? 1

.
7^

. i'

740
741
742
743

FCRMAT
FORMAT
FCRMAT
ECjR ma T

•0»,
•0',
•0«,
•0 •

.

10X,
10X,
1CX,
10X.

•MATRIX m
•MATRIX (Rl
•MATRIX «UI
•MAtaix ( W)

FOR 1 TANK CIRCUIT' )

FOR 2 TANK CIRCUITS' 1

FOR 3 TANK CIRCUITS' )

FDR h TAN" CIRCUITS' )

1
-

|

182
1

-'

750
751
7 5,

1

?53

FCRMAT
FCRMAT
FCRMAT
FCRMAT

0',
•0«,
•T.

[ ' ' .

iox,
I OX,
1CX.
1"X,
1 X.
IOX,
1 DX,

•MATRIX (F)
•MATRIX (Tl
•MATRIX IV)
•MAT&iX IX)

FDR 1 REVERSE TANK • )

FOR 2 REVERSE TANKS' »

FOR 3 REVERSE TANKS' 1

FOR 4 REVERSE TANKS' )

76.
770
7;j

FCRMAT
Fl (-'MAT

FORMA

f

•0«,
• 3' .

' ' ' •

•MATRIX (G)
•MATRIX (01
•MATRIX (PI

FOR REVERSE TEE* )

FOP REVERSE HELIX' )

PDR REVERSE ANTFNNA' 1

-COM I N U C

RETURN
i M

SOUTIN UVARV (
' V - I

THIS SU'wnuTlMf -MIL DETERMINE THE ANO
WIDTH FOR r -<' \NTENNA ALONE I QA £ BWA )

INC [TH TH LOS S! STANCE INCLUDED ( OL F. RWL I.
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cCl

101
>C4
2C5
2<.e
2 C 7

-2-GS--
2;<5

210
211
212
213
214
215
2 16

IF "ASK =

"ASK =
NO PRINTOUT
PRINT OUT RESULTS

CCMMCN/A/ C0ILI5.3), CAP<5.3», RAS, ROC. RAD, RBW, PI
CCMMON/0/ 0VFREQI41I, QVQA<«1», QVQLUH, QVBWAI41I, QVBWLI41I

217
?lfi
21^
2 2C
221
l22
22 1

OC 1C L = 1.41
CYCLES = 1E4 + (L - 1) * 5E2
OVFREO(L) = (l.E-3) * CYCLES
-OMEGA— -2-, * PI * CYCLES
QVQA<L) = 1.0 / < CMEGA * CAPI5.1I
OVCL(L) = 1.0 / ( CMEGA * CAPI5.1)
QVRWA(L) = CYCLES / QVQA(L>
g V 8WL<L > - CYCLES / OV QL(L)

RAO
RAS

10 CONTINUE

IF ( MASK - 1

At W RIT E (6 ,+iK> 1

WRITE (6.20O)
WRITE (6. 3(0)
OC 2 L = 1,41 ,2

) 99, 1 99

WR IT E I fr. '
. OQ) UV E R ESm , QV QA (L ), QV BWA(L> . QV9L < L > , Q V BW L <L >

22'
226
?27
228
229
2 3C
231
^*2-

2 CONTINUE
<;<; CCMINLE

-130 -ECRMA T-t-l>UW/,2C-X T J VAR I Al K?N- OF AHQ ftANOW I O T H ^,

—

1' WI TH FREQUENCY' , // )

200 FORMAT ( 1HC, 9X, 'FREQUENCY', 25X. 'ANTENNA ALONE',
12CX, 'WITH LOSS' )

300 F ORMA T ( 12X . 'K H Z« . 33X . » Q ' , 3X , ' BANOWIOTm , iS*^
233
234
235
23£
237

l'O'. 3X, 'BANDWIDTH' 1

.CO FORMAT ( 1H0, 5X, F10.1, 25X, 2IF10.3), 10X, 2IF10.3)

END

/ 4 7



1 SLBROLTI'vh OtLTA ( CENFCY. K, DEL , HK , MASK »

C
5 C

C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL VARY THE FREOUENCY
t> C AROUND THE CENTER FREOUENCY, IN A TOTAL OF
t C "K" STEPS WITH INCREMENTS OF "DEL" CPS.
7 C ARRAYS FOR THE COMPLEX IMPEDANCES LOOKING
H C INTO THE AERIAL, HELIX, BANOWIOTH RESISTOR,
*; C TEF NETWORK AND P. A. TRANSFORMERS WILL BE

I C GENFRATi-O. HK IS A CONTROL CARO=
II C
12 C IF H< = . NEGLECT THE RESISTOR
1 < C HK = 1 USE THE RESTSTDR
14 C
1
^ C IF MASK = 1 NO PRINTOUT

16 C MASK = 2 PRINT IMPEDANCES
1/ -C^ _ _ MASK = 3 PRINT TRANSFORMERS
1- C MASK = 4 PRINT IMPEDANCES E TRANSFORMERS
1 C

C

21 CCMFLEX S. XC(5,3), XL<5,3>, XTOTAL<5,2), YTOTAL( 5, 2 »

.

22 1ZT0TAL<0,2) , ZT, AMPS(5,3), V0LTS<5,3), POWER(5,2),
23 2ZCNE, 7TWO, 7THREE
,'4 C
25 CCNPLFX BOTTOM, XFMRK241), XFMR2I241),
26 1XFMR3(?41), XFMR4I241), ZANT(24l), ZT0WRI241), ZHELIX1241),
,.7 2ZRESI 24! ) , Z U r

< 241 )

2f C
-

H C
CCMPLEX Z TANK (4), ZLOAO, X, G

CCNMCN/A/ CL'IL<5.3), CAPI5.3), RAS, RDC, RAC, R BW , PI
CCMMON/B/ CPL(4>. PHASE(5,2), TAP(4I, C0ILM(4)

33 GCMMrm/J/ FREC(241), 0IV<241), ZANT, ZHELIX, ZRES, ZTFE, ZTDWK
34 CCMMON/K/ XFMK1. XFMR2, XFMR3, XFMR4
3^ CCMMON/P/ 01", ZLCAC, RPTP, QPRK4), CAPK4)
it- CrMMON/ZZ I

r-tJ < 1 2; )

37 C
38 KK=( (K-ll/2 1+1
39 C
4c DC 99 L = 1 ,k

4 1 BETA" = KK - L
42 FRFO(L) = CENFCY - ( BETA * DEL)
4^ OIV(L) = FRE'.'(l) - fENFCY
44 ohega = (?.*pi*fre;(d )

46 s = cmplx ( o.."1

. omega )

4^ XTCTAL(5.1) = C w PLX(..i, ( OMEGA*COI L ( 5 , 1 I ) - l.0/( OMEGA*CAP( 5*11 1

1

47 ZANT(L) = R1S + XTCTAl(5,l»
4F C
4'. XTCTAL(4,2) = XTrTAL(5,l> ( S * CCIL(4,2) I

50 ZTCWR(L) = XT0TAK4.2)
61 C
52 BA = ( O^EGA * CABS (XT0TAL(4,2» » )

6B= ( OM£f,A * C0IH4.1I ) - CA8S ( XT0TAL(4,21 )

ft BCP= RAS * ( ( CMEGA * C0IL(4,ll > ** 2 >

56 BIP = (RAS **2) * (CMEGA * C0IL(4,1) 1

5b TOTTCM= ( RAS ** 2 ) ( BB ** 2 )

57 TCPTWC = C01L(4,1) * BA * BB
5 1-

'

ZHELIX(L) = CMPL*( ROP/TOTTOM, (BIP-TOPTWO) I TOTTOM )

59 L
60 YT0UL<3,1) = 1.0 / ( RBW ( S * C0IL(3,1) ) )

6! ZRFS(L) = l.C/( ( l.VZHELIX(L) ) YT0TAL(3,1) )

ZCNE = ( S * CCIL(2.1) )

63 ZThO = (S*CCIL(2,21 )

64 ZTHkEE = CM Pi X(C. ,-1.0/(0MFGA * CAP(2,3) ) )

65 C
66 IF ( HK ) 1,2.1
(> 1 ZTCTALI2.2) = ZRFS(L) ZTWP
6 J GC TO 3
69 C
7: 2 ZTCTALC.2) = ZHELIX(L) ZTWO
71 3 YTCTALI7.2) = ( 1.0 / ZT0TAL(2,2» » 1.0 / ZTHREF
1? ZTEE(L) = ZONE ( 1.0 / YTOTAL(2,2) )

11 C
1h c
/ *C<1.1) = CvPLXC.-i.. /(CMEGA * CAP(l.l) ) )

xL(l.l) = CMPLM'. , P^EGA * COILU.l) )

1 I C
7S DC 12 L IMA = 1 ,4
79 TCP = ( OMEGA * COILM(LIMA) ) **2
80 XCI1.2) = 1.0 / ( S * CAPKLIMA) I

PI XL( 1,21 = S * TAP(LIMA)
62 7L0A0 = ( XC(1.2» + ZTEF(L) I / LIMA
f 3 1TTTCM = *L( 1.2) + ZLOAD

G = XL( 1 . 1 ) ( TCP/BOTTO")
P5 (CPRI(IIMA) = ABS( AIMAG(G) / RFAL(O) )

b6 K = FACT1I (,*•'« I (LIMA) ) * REAL(G)
• , x = C M PIX( C.C, FACT2I QPRKLIMA) ) * AIMAG(G) I

H YTTTALIl.!) = ( 1.0/XCI 1. 1) ) (1.0/X) + (1.0/R)
C

i c
Gf TC (2G, 21. 22. 23 I, LIMA

XFWQi (L ) - 1 .
r
. I YTOTAL (1,11

i or to 12

»FVR?(1 ) ^ 1.0 / v TOTAL! 1,1 )

or Tr i;

? »F ^(<3<l ) =
-

.
' / VI- TA|. (1,11

r.r Tr 1

/ 4-
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I

IP'
1C>
I I

I I I

1

1

?

i 1

>

1 1
'.

. 1
•

1

1

. 1 I

i !
-

! 1
•

3 3
3-4

; /

l«(
1 .1

i4>
i'< -

l
--

l ..'

i .?

1 \1
150
151
152

15-,
15 s

156
1 57
15*

i -

:

:
- 1

lft2

It 3

Ir4
1*5
1 (

r
.' 3 KF^Ri.1 L 1

c

c
c

1? CONTINUE

•;<? CONTINUE

VTOTAL (1,11

5 )

( I « A R ( I )

( 1 ^AR< I )

MASK

= 1,116)

1=1,95

[

13
14
15
7

GC TC ( 4. 5>.

WRITE (6.5,-:)
WRI TE (6. 6 .'.1

)

WRITE (ft.ftOM
k»P I Tt" ( ft, 71 S )

WRITE ( ' , 61.'
WRITE (ft, 72 5
w R I T E ( ft . 7 3 » )

wRlTf (ft , 7 is )

AC 7 L=1.K
IF ( I - "K ) IS. 14, 13
IE ( L - KK - 1 I 15, 14, 15
WRITE (ft. am) ( Irt*R( I I , I = 1

WRI TE(ft, 74)) PRr.(L|, ZTCF(L).
CONTINUE
WRITt(n.7>5) ( ltfARU) . I = 1,110)

( I l'A«l I ) . I = 1, 110)

116)
ZRES(L), ZHEL IX(L). ZANTtL )

IF ( "ASK -
WRITE (ft, 7.''")

WRITT (6,601

)

wR I Tt (ft.
(6.
(ft.
(ft.
(ft

»RI TE
WRITE
WRI TE
WRITE

71 )

71S)
72 f

7? c

73C

) A, ft, 6

( I R A R ( I ) . I

< I '>A<( I ) ,

1 ,116)

1=1,95

It.

17
1H
8

WRITE (6.7 35)
DC a L = l ,K
IF ( I - KK
IF ( L - KK
w R I T F I 6 . 81. C

aRITE (ft ,74'j)
CCNTINUF
WRI TE (ft, 7 'il

( IRAKI T ) , I = 1, HO)

) 1». 17. 16
- 1 ) IK. 17, 19

) ( I? AR( I ) . I = 1,116)
F:>F .(( ) , *F«RKL), XFMR2U ),

( I«AR ( 1 ) . I = 1, 110)

"fOKLI. XFMRA(L)

4 CCMINUF

e:i
605

61v

720

71C

715
72C

725
7 30
735

74*~

b:c

fcr
1 ' F

FCR
FCR

1 ' IN
FCR
l'RE
FCR

1' A

FOR
I'M
FCR
FCR

1 'TW
FCR
FOR
FCR

1* I'
FCt-
FCR

"AT ( '1', 20X, 'VARIATION IN NETWORK IMPEDANCES AS A •,
UNCT ION OF FREQUENCY '

I

MAT ( 1H0, 1 1 nai )

MAT ( IX, •!«. 5X, 'FREOUENCY', 4X , «|', 29X,
PUT IM'FiiANCr TT VARIOUS STAGES', 33X, (• )

MAT ( IX, '
I

• .ftX, 'HERTZ ',6X,'|', 10X, 'TEE', 1CX, '|', 7X,
SISTOl", fix, "|«, QX. 'HELIX', 9X, '|', 9X, 'AERIAL', 8X, «|'
MAT ( '1', 20X. 'VARIATION IN POWER AMPLIFIER IMPEDANCES'.
S A FUNCTION CF FREQUENCY')
MAT ( IX, •!'. 5X, 'FREQUENCY', <»X,
MREK OF AMPLIFIERS ON THE LINE', 33X,

I

MAT
MAT
C,
MAT
MAT
MAT

MAT
"AT

RETURN
ENC

( IX
( IX
1CX,
( IX.

IX.
IX,
)

" X ,

' + '

1RX, • |

• , 95A1,
• ,ftX

,

'HERT7 • , 6X, •
|

«

, QX, 'THREE', 9X, •

' , 1RX. • | ' , 23X, •
|

• , 1RX, • |

• , 4( 5X,
• . L«Ai . •

I
• , ?3A1,« j

I

30X,
)

I' )

, 10X, 'ONE', IPX, '|

I', 10X, 'FOUR', QX,
'. 23X, • | ', 23X, • |

•

«R«, 8X, «JX» t 7X, •

• , 23A1,' | ', 23A1,' |
•

10X,
• )

23X,'p
) )

23AI,

I . 4X
llftil

F1C. 3,
I

4X, I *< IX, 2G11.4, •!' ) )

/ 4?



1

"

1

1

]

1
•

1 4
1

'

If-

1 7

]
«

1

?

21
2?
? i

?4
2".

?(
?7
?H
?0

?1
">?

^̂
4

'7
^ ^

3s
4'

41
4 7

4?
44
4 1

}

4ft
4 7

4 >:

5]
s?

S4
- 1
I- A
c

, ;

St"

f r

f 1

h?

f 4

A 7

71
77
7?
74
7S
7 A

1

44

Sim»01)T[NF AMT4"P < K, MOOE , MASK.-HK I

THIS <Fi|RP0nTJNF WILL DETERMTNF THF VARIATION
IM CURRENT WITH FREQUENCY. USING THF VOLTAGE
mfaSUREO AT FACH OF THF NODFS WHFPF CtlPRFNT
I s r hmputfo.
VOITIGF AMn CURRENT ARF MFASIIRFn PL ATE-TO-PL A TF
AM'i witt *f oet f rm i n e o -ftf^nft-E- rwts sijwBO'rrrwr-
IS (MLFO. MATRIX SUBROUTINE WIIL BE USED TO
lc[Fi!M|MF VOLTAGFS AND SURR01ITTNF OFLTA THE
I MPKHANC.FS. GROUP ONF INCLUnES TRANSFORMER,
TFC, RTMSTOR, \m HEt T* CURRENTS. GRntlP TWf
IMCI UnFS THWER ( "ANTENNA" ) , AERIAL.
AND WAnlATION RESISTANCES CURRFNTS AND POWER
OUTPUT IN WATT.S.

If MO rlF = 1 USF 1 TRANSFORMER
mhof = ? USF ? TRANSFORMERS
wnriF = 3 USE 3 TRANSFORMERS
Mi)HF = 4 USF 4 TftAN5FOR*FRS

[F HK - " NFHLFCT BANOWIDTH RESISTOR
] USF BANOWIOTH RESISTOR

IF 'ASK = 1

"ASK = 7

MASK = 3
«l r,K - 4

NO PRINTOUT
PRINT GROUP ONE
PRINT GROUP TWO
PRINT GROUPS ONF T. TWO

f.r"PLFX S, vCI*."*). XLC5.3). XTOTAI ( <^,2\ . *TOT AL ( «5 . 2 I ,

1 7TPT4tt«S.2 I . 7T, A«*PS{«5,M, VOL TSf «5 , 3 I . P1TWFR t 5 ,?rr
270MF. 7TW0, 7THQFF

CDMPLF* PRTMUV, TPP, H'lTTOM, XFMR1J241), XFMR?(?41),
1XF«R*(?4)1. XFM.R4(?41». 7ANTJ741I, fTflWRJ?*!!. 7 HFL I X t ?M ! ,

?/?FS( ?41 I , 7TFFJ?41 I

COMPLEX AJ2.7), M?.7I. f(?.?t, D(2,21, F(2,7I, F(2,?I, F.12,21
10t2,»t, P(?."M. PI?.?), Tf?,?t, ttf?,7l. ^?t?,?>, Wt?,2). X < 7

.

?n —
2UU(2,2». VVJ.''.'). FP(?.?I, RP(?,?I, UPI2.?I. WP(2,?1, WW(?,2»
CO M PLFX xx(?,?l
COMPtFX CUPAN-T ( ?4J I , C'lPTWP I?41 I , CURHFL<?41). CURRFSI241I,
1CURTFFI ?4 1 ) . fii3XH?41(, Cl|RX?«?4H, CttRX3I241). CURX4L241*
COMPLEX f URP A0( '41 » . PWP0UT(?4ll
COMPLEX CURX ( '41

I

COMMiW/A/ COH fi,3» * T 4Pf «>.31 , R 4~S * R"0€ r R-Afl, "RHW, -~PT
COMMON/F/ VOLTS. A^S, XC, XL. XTOTAL. YTOTAL, 7T0TAL
CfMMON/J/ FCFOIHll, niv(?41I, 7ANT, 7HFLTX, 7RFS, ZTFE, 7T0WR
C.rMMQN/K/ XFMRl, kfmpp, yFMP^, XFMR4
CPMMON/L/ fllPANT. rilRTWP, CURHFL. CURRFS, CURTFE
CTMMON/N/ A, R, C. 0. F, F, G. 0. P, R. T. U, V, W, X, (III, VV
COMM-in/m/ rtlRXl, CURv?, ri)RX3, CURX4
Cf'MM.TN/O/ PP. pp. UP, WP
rOMMQM7R-/ f-URRAfl. PWi^H+tT — — —
CC'MMON/7/ IRARIl?^)

KK ( (K-l I / ? )

no l"1 l = l , k

Fofirv = FRFO( 1 I

C A| L "ATS IX ( HF OCY .

r-r TO ( 1, ?. 1. 11 )

) »

"onp

] C'lF-'Xl (L>= ^M.ll/ XFMO 1(1)
Ci ipx (LI = CUP xi (I 1

FP(?.l) = - FPJ7.11
C Al l. Mill T ( F, EP, WW, 2. 2t 2, ]

VOtT^if 2, H * WWJi . 1 >

r,0 TO 21

? CURX?JL» = RP(1.11 / XFMR7(| 1

r upx(l I = cf |1/ x ' (
1 1

PPJ7.1) = - PP'7.1.1
CALL MULT ( t. rp, WW. ?, 2, ?. 1

VOI T S( 7 , 1 ) = WWII . 1 )

GO TO 2 1

>, CUPX3(L> = 'IP (1.11 / ktmi^ih
CUPX ( I 1 = fir x \[\ )

HP( ? .1 1 = - HP J 7 . 1 1

TALL Mill T ( V, UP. WW, ?. 7, 2, 1

V0( TS( ?, 1 ) = WW J 1 . 1 I

GO TO ?

1

11 CURX4III = WP(1,1I / XFMP4JL)
ClIRXJI 1 = CUPX4JI I

4Pi 7, 1 1 - - WP( 7,1

1

,A|| M(ILT ( X. WP, WW. 7. ?, ?, 1

V :

I TSI ?. 1 I - WW( 1 . 1 1

f IIRTFFJ I I r i 01 TS( ?, 1 )

ran Mm i ( '. , ww, mi,
FOI "P,|l - U'M ] , I 1

1 'ill - vn l T s ( 3 . 1 1

7i I T ,(4. 1 1 = I I'll I ,11

/ 7TFFJL )

?.?,?.]
7PFSII I

/ so



'
1

I 1 22
t,

> u c
'

f. 73
'. 7

. >j

1
r

1 1

1 ?

1 3

1 <•

1
' 10

1 6 c
1 7 c
1 H

l
c' 5

?1
?1
2?
/> *

/ -
J e

?r
27
2
5 3

1 *
X 1*
31 IS
x ? 7
1 >

u r
»1u 8
1 7

\H
jij

«l ]

47
'.a

t 7

M
s c

c 6
K 7
* P

' 1

62
1 ^3
]
-4

1 * R

167
' 6''

I'

7
"

71
77
. -i

74

IF ( HK I 7 3. 23. ??
CAl I Mill T ( (. , llll, VV.
VH| TSJ4.1 ) = VV( 1 . 1

)

CUPTWR (L I = VniT<: (4,11
CHRHFLd ) = V0LTSI4, 1 I

CAIL MOLT ( O, VV/. WW,
VOI TSCi ,1 I = WW< 1 ,1 »

CURANITU ) = VOI TS< S, 1 »

CAl I Mill T < n, WW, UM,
VOI TS< S. ?> = IHM 1 , 1 »

CURR AO( L ) = will TS< S, ?l
Pwcni)T(L) = voi_ts(s,7)
COMTINHF

RO TO I 4, S ft, S I ,

WRlTP(fe.srr) MiinF
WRITF(6,601 I ( IBARI I 1

WPfTF (6.6^1
WR I TF I h, 71 M
WP I TF (6. 6 l

r

WPtTF (6, 7?S
W«I TF<6. 7^C t

HPITF;(6,73SI
np 7 i =i ,k
IF ( I - KK
IF ( I - KK
wkup (ft.aco
WRl TF<6,74( I

CONTIMIIF
*RITF(6,7»SI

16
17
IP
p

4

5C

;

6< 1

6<"S

61 1

71"5
7?-)

7?^
73 )

7*5

74 D

2. 1 1

/ JTOWRIL)
/ JHFLIX(L)
2, 2, 2, I 1

7ANTIL)
2. 2, 1

RAO
CONJGI CURRAO(L) 1

MASK

= 1I

(
|H«P| T I h

.116)

( I R A R ( T ) I 1,1101

I 1 5. 14, I?-It IS, 14, IS
I ( I R A R ( II . I = 1,1161
FRFOfU. CHRX (L>, CHRTFF(l), CHRRFS(L) , r.HRHFL(L)

( 1PAPI [ I. f-= tvl-KH-

IF < MASK - * ) 4, 6. 6
WR I TF ( 6. SQC I "nr)F
WRITF (6. 6* II (IRAR(I), I = 1,1161
WR TTF(6.6PSI
WRITF (6, 71S) (IR4DIII. 1=1, PS 1

WRITF (6, 72C
WRITF <6. 7?S
WPITF (6, 730
WC ITE(6.7^S1 IIPAR(T), T = 1,110)
nn p L = l ,k
IF ( L - KK I l«, 17. 16
IF < L - KK - 1 I IP, 17, IP
WPITF (6,P^D (IRARIII, I = 1,116)
WRITF(6,74-I FRFO(L). CIIRTWR(L). CHRANTJL). CORRAO(L). PWRflllUL)
COWTIMtfF - — —
WPITF(6.7^SI URAR(I), I = 1,110)

I

)

)

I 1PAR ( T

I

COMTINIIF

FORMAT ( '1'. 'OX, 'VARIATION IN CHRRFNTS AS A FUNCTION OF
l'FPEOUENCY USING'. II. ' T R ANSFORMFRS' t

FORMAT ( 1MO , 1 1 6A ] I

FHRMA-T f l», «i», SY, 'FRFOUF NCV' , -»».—*~f , ?<?X,
l'CCMPLFV fiiRPFMTC [M A^PFRFS'. T117, •!• )

F'.RMAT ( IV, >
|

• ,6V, 'H^DT7 ',6X,'I», 6X, 'TRANSFORMFP' , 6X.
11 ex. «tff«, i^x. • | • . n,
?'RFSIST0R«, °X, •!', «<, 'HE1IX', PX, «»•)
FpPMAT ( IX, »|<. iqx. 'I', PSA1, •!' )

FQPMAT ( IX, • |
• ,6X. 'HCRTZ • , 6X .

•
I

• , BX, 'ANTFNNA', 8X, «|',
IPX. 'AFOJAI'. QX, '|», ?X, 'THRH RAOIATIOM LOAD', 2X, 'I',
??X. IPOWPR PUT fM WATTS'. 3X, 'I' )

I'. IPX, «l«, 23X, »|», ?3x, •!', 23X, •!',
!«. IPX, »|t, 4( «;x, 'S«, px. 'J ', 7X, 'l«
I', IPAl.'l'. 23A1.M', ?3A1,'I«. 23Al,'l«,

FORMAT
Fni mat
FOUM1T

i- i
•

FORMAT
FpPMAT

RFTIWN
FND

IX.
IX,
IX,
I

ix,
• + t

1'

?3X,' 1
'

I

) )

?3A1,

116AI
10.3. 4X, I 41 ix, ?G11.4, 'I' ) )
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1

?

S

H
7

H
t)

I

'

1 1

12
1

^

l'l

1
>

16
17
IH
19
?0
21
??
25
2*
?s
26
27
?fl
20

M
32
J?
34
3S
)6
3 7

*fl
3Q
<.

41
42
43
44
iS
46
47
4R
4C

si
<>2

63
S4
ss
^6
c 7
6 P
5'

M,
( \

62
63
6 4
65
6 6
67
6 ft

6^
7T
71
72
71
74
7*
76
77
7M
7'»
»,'

SI
( ?

<.

I 7?
RO

"1

|i

I

«7

or.

SUBROUTINE GRAPH < K, MfrOf, ITYPF J

THIS SUBROUTINE HILL TAKE THE TABULAR OATA
DFVFIOPFO BY SUBROUTINE DELTA ANO PREPARE
IT FOR GRAPHICAL P*f IBMTATl ON. IT WILL THEN
MAKF TMF NECESSARY CALLS FOR THF GRAPHS. MODE
IS A CONTROL USED TO DFTFPMINF THF TYPE OF
GRAPHS TO RF USEO.

IF MinF=i
Mdllf = ?
M00F=3

IF TVPF=1
TVPF=?

HSF THE PTPLOT GRAPHS
HSF THE PLOTIT GRAPHS
USF BOTH TYPES OF GRAPHS

GRAPH THE IMPEOANCFS
GRAPH THE CURRFNTS

complex s. xet^v, r>, xl-i-sv^)--.- x TOTALnt? ) . ytot al ( ;.?>»—

—

IZTPTALI5.2), 7T, AMPS(5,3), V0LTS<5,31, P0WER(5,2),
27PMF, 7TWP, 7TMRFF
COMPLF* PRT MRY. TOP, BOTTOM, XFMRK241), XFMR2I241),
lXFMR3(24l), XFMRM241I. /ANT<241), ?T0W«(24t), ZHFl!X(241),
2ZRFSI2411, 7TFF(?41)
CP^'PIF* Ci|RANT( ?41 ), C'IRTWR (2411, CURHFLI241), CURRES(241),
ICURTEE(241I, CIRXK241I. CURX2<2*n. CURX3(?411, CURX4I241)
CPMPLFy rttCPAPt ?4t I , PMR0ttT+^4M ~

OIMFNMON Al PHA 12411, BFT4 (2411, GAMMA (241), FATA (241)
DIMENSION FPSI(?4]|. PSK2411
DIMENSION Yl(l», V?(l), Y3UI, Y4II1, YMt), Y6(I», Y7< 1 )

,

1YS( 1 ) , VO(
J. J

DIMFNSION TITLF1I1I. TITLF2UI. TITLE3H), TITIE4JI), TITLFS(l)

COMMON /H/
COMMON/,)/
COMMON /K/
CPMMON/l /

C0»MON/M/
COMMON/R/
COMMON/S/

GO TP (

PA, *<. FiV, FE.-ff-t Eg. F O . R B WCL^ RBWCH—
FPF0I2411, 01VI2411, 7ANT, ZHFLIX, 7PES. ZTFE, ZTOWR
XFMRl, XFMR2, XFMR3, XFMRA
f.URANT, CURTWR, CURHEL, CURRFS, CURTFE
CURX1, C.URX?, CURX3, CU*X4
CIlRPAn, PWPOHT
AIPHA, BFTA, GAMMA, FATA, EPS!, PS1

4 » I TYPE

WRITF (6.19P) FO
OP 1 INOFV = l.K
AIPHA(IMDFX) = RFAl ( 7HFL f X ( INDE X

>

HFTAUNDFX) = AIMAC1 7HFL I XI INDFX )

GAMMA! IMnFX) = RFAL (

FATA! INOFX ) = AIMAGI
CONTI-WUf

GP TO ( 50. c 3. 5 r I, ''OOF

ZTEFI INDEX)
7TFEI INOFX)

SI CONTINUE
WPITF(6,2rS)
CAtL PTPLPT
WPITE(6,2P6»
CALL PTPLPT
WRITEI6,2C7)
CALL PTPLOT
WPITF(6,2CP1
CALL PTPLOT

SI IF < MOOF - 1

( OIV. ALPHA, K,

I HIV. %FTA , M.

( HIV, GAMMA, K,

< niv, FATA K.

FRE0-KH7 HELIX-R • 1

-KH7 HEtl-X-J^' t"

• FRF0-KH7 TFE -R • )

• FPE0-KH7 TFE -JX ' I

) S2. S2, S3

S3 CONTINtIF
WRITFI6.20P)
CAIL PLOTIT ( K. r, OIV,
1YS, Y6, Y7. Vfi , VQ, k , 1, 1

2'PFSISTIVE HFLIX 1MPF0AMCF
^•fiFACTIVF HFIIX IMPEOANCF
4TITLF3, TITLF4, TITLFS |

WRITF (rS.?M!
C-«LL PLOTIT 4 K. ^, 9+J
1YS, Y6, Y7, Vfl, yo, k, I, ]

2'RFSISTIVE TFF IMPFnANCF
4'PF ACTIVE TFF !MPFOAMf=
4TITLF3, TITLF4, TITLFS »

GO TO S2

4 WRITF 16, 1PQI FO
OP 2 INDEX = l.K
ALPHA! INOFX! = RTAL « f.l IRTWR < I NOEX I

BFTA(IMDFX) = 4[MAG{ CURTWP ( IMDFX

I

(,AMMA( INDEX) = RFAl (C'IRTEEUNOEX)
FATA(INOEX) = MMAGICURTFEI INOFXI
FPSI(IMOEX) = RFAL ( CURXH INDEX)

A I MAGI CU« XI ( INOFX)

ALPHA, BFTA, Y3,
. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

FRE0-H7.

V4,

RSI ( INOFX)
CONTINUE

GP TO ( 6C . 63.

i, E *TA ,-A63^
1. 1. 1. 1. 1,
FRFO-HZ

Y*.

) , MPOF

6 ' CI '' ' INIIF
1, r T E ( 6 1 40 5

1

I.HL PTPIOT
jIO 1 Tf ( 6.4P61
CAIl PTPJ OT
WP|TF (6,4( 71
CAIL PTPI OT
'JB 1 TF (6,4-- )

I niv.

< i • I» .

ALPHA.

BFTA ,

( oi v, ;amma.

K, • FRF0-KH7 AMPS-R

K. FPF0-H<H7 AHPS-J

K. I FPF0-KH7 AMPS-R

/ S2



(,Aii PTPini I n| v. FATA- . K, FRfO-KH? AMPS-.t

-

. 5
i ft

7

"1

r q
1'

1 1

1

1 <

1 '.

1
'

1<

1 7

1
x

1 o

2P
.?1
'2

'7
2"

:2<>

!3J
U
»?

i <>

- (

- 7

:*1
4 '

4 '

M IF ( MHOF 1 I S2, 52. A3

ALPHA, BETA, Y3,
1, 1. 1, 1. 1. 1.

FR EO-H Z

63 COMTINIIF
WRITF (6,40 r

I

CALL PtOTIT ( K, r, n I V
1Y5. Vft, Y7. VR, vo, k, 1

2«ANTFNNA €****FNT - ftfftt
3'ANTFNNA C.UPRFNT _ IMAG
ATITin, T 1 T( FA. T T T| FR
WR I TC ( 6.4 "

1 |

TALI PLOTIT ( k. «. Tjv, gamma, EATA,
1VS, Vf,, V7, VR. VQ. K, I, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

?'TFF CH"PFMT - «cj| prpo-H7
4«TEF CURRENT - [MAT.
4TITLF3. TIHF4. T|T(F^ t

»

V3,
1*

Y4,

V<V,

*2 CONTINUE

1 rq

?C0

2< 1

7< S

?rft
2( 7

4f0

4fl
A.' S

4; 6
4i 7
4f ^

4( 5
41"

FOP
1' T
F OR

1* I

fp.p
1' I

EOF
FOR
FOR
FOR
FUF

1' F
FDR
FDk
FOR
FOR
FHP
FOR
COR
RFT
F*n

MAT (

ARUL A

MAT (

M o F n A

MAT (

MOfns
MAT r

MAT (

MAT (

MAT (

MAT (

RFQUF
MAT i

MAT( '

MAT( •

MAT (

MAT (

MAT (

MAT (

• f '

R n/>.

' 1
•

Mf.F
•1

'

«1 •

• 1
•

• 1
•

• 1

'

• 1".
MCVt
•1*

1 •

.

1
•

.

• 1 •

.

• 1
•

.

• 1
•

.

• I '

.

. r
30V
HSU
\"Y
rsii
3 -v
3.?X
30V
3 v

3X.
1

30 X
X.
< .

TV.
IX .

"X .

. <tmf FOIIOWTNG GRAPHS WILL PPFSENT Thf ABTTVF •
,

CNJTFRFD AT', F10.3, • KH7' )

. 'VARIATION IN COMPLEX HFLIX',
S FRFOIIFNCV I

. <VA<MATff>M L^r COM PL EX TFF«,
S FRFQIIFNCY' >

. iHcifx rfsistance vfrsu<: freoufncy* )

, 'HFLfX REACTANCE VERSUS FREQUENCY' 1

. 'TFF RES I STANCF VERSUS FREQUENCY'- J

. «TFF RFACTAMCE VERSUS FRFQUFNCY' )

M/ARIATJON IN ANTENNA CURRENT VERSUS ',

. 'VACA TIO N I N T F F CIHH^TA'T V-Fp-StTS—FPe0rrFNtrY-'-J
^

'ANTF^|NA CURRENT (REAL! VFRSIJS FRFQUFNCY' »

•ANTFmma CURRENT (IMAG) VFRSIIS FRFQUFNCY'
•TFF CURRENT (RCAL1 VERSUS FRFQUFNCV' )

'TEF CURRENT (IMAG) VERSUS FREQUENCY' I

•PnwFP RADIATFO (PFALt VFRSIIS FRFQUFNCY'
ipnwpp RAOIATFO (IMAG) VERSUS FREQUENCY'

)

, I

»fl

^ i

52
1*3

i"5

S6
57

* c

it 1

•7

4

If- 7

7

71
7 7

7 3

74
7^
7'
? '

7 8
,7<^

PP
^1
lh?
k a

>-4

P '>

Hf-

I- I

I M

r o

SUPROUTI^F Aurn

THIS SURRHUTINF WILL MAOE USE OF THF
A8C.P MATRICES FOR THF VARIOUS TRANSFORMERS USFO.

CCMPLFX S. XC(«;,3I, XLIS.3I, XTOTALI5.2), YTOTAL»5.2),
17TOTAHS.2) . 7T, AMPS(S,3», V0LTSI5,3», POWFR(5,2),
770NE, ZTWO. 7THRFF
COMPLEX A(2.2>. fl(2.?t-»-ef2.?»,- 0«?,-?t-f Ft2,2». F(?,2V. fi f2 .? )

10(2. ?), P(?,?I. F(2,2I. TI2.2I, U(2,2), V(',2I, W(2,2), X(2,2»,
2UU(2,2». VV(?,'t. F0(?,?), RP(2,2I, UP(?,2I, WP(2,2), WW(2,?»
COMPLEX XX(?,2)

CTMMON/R/ rr>l(4). RHASF(5,2I,
C.OMMTN/F/ VOLTS. AMPS, XC, tL,
CownN/r,/ cfnfcy. riMFr.A, s
CCMM0M/N7 A. R, f, P. F, F, G.
CCMMON/0/ FP, 1°. HO, yp
COMMON77 / IRAR ( 1?CM

TAO( 4) , COII M(4I
XTOTAL, YTOTAL, 7T0TAL

0, R. T, II, V, W, X. IIIJ, VV

UIU 1,1) ~ V0| TS( *,7 I

||||( 2,11 = - Ampsi s, 7\

CAIL mat^jx ( CENFf.Y, -i )

f.ML MULT ( A. no, vv, ?, 2, 2. 1

*T| TS( C
. 1 ) = V\M ; , 1 )

AMPS4^,^ ) = V-V( ?-, 1 )

CALL Mill T ( R. W. HP. 7, 2, 2, 1

VOL TS(4. 1 ) = UU( 1 , 1 »

AMPS( 4, ] ) = IMJ( ?. 1 I

VV( 1.1 ) - IHK 1.11
W( 2.1) = DIM ? . 1 >

V(U TS( 3, 1 ' = VV( ] . 1 )

AMPSO.l ) = VV( 7, l )

CALt M4^fT (- F», y-V^ +HF,
VOLTS( 5,1) = IHI( I . 1 )

AMPS( ?, 1 ) = IHK 2.1 I

VV( 1, 1 ) = U(i( 1 . 1 )

VV( 2, 1 ) = DIM 2.1>

-2-T-?.- 2. i

WPITF {(•

UFITFIfr. 1

WRTTF ( '

H R T T F ( (.
,

7 ) ( I ) 1 = 1.11 ')

1

r = s
11=2
,.|| rpMp ( vii|TS, AMPS, 7T0TAI , PHASF, POWFR, I, 2 )

URTTF (A. »1M T, I I ,VOl TS( I ,?) , AMPSU.2U ZT0TAKI.2)
1PHASFJ I.; I . P0W"R( I.?)

<r 7 7 7 II
!

- ft - I I11=1
1 .A

/ S3



cam COMP < vpi ,<;
. A"ps. 7TPTAt. «»H*SF, enwf», I, 1! t

WRITF (*, -'l'l I, If, VPLTSU.ll, AMPS(I.l). 7T0TAL(f,lt,
1PHASFI I . 1 ) . °m L R ( I . 1 1

777 CPNT1MIF
>- s f
' f r.

.' 7 c
>

1

) . V

'
1

1

1

-'1 ?.

'1 '

>] 4
'

1

u

?\f r
?» 7 C
M - c

1

? !

' >]

- >?
V 3

» ' u

> ) c

>?*
>?7 c
2 2« f
7 5 - c
? 5"

<> M
?
1 2

>» *

>
J',

7 <<;

? u
? a 7

c
>-<C r.

?4I r.

"•I
>42
-><.

">

'4 '4

• . '-

>/..*

". 7
-",-)

?/.^ r
>u -

?Sf
->'>2

"53
>S4
j cc
> k '.

?«7
/ •—
"• !

><-

?M C
?*2
2' 3

THJS ^FfTinN I S FOR ONE POWE« AMPLIFIER

"t-
WR I TF e»,M]M
CALL -MtM T ( P. W, FP. 2, ?, 2,- 1

VOLTSf 1.11 - r on . l i

4MPU l.l) . FP( 2, 1 I

call cn«p ( vhits. amp$, 7TOTAL, phase, powfr, l, l )

I = I

WR1TF <<-. Rill I. V0LTS<1,1>, AMPSM,l), 7TPTALfl,l>,
lDHASE(l.l). PnjtFii.i)

THIS <:<"<-. T[0+j ]S FOR T^Wf) POWf B A MPLTM Fft-S

VVf 1 .1 I = UIH 1,11/ 2
CALL mult ( R, vv, RP, 2, ?, 2, 1 )

VPLTSf 1,11 = RPfl.lt
A«PM 1,11 = RP( 2. 1 1

fALI COMP ( VP|T<;, AMPS. 7TPTAL. PHASE. POWER, I, 1 )

I = 2
wPfTF ff-, °ii) f. VfitTS-l-tvrt-r tnvt n -, t > , rTOTTit 1 1 1 1

,

lPMASFf 1,1). PnjFP f 1 , 11

THIS SFCTII1N Is FOP THRCF POWER AMPl.fFfFPS

vv< l .1 ) = mil u il / 3
CALL "HIT ( il, VV, HP, 2, 2, 2, 1 1

VPl TS( 1 ,1 I = HP( 1 11
A»PS<1.1 1 = IHM7.1 )

CALl fOMP ( Vfll TS, AMPS. 7TPTAL, PHASF, POWFR, 1, 1 1

I = 3
WPITF (S. °U) f. VPLTSd.ll, AMPSU.l). 7TOTALU.il.
IPHASFf 1.11. P'lUFPI 1,11

THfS SFCTION IS fhp fpiip POWER AMPLIFIERS

Wf 1 . 1 1 = HHf 1.11/ <*

CALL MULT ( W, VV, WD. 2. 2, 2. 1 I

VOLTS! 1,1) = W'M 1 . 1 1

AMPSf 1,11 = WPf 2. 1 I

CALL CPmp f VPLTS. amps, 7TPTAL. DWA"SF. DnwER. 1, 1 1

I = 4
WRITC (A. cjh j, VPLTS(l.l), AMPSfl.ll, ZTOTALU.l).
lDHASFf 1.1). PD'/JERf 1,1)

o.j FORMAT ( '1'. 20X, 'THE FOLLOWING ABE VOLTAGF ANO CURRFNT •

1 'CrMDUTATinNS 'ISTNG THF ARCO MATRICES', // 1

o. 1 FORMAT ( ••-". 10K. 'VOLTAGF ACROSS AND CURRENT THROUGH THF ••
1'PAniATfON RFSfSTAMCF ^RF USFO FOR REFFRFNCF', // >

PC? FORMAT f • + . 11 9A 1 )

cr S FORMAT! IHj, IX, 4HTFRM, 1QX, SHVOLTS, 22X,
KHA«P<;, 19X, QHf MPFOANCF , 10X, "5HPH4SF. 11X, SHPOWFR)

sir FrpMATf iMO. ?*, ri ,ih, . ii, 3t?r,i3.^»-, -Pft.?, -2fnT.'3l
"ll roRMATf •« ,2X , I l . 2X, 3I2G13.3), F8.2. 2G l 3 . 3 IMS FRRMAT < »C, PX. 'FOLLOW I NT. ARF PL AT F-TO- D

t A TF VALUFS WITH',
l' niFFFPFMT DHWFP IMDLJFTER^'. //. 2X, 'TANKS' I

RFTIIRN
FND

/ 5 4-



L ACCESSORY SUBPROGRAMS
p

t, BLOCK OATA
r
. CCMMON/A/ COILI5.3), CAP(5,3I, RAS, ROC, RAD, RBW, PI
h COMMON/B/ CPL<4>, PHASE<5,2», TAP<4)» COILM(4)
7 CCKMON/D/ TOWER, SELRES , MATTS, QNOW, PRBW, PRBWKW . PWRKW

—a COMMON/F/ C P 21 H . C P2 1L. CP23 H . C 82 3L . CL21H , CL2 1L, CL22M.C t22l
9 COMMON/G/ CENFCY, OMEGA, S
K COMMON/H/ EA, EC. FD, EE, EF, EG. FQ, RBWCL, RBWCH
11 CCMMON/P/ OHM, ZLOAD. RPTP, QPRU4I. CAPH4)
l

1 -__-_ CCMHON/ZV IB-ARU20I
l> DATA CP?1H, CP23H, CL21H, CL 22H/ 1 . 5E-6, 6.0E-7, 275. OE-6, 300. OE-6/
14 DATA CP211 .CP23L, CL21L, CL22L/4.0E-8 , 6.0E-8, 25. OE-6, 50. OE-6/
15 TATA CPL/ 0.522, 0.^74, 0.444, 0.508/
4-fc- D A T A R B WCL. R B WCH/ 2. E -4 . 8. OE-6/
17 DATA TAP/ 71.5E-6. 49. OE-6, 35.3E-6, 27.0E-6/
If DATA PI, WATTS, RBW, PR BW/3. 141 5926, 1.0E6, 33. 25, 5.0E5/
19 DATA COILU.lt, CAP(l.l)/ 430. OE-6, 0.25E-6/
?C XCH PLE X ZL-QAO/ I2U.0, 0-01 / - -

21 DATA RPTP /420.0/
DATA CENFCY, TOWER. RAO, RAS/15.5E3, 628.0, 0.154, 0.308/

23 OATA CAPI5.1), C0IL(5,1)/ 0.164E-6, 139. OE-6/
2-4 O A TA BUM . IRAR/ . . 120*' '/ -

25 END
26 t

; 7

2^ FUNCTION FACT1 ( A )

30 FACT1 = ( A ** 2 > + 1.0
31 RETURN
32 E4v£>

34
3 5

~FACT2 = ( (B**2) 1.0 ) / ( B ** 2 )

38 RETURN
3^ END

-M,
41
42
43 SUBROUTINE W ULT (XRAY, YCKE. ZEBRA, K, L. M, N )

4 4 C — — -

4 s C
46 C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL MULTIPLY TWO MATRICES, XRAY TIMES YOKE*
47 C CF ORDER <K X L) AND (M x N), RESPECTIVELY, GIVING A PRODUCT
-4-* —Q M AT RI X 2EBB. A OF ORDER t-K X 444-.
4S C
5C C
51 COMPLEX XRAY, YOKE, ZFBRA
52 D IMEN S ION XRA-V-ltUL J , Y0K.€(4i»N», ZEBHAtK^N)
53 IF (K - <3) 5, 10, 10
54 5 IF (L - 9) 15, 10, 10
55 15 IF (M - 9) 20, 10. 10
5* 2C IF IN - 9) 25. 1C. 10
S7 1C WRITE ( 6, 4f'0 )

5 1-' GC TO 9Q
54 25 IF (K - 1) 30, 35, 35
6~ 35 IF 4L—^-U 30, 40. 40M 4 J IF (M - 1 ) 30, 45, 45
>-2 45 IF (N - 1) 30, 50. 50
fc3 3C WRITE ( b, 5^0 I

64 _ GC TC Q9
e c 5C IF ( L - M) 55, 60. 55
66 5 5 WRITE ( 6, 600 )

67 GC TC 99
6 B 64 O C 9 9 IX - 1 . K r-

,

69 DC 99 JX = 1, N
7.: ZEBRAUX.JX) = (0.0,0.0)
71 DC 99 KX = 1 ,M
7 > Z EPBA t 1 X , JX) -( X P A Y< IX , KX> * V-BK E ( KX , JX It * -ZEft »A< IX . JX)
73 99 CONTINUE
?4 C
75 400 FORMAT (37HMATRIX INVALID. ORDER GREATER THAN 8.)
7- - 500 FO R M A T < 3 4 H HA TR I X IWA44D. -©U©fc4V4fcSS WAN 1.4
77 600 FCRMAT (36HMATRIX INVALIO. OROFRS 00 NOT AGREE.!
7H C
7S RETURN

E N D
-i sueRCUTiNP rr«p (v, a, z, phi, pwr, l, ll )

a 2 c
-

! C
44 C THIS SUB R OUTIN E W I L4 COMPUTE THE IMPEDANCE. PHASE ANGL E
-", C (USING CURRENT AS REFERENCE), AND POWER FOR THE GIVEN COMPLEX

L VOLTAGE ( V ) AND CC U PLEX CURRENT ( A ).
- ' C
r

: - C
DIMENSION V(L.LL), A(L.LL), ZII.LlI, PHKL.LLI, PWRIL.LLI

; ) CC«PLEX V, A, Z . PWR
51 C
;: PI = -i.1415^26536

IF < CAHS(A(L,LL) ) ) 1,2,1
l . 2 WRITE ( 6.10) I..LL
5 C GC TO 9

I—If «-

—

GA BS ( V(L ,ll) 4 » 3,^,3 —
-7 4 WRI TE (

> . 1 1 ) L .1 L

GC TO 9
> » A = R F A I ( ML.M I )

»-./. = A I MAC I 4(1 ,1 ( ) )

/ 5 5T



101
10 2
l'.'

"

IU4
105
I. t-

i: ?

LJ*
11C
I 11
1 12
I 1

J

I U
: r-
1

1

•

i /

: is
i is
L2C
l?l
12?
12 3

12*.
12 c

1 2 ft

127
I2fl
129
l?

;

131

L 33
134
1 ?

c

1 36
137
! 38
1 3S
4Afl
141
142
14^
144
145
146
147

-44JL-
149
15.1
151
152
1 53
154
15 5

ii*

—

157
1
C H

159
160
161
if-?

163
164
16 5

166
L67
16H
16 r-

17
'

171
til-—
n?
174
175
1 76
i 77
. 7 8

L 7*5

;(•<,

1 8 1

IP2
. I

'

if 4
'

E
"

i f ft

]
> 7

1*8
! 8 9

I
r, -

I < '

;
'

\ ,

is

RV = REAL (

GV = AIMAG (

I

)

Z(L.LL)
PhRlL»L.L)
PHHL.LLI

9 CONTINUE

V(L ,LLI / A(L,LL)
= V(L.LL) * CONJG ( A(L.LL) I

= ( ATAN2(GV,«V> - ATAN2<GA,RA1

in mHMA T( 1H.T.QK -SHAMPU . I2« 2H
11 FCRMAT( lHT'.QX ,6HV0LTS< , 12, 2H

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PTPLGT ( X. Y, JC

,

) * (180.0/PI)

ZERO
ZERO

TITLE

C
C
c
c
c
c

THIS SUBROUTINE WILL ACCEPT TWC ARRAYS,
x AND Y, EACH OF SIZE K, AND PLOT THE Y VALUES
AS A FUNCTION OF THEIR X VALUES. AXFS WILL BE
PLACED IF THEY FALL IN THF RANGE COVERED.
E XTREME VA LU ES OF Y W-ILL BE LI S TED A T THE
TOP OF THE GRAPH.

TITLE IS A LARTL TO BE PLACED OVER
THE CCLUMNS OF THE "X" AND "Y" VARIABLES,

DIMENSION X(K), Y(Kl, MARM9C)
DIMENSION TITLEtSJ-

CCMMCN/7/ LARKU20)

DATA DUMMY, IPEii. I PLUS, BLANK/ •

LIMIT = K - 1

BIG = Y( 1

)

S»A LL - V t I )

DC 1 M = 2
IF ( BIG -
BIG = Y(M)
GC TC 4
IF ( SMALL
SMALL = Y(M)
CONTINUE
SPAN = BIG

K
Y(") 3.3

IF I SPAN ) 6.
WRITE ( 6,100)
GC TO 99
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,5C0)
WRITE (6,300)
LAX =
IF I SMALL ) 8

- Y(M) ( 1,1,4

SMALL
5,6

( LARKI I ) , !

S*ALL, BIG,
= 1,113)
( TITLE(I), 1=1,5)

8 IF ( BIG )

^3*9.

-9
11

2C

19
13
15
18
14

-2-*

LAY =

GC TO
LA* =
DC 12
N = M
LY
DC

( (

(

ABS
11

-0
M = 1.

1

= ( ( ( Y(M)
2C II - 1

( S"ALL) )/

T vi T

SPAN) * 89.0) 1.0

S u Al L I / SPAN) * 89.0) 1.0

19
MARK(II) = BLANK
IF ( LAX - M ) 1°, 14,
IF ( X(M) ) 13,14,15

-If. + X ( N ) -) lf>,17,18
IF ( X(N) ) 18,17,16
IF( ( ABS ( X(M) ) ) - ( ABS
DC 23 JJ = 1, 90
NARMJJ ) - IPEU

( X(N) )) ) 14,14,17

17

1*
21
3C
31

30

12

24
25

26
27
2-»

GC TC 21
LAX = N
GC TC 21
LAX --0
IF ( LAY ) 30, 31
MARMLAY) = IPER
MARK(LY) = IPLUS
WR ITE ( 6 ,4(0 -) MARK.X < M » , *OM
CONTINUE

K ) 2o.24.26.
1,90
IPER

IF ( LAX
OC 25 JJ =

MA4>K( JJ4- =

GC TO 2 8
DC 27 II =

*AEK( II) =

L-V- -
( ( ( M

IF ( LAY )

* AP K < L AY

)

'AkK(LY) = IPLU^
vt. I IE < 6.4..M MA-iK ,

.," ITE (6, r
. 101 (i • - • (

l.QO
PLANK

i-K-) SWAL L i-

32, 33, 32
= IPER

/ SAAN4 * 89. 0) * 4-^>

X( K I

I . I

Y( K )

= i
.

' n)
pi MAT ( 1H0. ' M CRAPH SINCE V IN AND M AX

W4, -H-^4, Zj3X.f 1,1.4, 1H| ,SAA,
FrwMATIlx, 1H|, PCAl, 1H|, ?F1C.?, 1H|)
l-( k"AT ( lx, 1 13 A 1 )

(I TLKN

AD F THC
)

SAME'

IS6



1

?
)

.'.

c

ft

7

R
O

It

1 1

l :

1
-

i -,

l *

1 1-

1 ^

If
19
?<

?!
??
i 1

?A
?<-

?6
71
?r-

?a

3]
3?
^i
" u

*/
v/
> r

AI
A |

<.?

A3

AS

A7
AR
4C

51
5?
51
5A
*5
56
c 7
5(
CO
6C
ft]

ft?

63
6A
hb
6 6
f 7
68
f 9
70
71
7?
73
7*
7',

7 6
77
?H
7C-

-u

Hi
h?
P3
HA

'

I 7
i. q

>-M

<!l

91
<<?

<n
<•./.

u',
i,.

o r

n >

SURPOUTINF D(OTT T ( K, KK, X, Yl, Y?
1YO. Ifl. IH, rC. ID, IF, IF, If,. IH ,
3T JT|_FA, T I TL FS I

, Y3. ¥*, Y5. Vft, Y7, YR,
TITLF1. TITLE?. T1TLE3,

This SUHRnilTP'F WILL PLOT IIP TO 9 DEPENDENT ARRAYS, VI THRU Y<>,
A1AINST THF [".nFPFNTFNT VARIABIE "X", ON THE PAGF PRINTER* THF
OP ppjMTS IN t wp x ARRAY- W44. L OETCRM I NE T U T NUMBER Or LI NES PR I

BOTH THF x-AXIS AMn Y-AXIS WILL BE PRINTFO IF THEY ARE IN THE R
THF GRAPH. THF MAIN PROGRAM MUST BE DIMENSIONED WITH THE DUMMY
VARIAHLFS YH1I THRU Y9(l) AND TITLEK1I THRU TITLF5IH. THESE
VAR1AHIFS WILL «F USFD W+tfN LESS THAN 9 CURVES ARE TO BF P*INTE
SFE F*Amp(_F nri PW. THE X-ARRAY MAY BF SORTED INTO ASCFNniNG OR
IF NFCESSARY PR nFSIPFO BY THE USER BY CALLING KK. THF PRODUCT
OF THF NI|mrfr np r.URVFS PLOTTED (PLUS 1) AND THF NUMBER OF POIN
-f*G±> FrHU-V6P -Mm-T-BF-L-F-S-S--TH*N OR COUAL TO 1000. FOR- FXA MPLfr~Wi
CURVES P.F ?S.i POINTS FACH, WILL HAVE. (3+11 * (?50» = 1000. FO
9 CURVFS A MAXIMUM OF 100 POINTS MAY RF USED IN FACH.
TITLING FOR THF CURVFS WILL BE DONF THROUGH THE USE OF T1TLF1 T
TITI.FK.. PATH CURVF NAMF MAY BE UP TO ?R CHARACTERS LONG. TITt
US F THP FIRST >* SPACFS FOR THF NAME OF CURVE «lt THF NFXT 12
Fpc tht namf nF THP "X" A"P4Y. NAMFS FOR THF FOLLOWING B CURVF
PLAC.FO -> TP \ CART, IN SFOUFNCE. USING TITLE? THRU TITLF5.

FOLLOWING ARC DEFINITIONS OF THE GALLING ARGUMENTS

K= niimrcr nF POINTS IN X-APRAY
IP KK=1 THF K-ARRAY WILL BE PUT INTO ASCENDING OROFR

k*=, thf x-ARRAY WILL BF PRINTED AS GIVEN
vi-vo THF niiMMY ARRAYS FOR THF 9 CURVES
M-IH THc miMMY OIMFNSIONS FOR CURVES Y? THRU Y9

AS AM fxamolp. Tn FAIL PLOTIT Fpp 3 CURVES (B.C. GDI, FACH OF 2
POINTS, TO RF P|n TT cn AGAINST A, WITH THF A ARRAY SORTFn INTO
ASfFNr<i\r- nsifc -

CALL PLL'TIT ( ?sr, \, a, B, f. , n, ya, Y5, Y6, Y7, YR, yq,
12 C C, 2^0. ?50, 1. 1, 1. 1, 1,
?'FIRST ?R SPAf.FS TITI.F HP R..NEXT 12 FPR A TITLE ',
3'FIRST ?8 SPAC.PS TITIP rp £^.-NFX T ?B S PA C E S FOft D....1.1J+,-
ATITl F3. TIT| FA, T IT|_FS )

niMFNSIPN X(K). VHKI, v?»lAI, Y3(IB). YA(IC), Y5(IDJ, YftdFI,
1Y7(IFI, Yfl(ir,t. Y9(IH1, MICnil, ISIGNOt. MARK(100I,YPRINT(5I

(~ p v MHAj / 7 4- f A^K ( 1
/•'* 1 .. __ .

INTEGER NAMFf 701, TfTLFKlAt. TITLF?(1A), TITLF3I1AI,
IT JU FA( 1AI , T I T I FM \U I

DATA DUM1, IPLUS, ISTAR, (SOUIG/ • •, •», •*», • e» f
DATA OUM?, ITITAT, IPFR, ISIX/ • », •#•, '.«, 'ft'/
DATA DUMl, ISFVFN'. IATF, ININF/ • •, •7«, "fl", «9»A

C
r

TOTAI - K + [A + ]
R IC + 10

IF ( TOTAI - 1
" c I 1,1,?

7 WRITF ;

( 6 . s: 1

GO Tr | QO
c
r

1 NO _ n
IF ( IH.FQ.l ) MP = s

IF ( IG.FQ.

1

) NP = 7
IF ( IF.FO.l » MP = 6
IF ( IF.EO.

1

) NP = c

IF ( IO.FQ.1 1 NP = u
IF ( I C . F Q . 1 ) NO = -*.

IF ( IB.E0.1 ) MP = 7

IF ( IA.F0.1 1 NP =
1

LIMI = no 1

r
r

KA
KB
KC
KD
KF
KF
KG
KH
LA
Li*
i r
in
I F

LP
1 G
1

'

=

1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
l*oi
IC"\
K r

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

r
on \->

1 = 1 ,K
GP TP i ( 3, A, 5. f 1, 8. 9,

1 1 KH = L * 3*-K

1 H =
1

' ) KG -
1 * i'»*

in + if + if ig IH

n, 11 »,NP

I G

157



Ill a KF = I + 6*K
10? Li- = L

I'M 7Kn = l«-5*K
•4 10 = 1

> (S KC = L * 4*K
'6 LC = I

7 5 KR = L ^*K
U" « L R = L
C-O * K* = L + '*•<
1' I A = L

11 3 »(ll = KIU
1 ? AIL + K ) = Yl (I (

13 At*A» = V?(t Al
14 A(KR)=Y3URI
15 AlKCI = YAM C I

16 A<kTI) = Y5(Ln)
17 A(Kf> - V6UF1
1 R A(KF) = V7( I Ft
1 ) 4|»RI = Y1(|f,|

1 7 A IKHI = YQ< 1H|
?1 C
.?? r
23 [F { KK ) \t, 14?. 1^
?'. 13 nn i«i ii = i.<
?s jj - i ? + l

>h nn i4i i = jj, <
77 I F ( AM I > - AM I ) 141,141. IS
.' 3 ] 5 NN = -K
?« TO HO N = 1, LIMIT
30 NM = NN + K

31 r = A( I I+NN

)

A? A ( M + NMt = A M + NM tM A ( 1 +NN > = t
54 14^ CO^TINIIF
"5 141 CONTINIir
'h 14? CONTINUE
- I C
»h r.

-<3 C NOW WF HAVE GFMFRATFn "A", AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE VALtlFS OF
40 C X ANH THF ril^VFS ( (\° TP Q» WHICH HAS Y F1THER IN ASCFNOING
141 C n»f)FR fIF CHIF" FHR- AWWfr) Oft-NBT.
.4? C
43 C
44
>5
46
.47
I 4P
140
ISO
.SI
IS?.
.S3 C
,S4 r.

ss
S6
57
s p
tc c
160 DO 1^ Jl w = M .^ M

[M I F < R I G - A f J I " ) t I 7 . 1 R , 1 8
7 17 RK, = AI.ITMI

[ft3 r,n to 16
16 4 1R IF ( SMJU - Al |1M| ( 16,16,10
L6S 19 SMALL = A (J ir- I

[46 16 CONTINIIF
6 7 C
lh« SPAN = RIG - SviAl L
Lf P IF ( SPAM ( ?^, ?i, ?o

c .: ? i w r i t c
( is . i o i~ )

?1 r,n to oo
7? 20 WPITF (A,?f) UARKMI. I = 1,115 )

73 f
74 f
7s nn 60 L = l . 14
74 NAMFIL > = TITLE1 (L*
77 NAME<L + 1 4 ) = Till F?(L J

;
7P NAMFIL+ ?«) = TITLP3ILI
70 NAMF1I+ 4?l = T I T I

P 4 ( I t

60 N A M F ( L
c 6 ) = T I T I F S ( L »

M r

? WFI TE (A. ?5f ) I MAMF ( I I , 1 = 1 , 7). ISTGN(l), (NAMF(Tt.I= R,10>
' C

'4 N = IS
I S NN = 21

DO 61 L = ?. NO
H7 WRITF(6,?SS) (NAMFMt. I = N , NN » , ISIGN(L)

N = N 7
"O • NN = NN 7

I SIGNU 1 =
I SIGN (21 =
T SIGN! 3) =
I SIGN* 4) =
ISIGN(S) a

I PI US
t<;t4o
1SQIIIG
ITITAT
IPE»

ISIGNI7) = i<;fvfn
ISIGN(P» = I ATP
IS!GN<o» = FNINF

M = K + 1

MM = 1 IMIT * K

FHG = AH)
SMAI L = A(")

'l r

? r

41 continue

W C I
T P

( h , A -
1 ) < L A » f M > . I = 1 . 1 I ? t

c
I F ( S M A I ( I ? 5 . 2 6 , 2 6

' 25 IP ( P JG > 76, 27, 27
77 1YAYIS -r ( ( |'ah<(«;mi|i ) )/ SPAN I * OQ.O I 1 . *>

GfJ TH >H
7 4 I

v a > [ <; = r

7R Cf ir T T MMP

15-8



',]
1

?
->• 3

?• i.

?'. t,

?v <-

?\ 7
), H

1

C

t 1

?1

1

2 2
'1 \

i

'

t4

?i «i

?! 6
?1 7
3 l u
> ' Q

:>; ;

i

?;•?
?, j

5,, ^

c
c

I y/vxi S = "
no ?? j = i,k
j j = o
j? = j + l

nr 24 inrsR = i , ion
?4 MARK (TCI FAP ) - Rl ANK

IF ( JVAVJC | ?q, ^q, pq
?-> MAPKMvaxfc;! = I P F R
3J COKTIMIIP

r
If ( TxAxis - J ) M. *2< "U

<1 IF ( A(.H ) 3*, 3?, 34
33 IF ( A(.J-) ) 3S, 3S, 37
3* IF ( AI.I?) t 37, 3 iS-, 3^
'7 ir ( /\rts< v(n t - ARS( XI J2 » ) ) 32. 3?. 3*
*» no <h J3 = i , \rr
3H MABK( J3) = T^pR

fip TT 30^ I x A x [ <; = j?
r,p to 3Q

3s 1 xa x 1 <; = "
?? 6 39 CC1MTIMIIF
7 ?f C
?27 nr ?3 .1 ay = 1 ,nh
- .U = .1 1 •

??9 LV = ( ( IMJJH1 - SMALL* /SPANt * 99.0 ) 1.0
» 31 MAPK(IY) = T^l^MfJAY)
?'<1 ?3 CMK'TINIIF
» 3 5 a R I T F I <• . 30 T ) MARK. A ( J )

>33 A(K » 1 > = A( K »

~^>4 ?2 CHMIMIIP
?-> c
?'h WPITFIft.f.TI (l4Ck|||, T = 1,11? I

?>? C
? u> nFi=SPAN'/4.^
53° vpp imt( it = smai l
?-*''* YPRINT(M = H[r,
;-l no is? 1 = ?.4
><? ^ ? Y o P I N T ( I 1 = S M A I I + nFL*d - It
243 C
?44 UP I TF(^.7Ci~ I

?u<=> WP I TF ih,l^C I VPRJMT
?4f C
?«7 c 9 COMINIIF
?<«P c format ( 1HI. //. ?0X, «NO PLOT SINCF LIMIT FXCFFOFD' )

?'.9 10 FORMAT ( \Hr , iwn GRAPH S1NC-F/ S P A N * 6 »- f
"i'l 2f, FORMAT ( 11SA1 )

2M ?«iC FI'PMAT (IX, i|'. ?' , V, 7A4, • PLOTTED WITH'. 2X, I A

1

. 36X,
?',? I'M, 3A4, ' I

• 1

2M 2SS FORMAT (IX, <l<. ?"«, 7A4, ' PtOTTfrO WITH', ?X, 1A1, 31SX,
2^4 l'l'. 12v. t

1
, ,

2S5 3r: format ( t x. -|>. l-iAi, «|», F12.2, •> t

?Sf- 6C 3 FORMAT { IX. <|t, l«n A l, t|«, 1241. •!• )

?'"W 700 FOP-MAT ( i + i, i|i. 4| ?<,V, MM )

; f c 7 c * format i iv. r;i-!.3. \ x, r,io.3. 3( lsx. r.io.^i 1

- r Q C
?( ~ PF Tt/PM
' * 1 F KO

/5" ?



QQ

L'UTPUT CAT/I fCW Tt-f VLF AMINMA AT Nf KTHhFST CAPF

ICIM «RI Ii- I'AVIO AkTttNA SYSTff PARAffTfR*

~JJL- PAMAMfTFMS
14.42*—KH*-

•
i 'i mail

PCUFF MAI [ATEI

RACl'TICN RFSISTANCF

LC SS 4M-S4 ST A NC E

IOCO. jOO Kti

C.142 OHMS

- . 4 4 OHMS-

TCP-I-AI CAPACITANCE

oo*in-i6ac h»ow;tam;6

0.164 UFARAD

l 39.000 yMfcNSv

iANLUIRTt" RESISTOR CIRCl IT

Ht S If T AAK-t-

MA»I»L* CI SSIPATION

CCIL RMS FT"
500.000 KW

2fin.Ot)0 TO 800.000 tJH€fl#V

li« I f«Lt-t'-

(.AP CNF

CCIL f>*t

CCIl TV.C

v.360

?5.000

5C.00O

FACF P«I*AMY HAS INDUCTANCl OF

P^ICSKT ItlMW CAPACITftt*

stccNCA«y t apaci ttm ruNi s

Kt?, -f~f" PTtVf""K - A *"> ^

EACH SECOM At. v Ii HENRY)

CLWLINT CCfPflCIFNT -

PLATE-TC-PLATF RESISTANCE

0.600 UFARAO

^75 .000 tWEHKV-

300.000 UHENRY

430.000 UHENRY

~0. 250 UFARAO

0.040 TO 1.500 UFARAD

-ONF JfWO THft« POtW

71.50 49.00 35.30 27.00

0.522 0.47* 0.44* O.^OS-

420.000 OHMS

Tht FrufhlNU LATA IS CQMPLTF.0 FCR THE ANT, AT RbSCNANCE

ANTENNA SELF-RESCNANCE 33.334 HERTZ
- R A DI A TION B C SIS TANCt J. 1 4 ? OHM 5—
C (AERIAL! 44C.?C7

LCSS RESISTANCE

C (KITH LOSSES)

FOhER R»CIATEC

TOP-HAT V0LTA6E

VOLTS ACROSS RAC

--fc*f-» *-t-M- I' LL I" I ntiSC

C.044

»36.i |

'

1CCC.0CO KILOWATTS

165. 8A3 KV

376.<>"5 VOLTS

OPERATING FREQUENCY

TOTAL REACTANCE

BANOWIOTH 13081

EFFECIENCV

JANOMIOTH I30B)

CURRENT

BASF vnLTAGE

VOITS ACROSS R(LOSS)

15.525 KHZ

-48. 95 OHM S

35.268 HERTZ

76.344 PER-CENT

46.195 HERT Z

2653.725 AMPS

*?9.901 KV

116.764 VOLTS

GbSlKFO CUTPLT I«">E0ANCE

si-mifs ecu
CCUPl ING r.c II

A T H CSO N A NCC t I N PLT I M PLO ANCl

12.500 OHMS

486.302 UHENRY

15.T49 UHENRY

12. 5 00 rt-*549f-0* OHHS-

CATA FIR PAN^fclCTI- RFS1SI0R

»ITf BANChlBTF RESfStCH Trt PAY v«»y

CLIL SET AT ECO.COC UHENRY THE IS

CCIl I * 1 ,COC LHFNF.Y TF«E IS

318.282

265.117

/ 6 O



QQ

VARIATION IN "0" ANC BANDWIDTH FOB AERIAL XITH ANO WITHOUT LOSS RESISTANCE

_
4f5l"SL"""5 ,r v5. iTSf^iitNTY PirrTui wlfB
AERIAL BANCUCTH <CYCLESI PLOTTEO WITH
AERl«l "l" WITE- LCSS RESIST. PLOTTED WITH
AERIAL MkCklOlkJUIH LOSS) PLCTTEO W4 TH

f.

f.

«, -

~Mf. -?T t\ —?r;l

FR-F5-irr-

10.00
10.50
11.00
11.50
12.00
12.50

13.50
14.00
14.50
1 5.
15.50
16.00
16.50
17.0G>
17.50
IB. 00
18.50

-1 . 00
19.50
20.00
20.50
21r«0
21.50
22.00
22.50
23 . 00
23.50
24.00
24.50
25.00
25.50
26.00
26.50
27. OP
27.50
2R.C0
28.50
^9. no —
29.50
30.00

t L 1 I L N

Ti ato an i»r-Eca*.f f f^f -.(•i-? fH«S TO AN IHPEOANCE f>F 12.500 - nHM S

eAC E- L E G kllLP! 15.61)

L t ( i" \h 1
•- . >- 1 i r .

''

LEC IK 15.811 LH*S

LF( TF&EE - li.ell OHMS

c ap l tcl ugh vtx van,

1NFLT TO TEE 2C.C :. IS

Cl-UH
tail- pr»Eh AMPLIFIER- The p»i»jh [NOUCTANCE IS

PHIMARY CAPACITOR SET AT

OHMS

tru ONE 162.091 IIHENRV

rcR Two 162.091 UHENRY

r.s» i n e 0.648 UFO

IS 1.600 UFD

F-G3 OHWS

430. OOO UHENRY

0.244 UFARAO

THE CESIUEC ?! AT r -TG-PEATE LOAD IS 420.000 OHMS

TE-E MIfc'f. Li"AT IS 0.1<>2f.4F-03 OHMS

PCWEP «»Fl IF IER£

EACE SECONDARY INCLCTANCE I!

MUTUAL INOLCTANCF IS

CGLPL INC. CCtFF IC IENT IS

SCCC NDA HY C « r » C I TC « 5CT A T

LOAC SEEN EY JECCNUAfiv

PLATE-TC-Pl ATI LC41) IS

71 .500

91 .579

0.5^2

UHENRY

UHENRY

1 . 4 70 UT ABA O

-6.9744

-41.°39

OHMS

OHMS

PCWER AMPLIFIER?

trACE- SECONDARY INCUCTANCE

ACTUAL lNCLCTANCC I?

CCLPl !\0 CCEFFICIENT IS

SECLNCARY CAPACITTI. <ET AT

LGAC, SetN eY SECOM.AkV c.oqqrt

PLATE- IT-PL ATE IGAf! IS 19G.SR

PCWER <»FI IE IERS

E*C»" S-CF.NOAPY INTIGTANGF IS

LTLAL INi;LClANCE IS

Ct4,Ul4 N G. C CfcEF lC lENT IS _

SlLUNi'ARV CAF/CITCR SC T AT

LOAl. SctN PY 5ELCMIAKY n.6(66
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